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HOn. G. Ra.dell Haln. j. D. Connolly

Man. C. A. Please Hon' J. W. Hackett
(Teller). Hon. V. Hameraley
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HOD, B.: Mo~rty
HOnD B. D. McKenzie
HOn. : . F. 84oll
Hon. C. Sommers
Hon. J. A. Thomson
Ho. C. E. Diempster

(Teller).

,Question thus negatived.

ADJOURNMENT-X
THE COLONIAL SECRETARY. I

regret having to ask members again to
incommode themselves somewhat by
sitting on a day which is not one of the
regular sitting days of the House, How-
-ever, I am sure members will recognise
that I do so with the object of concluding
as early as possible the business of the
-session. I therefore move that the House
at its rising do adjourn till 11 o'clock to-
morrow forenoon. I hope members will
attend in large numbers in order that
the somewhat important business to be
brought before us ma~y be discussed by
as many members as possible.

*Question passed.
The House adjourned accordingly at

9-30 o'clock, until the next forenoon.

3Ccvrs Iafibe 2S%%eibIun
Friday, 22nd December, 1905.

Questions: Nsriogin, Clerk of Courts .. .541
Day Labour in Public Works---------------41
U nemployed at Fremantle----------------42
Judicial Appointments (Chief Justice]).. 842

Bills: Bread Act Amendment (carters' holidays)
3R--------------------------------2

Land Act Amendment, Council's amendments 842
Railways Bills (spur lines), three Bills dim-

cussed conjointly on 2Ra--------------a4
No. 1, Wagin-flumbleyung in Corn., re-

ported; 3a. postponed--------------899
No. 2, Katanning-Xojonup, al] stages passed 902
No, 3, Goomaling-flowenn, 2n., 3a. passed 903

Metropolitan Waterworks Act Amendment
(extension of Supply), 21&. debated, corn.,
S It. Ila""d .. ... .. .... o

THiE SPEAKER took the Chair at
2-30 o'clock p.m.

PRAYERS.

PAPERS PRESENTED.

By the PREMIER:- Report of Governors
of the High School, 1905-6.

By the MINISTER FOR. COMMXERCE AND
LABOUR: Repo*rt. by the Chief Inspector
of Pactories on the working of the Early
Closing Act, the Seats for Shop Assist-
ants Act, and the Employment Brokers
Act.

QUESTLON-WARROWfN CLERK 0OF
COURTS.

.Axl. COWOHER asked tbe Premnier:
i, Does th e Governmen t intend to appoint
a. clerk of courts at Narrogin P z, If so,
when?

THE; PREMIER replied: The Govern-
ment is aware that the present arrangre-
ments as to the clerk of courts' work at
Narrogin are unsatisfactory. The Gov-
ernment intends to so arrange matters,
inter-departmentally, that in future the
Work will be performed by a capable
officer always asvailable in office hours.
With this end in view, the Public Service
Commissioner will probably visit this and
other southern districts during the month
of January.

QUESTION-DAY LABOUR IN PUBLIC
WORKS.

Mu. BATH ask-ed the Mlinister for
Works: 1, Is it his intention to alter the
system adopted in the erection of the
Hospital for the Insane from day ]abour
to contractV z, If so, why ?
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THE MINISTER FOBR WORKS re-
plied.: and 2, No decision has as yet
been arrived at.

QUESTION-UNEMPLOYED AT
FREMANTLE.

MR. PRICE asked the Minister for
Labour: i, What is the number Of un-
employed registered at the Fremantle
Labour Bureau for the six months ending
30th November, 1905? z, The number
of engagements during the same period ?
3, The salary and hours of the officer in
charge ? 4, Does he perform any other
dutiesP

Tnu MINISTER FOR LABOUR re-
plied: i, 1,615. 2,, 492. 3, £2110 Per
annum; two hours. 4, Employed as
clerk at Perth Lab~our Bureau, mornings.

QUESTION-JUDICIAL APPOINTMENTS.
MR. BATH (without notice) askedl

the Premier: fn view of the statement
appearing in the Press with regard to
judicial appointments, will be ma~ke a,
statement to the House?

THE PREMIER replied: I know that
the Leader of the Opposition is referring
to the retirement of the Chief Justice.
The date of the retirement of the Chief
.Instice is as from the end of the long
vacation. The question of filling any
vacancy that may be caused by that
retirement has not been in any war con-
sidered as yet.

BILL--THIRD READING.
Bread Act Amendment (carters' holi-

days), transmitted to the Legislative
Council.

BILL-LA.ND ACT AMENDMENT.
AMENDMENTS CONqSIDERED.

Schedule of three amendments made
and a new clause inserted by the Council
now Considered in Committee; Ms.
ILLINGwoRTH in the Chair, the MINISTER
FOR. LANDS in charge of the Bill.

No. 1-Clause 4. strike out all the
words after the word " amended," and
insert the following in lieu thereof:
" by striking out all the words after the
word 'improvements,' and inserting in
place thereof 'in addition to the external
fencing, an amount equal to double the
full purchase money: Provided that not
more than one-half of the cost of any

*house erected thereon by the lessee may
be included in the prescribed improve-
ments'-

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS
moved:

That the amendment be agreed to.
This was inserted in another place to,
carry out an assurance given to the.
Leader of the Opposition. It provided
for half the value of a house being Con-

Isidered as improvement.
Question passed, the amend nient agreed

to.
No. 2-Clause 7, insert the following

words at the beginning of the cjlause:
" On and after the first day of March,
1906."1

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS,
moved:

That the ame-ndmient be not agreed to.
He could not accept the amendment. BV
fix in g the I1st March a s the date to which
blocks could be taken up without paying
the survey fees would give an excellent
opportunity to the land speeplator to take

uplnd before that date and dispose of
itataa profit afterwards. Argument had
been raised in another place that people
came here on the understanding that
surveys would be free; but the Lands
Department, having this Bill in view, had
lately refrained from advertising that
surveys were free.

Question passed, the amendment not
agreed to.

No. 3-agreed to.
No. 4-New Clause, to stand as Clause

4:-
Section 68 of the principAl Act is hereby

amended by inserting after the word " divi-
sion," in line thtee, the following- words: " not
being lands within a pastoral leaseo held under-
the Land Regulations of 1887."

THE MINISTER moved-
That the clause be agreed to.

This clause hiad been inserted in another-
I place at the instigation of Mr. Drew, to

make provision in dealing with grazing
leases. In the event of their being
thrown open under the present Act, the

IPastoral lessee would be the only person
able to select grazing leases within his
pastoral lease. A section of the Con-
stitution Act debarred the Government
from dealing with any land comprised in
a lease granted by the Crown prior to
responsible Government, except under
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-conditions laid down in the regulations
under which the lease was granted. This
point had been decided in the case of Lee
Steere versus the Crown. This amend-
ment would meet a difficulty should it
crop up at any time when the Govern-
ment decided to throw open grazing
leases.

Question passed, the clause agreed to.
Resolutions reported, and the report

.adopted.
A committee consisting of the Minister

-for Lands, the Hon. F. H. Piesse, and
Mr. Bath, drew up reasons for disagreeing
to amendment No. 2.

Reasons adopted, and a message accord-
ingly returned to the Council.

BILL (RAILWAY No. 1)-WAGIN-
DUMBLETUNG.

SECOND READING.

Debate resumed from the previous day,
-on this jointly with two other spur line
Railway Bills.

HUN. F. H. HIESSE (Katanning): In
regard to the question which has been
raised as to the short time at the disposal
-of the House for the consideration of
what is indeed an important matter so far
as this country is concerned, more has
been made of it in my opinion than is
necessary und 'er the circumstances. It is
.not as though the proposal were now
,brought forward as a new one, because
we have already in this country estab-
lished the principle. There is a diversity
of opinion I admit as to the wisdom of
carrying out lines of this character upon
the methods of the past, many advocates
asserting that the loop line System is
preferable to the spur line system. That
'e all a question of opinion, and it has
not so far been settled. In putting
forwvard the arguments from time to
time and giving by way of comparison
the failure that has resulted in Victoria
in connection with what is termed the spur
line system, we must take into c;onsidera.-
tion the different circumstances ruling in
this State as compared with the circum-
stances ruling in Victoria. This is a
country of distances. Victoria admittedly
is a country of great wealth and great.
possibilities, but it is small as compared
with Western Australia. Having made
full inquiry into the question of spur
railways in connection with Victoria., I

am certainly of opinion the comparisons
brought forward do not apply to Western
Australia, although in Victoria I admit
spur lines have not been the success their
promoters thought. The reason of the
failure is that in the first instance the
cost of land was so excessive and the
cost of construction on the matin-line
system was in excess of anything we are
likely to spend. The average cost of the
Victorian main-line system is about
£211,000 a mile, and the spur lines have
cost something like £6,000 or £;7,000 a
mile to build. The distances are short
compared with the lines we propose to
construct, and if members will take the
opportunity of glancing at the map
placed before thenm they will see the
reasons advanced are supported by facts,
which were not the case in regard to the
Victorian lines. We have a country 'here
intersected by railways. In man 'y in-
stances before reaching their terminal
points they traverse a distance of 70 or
100 miles; so that in commencing these
railways it is the commencement of an
intersection of the country in a different
direction, going from east to west, and
not from north to south as advocated by
those in favour of the loop line system.
I would like members to take into their
mind's eye the country proposed to be
intersected l~w these lines. As we may
refer to the three railways now brought
forward, I would like first of all to take
the Goom ailing line, which in a war is
separated from the Great Southiern
Railway, and we find the building of the
first portion of the Goomalling line has
served the district so well as to justify
the construction of a farther 14 miles.
The proposal is most commendable, and
certainly should meet with the approval
of members. It will be the means of
opening a tract of country whvrich should
bring about increased settlement and.
increased development. The line needs
very little from me in advocacy of its
extension. Having commenced that rail-
way, it is now going in the direction we
thought it should ultimately go when we
commenced it; and although there has
been some loss in regard to the working of
that line, it is early in the history of the
railway to make comments adversely to
the construction of similar lines based
upon the experience of this one. If
£3,000 a year has, been lost, which it is
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stated has been the loss on this line, it is
not after all a veryV large, sun as com-
pared with the incme of the country,
and it means that for a time the country
must put up with these slight losses.
We have to develop this country by the
means at our disposal, and to open up
this country the best means we have are
the spur lines. I wish we could get
away from the question of spur lines,
because those who know the spur lines in
Victoria seem to look on them with a
Victorian eye and not with a Western
Australian eye. -The circumstances are
so different, and I am sure when we con-
tinue the construction, which I hope will
be the case with the Goomalling line,
not for 14 miles but for a farther 80
or 40 miles, and which should be done
soon, we shall see a very great return on
the money expended. If members will
look at the map they will find by extend-
ing this line a farther distance to the
east and then going round hack again to
the south, %ve shall have a line which
will, I should say, meet the objections of
those opposed to the spur line syslem,
for we should be constructing what we
might term a circular line, which is
advocated strongly in some quarters. I
shall umA say mo~re about the Gooinalling
line. I think it is fully justified, and if
we can build the line at a lesser cost
than we have built our railways in the
past we shall have attained a very good
result in the way of economy' . After all,
I may point out the building of railways
on a very cheap system is not alwayis
good economy, for there is the up-
keep. This might be avoided by the
expenditure of a small sum propo~rtion-
ately on the capital cost. I comte now
to the line from Wagin to Dumbleyung.
Here we have a line in an easterly direc-
tion in country which is capable of great
development, and in which very good
results have been attained from wheat
growing, as much as eight bags to the
acre having been attained, and this year
the crops are exceedingly good. This
country is similar to the Goomalling
country, also the country to the east of
Beverley, It is in a part of the country
that the advocates of the loop line system
ayt these lines should be built. How-
ev er, I prefer to make a commencement
from the main trunk line in this instance
and go to the east for 30 miles, as pro-

posed bY the Bill, with afarther extension
as soon as it is justified by developments.
We come to the other proposed line, the
Kat-auning to Kojonup railway, which it
is ultimately proposed shall be Carried on
to a point on the South-Western Railway,.
between Donnybrook and Bridgetown,
perhaps to Bridgetowvn or some point to
be decided in the future. The distance
from Katanning to that town is about
80 miles, and the distance from Katanning
to the sea-coast in a direct westerly line
is 145 miles, so that those who take
notice of the locality will find we have
land over which we can build a Line of
railway 145 miles in length if need be.
When we take into consideration these
various circumstances we find after all it
is not a question of the construction of
spur lines, and I am sorry so much has
been said in calling theml spur lines,
because I think they are the beginning of
what, might be termed a great gridiron
system of railway construction. The
railway from Albany to Beverley, 248
miles in length, runs on anl average 120
miles from the coast until it gets to-
wards Beverley, and to the east of that
line we have land fit for cultivation
for a distance of 80 miles, which will

Igive us a belt of country 243 miles in
length by 180 miles in breadth. So it can
be seen this is an immense ar-ea of country.
If we were to reverse the order of things
and instead of taking the eastern loop
straight to Beverley a-nd join the Great
Southern line sonmewhere at Talibellup.
Which the advocates of that system have
put forward, and take the Great Southern
as a system of spur lines, as it were, from
the various intersections it is proposed to
construct, and instead of building the
lines north and south, build them east
and west, we would attain the same object
as would be attained by a loop line.
When the Great Southern Railway people
surveyed this railway they laid out their
townships at distances of 80 or 83 miles
apart. I travelled the whole system with
their engineer and lands manager. Their
object was to do the same as we are doing,
construct these railways towards the cost
and towards the east. As members will
notice, a distance of .30 miles apart gives
a mean of 15 miles between, thus giving
facilities for railway carriage, which is
always put forward as a 15-mile limit;
that is a 15-mile limit with advantage to
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the producer. Members will also see
that, taking into consideration the two
railways which arc now proposed, although
one is running west and the other east,
the mean distance between the two points
is 1.5 miles. It has been said that the
first 15 miles of a spur railway are of no
advantage to settlement for that distance,
because it already has the advantage of
the main line. J think the argument in
this directidn cannot carry much weight,
because we must remember that in a
country' such as we have, a country of
-distanxces, we must make a commencement
from some source, and we are cotmmnenc-
ing in this case from a. point on the
Grteat Southern Railway, carrying our
lines 30 miles, and giving increased facili-
ties to an area .30 miles farther out than
we are giving them to-day. If to-day
facilities are gpiven by a trucik line for 15
miles, 80 miles more of railway mean that
the facilities are given for 45 miles; so we
shall still gyet the 30 miles by pushing
-out in the direction we intend to) go.
Once having got over the 15 miles, it
-seems to toe there are sttong reasons, ats
necessity arises and we have funds, for a
conttinuance of these railways in different
directions. I feel that the necessity for
the construction of these railways is evi-
.dent to muembers, hut the fact that such Ithe cause is rather overshadowed by their
objiections to the methods of construction,
to what may be termed perhaps the spur
lines of railway, preferring, as they have
said in some instances to have a farther
inquiry and have a settled policy ats
to what is to be done in connection with
railway construction. I think we have
already a settled policy. We have com-
menced. to build these railways in the
instance of the Goomalling Railway and
the Tork-Greenhills Railway, which was,
nfortunately, carried only 14 miles, and

which I regret is not included in the
-Works placed before the House to be
carried out in the near future. Knowing
the country as 1 do, I am confident that
if such a railway as the Greenhills had
been carried outafarther25 miles, it would
have served a large area of country and
have promoted development; and the
additional cost would not have been so
much per mile as the cost of the first
section was. That is one instance of
what I call the Victorian spur line-too
short in construction to serve the country

as well as was intended; and although
a member of the Government which
placed the proposal before the Rouse, I
am sure that at the time we did intend
to carry that line farther than it was
carried in the first instance. However,
funds were not available, and the work
was not carried out. There, I say, is an
instance of the spur line carried too
short a distance to be of benefit to the
community. We are avoiding this by
proposing to carry our railways out a
distance of 80 miles. I would have gone
farther and made it 85 miles, because I
think they should be carried out as far
as possible with the means at our disposal
at the present time. If we can carry
them out .35 miles, especially where we
know a railway is justified, we are doing
at very" much better service to the country,
and economising working. There will
be, in time to comae, other proposals for
farther construction by taking railways
from these starting points westwards, as
we do in the case of the Dumnblevung
line. Therefore we shall have a con-
tinuance for a distance of 35 ]niles,
giving a total of 70 miles. In the
early stages there will be some loss to
revenue, but we have the assurance
of the Minister who introduced this
measure that it is intended to construct
this railway at a cheaper rate than has
1)een thle 'rule in the past. He also
proposes introducing a more economti-
cal syste m of working. I have myself
thought that could be done. We have
instances of it in other places, I believe

tnot only in Australia hut Ireland, where
to-day they are working similar railways
at very 16w cost, withonly two Men in
charge of the train, those being the driver
and the guard. I think if this can be
done, where there is not m uch danger to
passengers, and where economy is neces-
sary in connection with the working-
[MR. B~OLTON: No fireman?]3 They
have not a fireman in Irelanid ait all.
They have just the two men, guard and
driver. We arc in at country where we
have to take very much care of the lives
of the people, perhaps more than is the
case in some other parts, especially when
we know that they are camred for and
watched over by my friends who sit on
the opposite side perhaps miore par-
ticularly; but I say -we are certainly
entitled to economise where possible;
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and I feel that with the lower cost of
working which will be introduced we
shall not see so much loss as has been the
ease in connection with the GoonlalzDg
railway, al though that loss is infinitesimal
compared with the great indirect advan-
tages which have followed the construc-
tion of such railway. In regard to the
question of opening up the land, it is
said that already sufficient laud has been
opened up by our present railway system;
that we have available large areas of
land undeveloped that should be de-
veloped rather than that we should com-
mence the construction of fresh lines of
railway. I admit there are large areas
of country along our various railways,
but although so much has been said in
disparaging the efforts of those who are
connected with such development, setting
forth that only 300,000 acres of land
have been developed up to date and that
11,000,000 acres have been alienated or
are in process of alienation, I would like
to say this in sup)port of those who have
been concerned in. the development, that
after all there is a good tale to tell of
the development which has taken place,
which is certainly in favour of the
people connected with the land. If we
take this point into consideration we
shall find that to-day 11,500,000 acres of
land have been alienated or are in pro-
cess of alienation, but of this quantity
2,768,000 acres are held by the Midlana
Rtailway Company, 1,114,00"1 acres are
held uinder homestead and grazing lease
conditions, and 492,000 acres under
poison lease conditions; these three
items making a total of 4,874,000 acres,
and of the 3,724,000 acres wholly
alienated a very large proportion is in
parts of the country where it is prac-
tically impossible to carry out develop-
menit ou a large scale. There are also
the numerous small areas of land which
go to make up this large area scattered
about the country which were taken up in
the early days, and which gradually will
come under cultivation. When we come
to look at the fact that of the area,
held under conditions of improvement,
3,200,000 acres, 785,000 acres are home-
stead and 2,504,000 acres conditional
purchase, we shall find that the -300,000
,acres cleared are 10 per ceot. of that
area. We should take into consideration
also that of this large area 2,758,000

acres of land have been selected during-
the last three years, so that there has,
not yet been sufficient time for any large
amount of development to take place in
that direction. Surprise has been ex-
pressed at the small amount of land
under cultivation as compared with the
quantity of land alienated or in process
of alienation; but it is only since 1896
that any spurt at all ha~s been put into-
the development of land;'- it is only
since 1897 we purchased the Great
Southern Railway; and it was not until
1898 that settlers beg-an to come in under
Government conditions. It is true that
prior to that we had areas ollen around
Northam and York, but it was not until-
we built such a railway as the Goomalling
line that we were able to push people
afield outside the areas which were held
as large freehold blocks by the original
selectors. It was then that we began
to see the development that was taking
place. The abnormal settlement which
has taken place on the Great Southern
Railway has proved the wisdom of
our policy at that date in throwing
open that land to get settlers on it. I
feel that a point on which there is just
cause for complaint is in regard to the
number of selections which have been
taken up and not worked. Whether that
has been in consequence of the rush of
work owing to the immense amount of
selection which has taken place, and the
incapacity to deal with it for wnnt of a.
proper staff of assistants, is a question to
be decided when an inquiry is made; but
there are just grounds for complaint
because of the large areas which have not
been developed and which have been
taken up under conditions of improve-
ment and other conditions of homestead
settlement. We ought to have had a.
much more rigid inspection, and to have
forced the hands of the people, instead of
allowing them to hold laud for speculative
gain until such time as they could find a
purchaser to take it up. That has been
the cause of a rent deal of trouble, and
that does not remedy the matter. So far
as we are concerned now, those people
have the land, and if they are not
developing it in accordance with the con-
ditions, the Lands Department should
see that they do develop it, and should
urge their officers to enforce a rigid in-
spection. I understand that is being
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,done as rapidly as possible, and I hope
by next session to see a very much better
result in regard to this than has been the
case in the past. I have mentioned this
to show that those who say we have
sufficient laud are off the track, because
we have not sufficient land within reach
of our present railways for those persons
whom we are inducing to come to this
-country. That is why we are cpening up
tracts of country for the purpose of
-enabling those who come here to settle
upon land available in the western and
.eastern portions adjacent to the Great
,Southern Railway. (Ms. BATH: WVe
have the land, but the question is whether
it could be made available.] The Minister
proposes to set awide some 60,000 acres
in one direction, and there are other
sections in the eastern part of the country
and the western part as well, I take it.
for the purpose of inducing settlement on
sm1aller areas than has been the case in
the past. I think myself that in the
dryer parts of the country not less than
640 acres would be sufficient for -what I
may call mixed farming; but in the wes-
tern part of the country half that area
would be sufficient, and the farther you

Lget to the west the more you can reduce
it, because of the smaller areas which can
.be turned to profitable account. But
without railway communication it is
'impossible to develop this land with any
satisfaction in regard to making some
profit out of it. [Ma. TAYLOR: Mixed
farming you say is the most successful ?]
It is, decidedly. That should settle the
-question regarding the 300,000 acres so
often referred to.

Ma, BATH :You excluded the Midland
Railway lands from your calculations;
but Portion of the 300,000 acres is
included with the Midland lands.

How. F. H. PIESSE: Even if the
-Midland lands contained 100,000 acres
under cultivation, there is still left
2,600,000 not cultivated, but held by that
,company under conditions which -we
cannot alter. It is useless to say there
is no need to build this proposed line for
farther development. We must open up
the country in question, and having once
decided on a, policy, we can well continue
that polic 'Y; and the country is fully
Justified in extending the Goomalling
line and in building the two proposed
new lines, which for the time being I

am ready to cAll spur lines, but which
must ultimately become practically trunk
lines when we proceed to gridiron the
country and cut it up by constructing
railways.

MR. BATH : Where will those spur
lines end-in the wilderness?

How. F. HI. PIESSE: They must go
on. The eastern spur can bie eventually
brought round and connected with your
proposed loop, if you construct it. Even
if we construct a loop line from Beverley,
we can connect it with our :30 miles of
line from Wagin and then bring it in to
the Great Southern Railway, as is advo-
cated by the officials of the Railway De-
partment. But I1 am at prosent entirely
opposed to the loop line; because I con-
sider that the other system1 will serve the
country much more quickly and effectively,
and will be less costly, th~an any loop line
system. If we are to adopt the loop line
system, we shall have to expend, before
the line becomes thoroughly payable,
about 1-4 millions. We cannot afford
that sum; consequently we are fully
justified in advocating the expenditure
of this small sum of £130,000 or.£140,000
in the direction indicated. The spur
lines are going into a country alread~y
settled, tapping country which can be
settled beyond that, and a country of
which we fully know the capabilities.
Therefore it seems to me that those who
ask for farther inquiry are only endea-
vrouring to postpone this project, without
having any good reason for their action.

Ma. BATH: YOU favour spur lines;
Commissioner George favours loops.

How. F. H. PLESSE: I know the
country well; and notwithstanding what
may be said by Commissioner George,
we have the evidence of other practical
men.

Ma. SCADDAN: The Engineer-in -Chief,
for instance.,

How. F. HI. PIESSE: Yes; men who
know more than the Commissioner, who,
although he has had considerable exper-
ience of similar lines, nevertheless treats
the subject f rom a railway working point
of view. He is not thinking of construct-
ing, thbese railways for the benefit of the
country. We have asked the Commtis-
sioner to work the railways to the advan-
tage of the country, to work them econo-
mically. at the same time giving facilities
to the people who live and work in the
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country, the railways being the property
of the people. But we find that the
Commissioner always considers himself
expected to make the railways pay-to
serve the peopledi possible, but if he
cannot serve the people, to make the
railways pay; hence it seems to me
that Parliament should take the matter
in hand, and should decide what course
is to be adopted to open up and develop
our country. Because, after all, we want
traffic, development, and settlement; and
with the advantages we possess in this
country, we have a good claim for farther
expenditure in the direction indicated.
These railway Bills are only the com-
mencement of a great system of railway
construction which must be carried out
from time to time in the near future, if
we are to open up this country.

MR. TAYLOR: Do you advocate these
spur lines as a, portion of the present
system ?

HON. F. H. PIESSE: I would sooner
see them worked with the Present system,
if possible. That is a. matter whic;h I
should have to consider later on. If they
can be worked as well with the present
system, then, unless we are to build up a
new and costly department-costly be-
cause of the dual control-it seems to me
there is nothing in favour of the pro-
posal, and everything against it. But
that is not ai matter of present concern ;
it is a matter for the future; and it
devolves up)on the railway management
to do the best they can in the interests of
the country.

AIR. TAYLOR: In private business,
before a man starts an industry he
always makes arrangements for working
it.

How. F. H. PlESSE: To hear some
members one would almost believe that
this is the first undertaking of the kind
on which we have entered.

AAR. BATH: We have two similar
undertakings; and they' are failures,
resulting iu a £3,000 loss.

HoN. F. H. PIESSE: Whatis that loss
after all? How many other enterprises
showv losses, but are nevertheless advan-
tageous to the country? As one who
ha- listened to many speeches introducing
railway proposals, it is surprising how
few members present on such occasions,
even in the early dayvs of Sir John
Forrest, favoured expenditure on railway

construction. They always seemed t&
regard such proposals from a pessimisticz
standpoint; and had it not been for the
strong and buoyant character of Sir
John Forrest and his then associates, we
should not witness the developments that,
have since taken place. Because. of that
enterprise we are now reaping great
advantages ; and we ask for farther
development in the sanie direction. Had
it not been for those who advocated the
purchase of the Great Southein Railway,
we should not have benefited by the
opening up of an immense area which
has proved so great a boon, mud has
made the Great Southern district one of
the most important agricultural centres
in Australia. Why then look so pessim-
istically on such proposals, which, after
all, do not involve a large expenditure?
The interest will amount to £4,200 a,
year; and if the undertaking will pay
working expenses, the interest will repre-
sent the full loss; and that loss will not
continue for all time. If we are to make.
any progress in this country, we must in-
vest in some direction, just as the
capitalist invests who wishes to develop
his estate. I1 cannot see any justification
for farther inquiry. Members ask for it
with only one object-to stave off this
project till a future day. Considering
that these proposals have been so long
talked of, there is full justification for
them; the development of the country
proves that there will be large settlement
in the pastoral areas served by the lines;
and it seems to me that we have no
reason for farther investigation. For 30-
years I have worked in that locality.

MR. TAYLOR: You are only one of 60
members,

How. F. H. PIESSE: I have spent
more money in developing my own town-
ship and in assisting farmers than this-
railway will cost, and to-day my money is
still invested in that district.

MR. TAYLOR: You are lucky to have it.
HON. F. H. PIESSE : I have h'ad to

work hard for it. If men are ready to
put their own money into the district,
surely the district can bea profitably
dev-eloped bymarailway. For justification
of this request, I wish to point to the
Great Southern Railway itself. In 1901,
when this railway was taken over by' my
successor as Commissioner of Railways,
the late Mr. Barry Wood, it was earning:
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£35,000 a rear. Last year it earned ending. We should therefore, tap other
£284,000; and the increase over the earn- parts of the country where settlement
ings of the year before last is £33,000- can be still farther advancsd for the
a very grreat increase, showing that there benefit of those who, owing to the
must be an immense development going distance from the railway, have to cart
on in order to yield that result. It will their produce at a loss. Members object
be seen that the railway, which at one to this proposal, particularly because
time was barely paring interest, is ta-da *Y insufficient time has been given for its
paying not only interest and working consideration. That, I take it, is the
expenses. but perhaps a little more. stronvest objection. HaBd this Bill been

Mn. BATH: The department will not 1 brought in earlier in the session, no doubt
let us know whether it is paying. Iit would have been less strongly opposed.

l1ox. F. H. PIESSE: I should like to IBut I do not think it fair, on that
point out to the Minister of Railways, account, to reject the proposal. Members
now present, that under the conditions of Iare fully aware that for many years it
that purchase there was a written under- has been intended to construct these lines.
standing, at vopy of which I tried urn- Two previous Governments have pro-
successfully' to find last night, to the mised the Kittanning to Rojonup line,
effect thata complete statement should be and two years ago a Ipromise was made
rendered yearly and placed before the to carry out the survey. But not till
House, showing the working account of the other (lay was a feature survey
the railway; and for about five years made. There have also been proposals
that statement appeared in the railway to construct spur lines from other
reports, but this year I notice its absence. towns; and these railway Bills have not
I think that in the interests of the been sprung suddenly on the House.
country, the publication of the staternent But this is a good opportunity, I will
should be resumed; for the resultsof such admit, for raising objections.' Those
a purchase should certainly be fully dis- objections could be raised on very good
pla 'yed. If the railway is making a loss, grounds, and with some prospect of
let us know the a'monn~t of that loss. We success, if the case for the railways
bought that railway and lands for were a bad one; but when we have such
.0,100,000. We have sold more titan a good ease, such a splendid country.
enough of the lands to pay about with its capabilities shown by recent
£600,000 on account of the purchase, results, the justice of our claim cannot
although only £ 300,000 was allowed to be denied. Though the average yield
the Railway Department for the lands; per acre is not, pierhaps, so large as can
so the railwaiys are to-day saddled be shown by the Northam and Beverley
with a capital cost exceeding by £300,000 districts, yet, as the acreage under culti-
the sum on which they should have to ration so nearly approaches in area that
pay interest. That is a matter for future of our oldest districts, and has increased
adjustment; but it shows we are saddling to that extent in so short a time, we
the railways with more than a faiir pro-~ must recognise that such development
portion of the price paid for the Great ought to be encouraged; for it could
Southern property. Then there is the have been attained only by the energetic
balance of land remaining unsold ; con- men ,yho have settled on the laud.
sequently, after all, the railway did not It is not done by the magic wand dof the
from a railway standpoint cost so much conjuror, but by the hard work of the
as some meinbers think. I am confident people who go into that country and
that it must continue to pay. The Igrapple with the hard struggles of a
service is increasing; and members in Ifarmer's life; and those people who are
business or connected with mercantile 25 to 30 miles from a railway are asking
affairs know that the Great Southern for these lines with good justification.
District has been, during the last-year or 'Therefore, I think that members should
two, considered the safest part of the not bring forward objections to these
country to do business with, and the constrhictious merely because they have
most flourishing. Within what may be not had sufficient 'time to give them
called the workable area of the Great consideration. If members had the
Southern, extensive settlement is pro- opportunity to-morrow, and if we said we
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would postpone these matters in order to
give members an opportunity of going to
see the country, I am atnaid they would
not take advantage of the opportunity
and that next June they would be as
ignorant as they are to-day. They will
not go to the country to see it. I know
it. I have invited them to do so. There
are, of course. exceptions. I know some
members who are very favourably im-
pressed with this country; but still they
offer objections. They' should be set
aside, and should not prove fatal to the
passing of the second reAding of Bills
which mean so much to people who have
been promised these conveniences, who
are living in a country capable of great
development, and who will help a great
deal towards the building up of this
State. After all, what we wish to see is
a contented, successful, and prosperous
community of agriculturists. Though
we have seen so much good from our
mineral development, yet it is recognised
that the fu.ture success of any country
depends upon the development of agri-
culture, and upon the other industries
connected with it. I think we have strong
cause. why the construction of these rail-
ways should not be put back. No doubt
the lines must be built. The country
cannot put them off. We have settled
in our minds, the construction of these
railways. They are not the c-ockspur
lines so frequently alluded to; because
they are to be carried through the country
and cut it up into sections 30 miles wide;
and the time will come when the people
of the future will give us every credit
and be prepared to pay every obligation
imposed on them by thiose whio are to-day
carrying on the destinies of the country.
I strongly advocate the construction of
these railwayvs ; and I feel that we should
not allow one of them to be thrown out.
In fact, I would prefer to see the eitension
of the Greenhills Railway included. That
railway should be carried on for 25
miles. These things cannot be stayed;
and it means a very small expenditure.
By all means let the House decide in
favour of these Bills and grant the
request made by the people in the dis-
tricts I have spoken of.

MR. E. C. BARNETT 'Albany)-: There
will be a general feeling of satisfaction
in the agricultural districts at the pro-
posals of the Government to construct

these agricultural railways. When
addressing moy constituents, I men-
tioned that I would support the policy of
the Premier as outlined at Midland
Junction. more particularly -egarding
the construction of agricultural railways'
and I mentioned the lines 1 was prepared
to support, and which ITam now prepared
to support from personal knowledge. In
the first place, I promised to support the
railway promised to the people who have
been residing for a number of years
between Katanning and Kojonup. It
will open up a very fine district of agri-
cultural land already settled, and will
lead to the settlement of hundreds of
thousands of acres. A lide I more
strongly supported is the one from Wagin
to flumbleyung.

MR. BOLTON: It was never mentioned
in the country until yesterday.

MRt. BAfRNETT: I cannot say whether
it has been mentioned or not, but I am
speaking of my personal knowledge. I
believe this line will open up a tract of
agricultural country of greater extent, and
equal in quality to any in this State. I
believe the proposed extension of 30 miles
from Wagin is only the commencement
of at railway that will be carried out to a
mutch greater distance. I was pleased to
hear the Minister say that the lines are to
be constructed and worked as cheaply as
possible; because I recognise, as we all
do, that there are several districts from
which applications will come for agri-
cultural railways, and we only have a
limited amount'of money to work on. In
order to satisfy all claims to bie made on
the Government to construct railwayvs, it
will be necessary for them to be con-
strue~ted and worked as cheaply as
possible. While these lines must be con-
structed and worked as cheaply as
possible, we must impress upon the
people who are served with these rail-
ways that they must not be asking
unreasonable things from the State after
the lines are constructed. While I ma a
member of this Assembly, I shall back up
any Government in refusing what I con-
sider unreasonable demands.

MR. BOLTON: It is done by regulation,
and you have absolutely no say in it.

MR. BARNETT: I do not think any
great rate of speed will be required on
these railways. Neither is it necessary to
consider the question of grades to the
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same extent as is necessary in the con-
struction, of main lines, because for a
time the loads carried ovrer tlese railways
wilinot be very heavy, except for a short
time in eachb year, when it is an easy
matter to run extra trains to get the pro-
duce away. As the State is taking on
this serious liability, I think it would be
a fair proposition that, within a certain
radius of' the lines, homestead leases
should not be granted. I do not think
that the withholding of these homestead
leases would affevt settlement to the
extent of one per cent., but it would
affect the outlay and cause a vast saving
to the St;te, not only in the payment for
the land within -reasonable distance, say
10 miles from the railway1 but also in
the expense of the survey of homestead
areas whit-h at present. is borne by the
State. I am convinced that if the Bills
for the construction of these railways
had been mentioned by the Government
a week or ten days ago, so that members
could have given the matter every con-
sideration and looked up the facts and
arguments in favour of the construction
of these railways, there would practically
have been no opposition to their con-
struction; but I do not think it would be
wise to delay the development of the
State, which to L. certain exten3t would be
done should the construction of these
lines, the first step in a progressive policy
leading to a great increase in land settle-
ment, be retarded. While I recognise
that the mining industry is the backbone
of the State, the time will come when the
agricultural industry will take the first
place. While mining is going ahead is
the time to encourage the development of
agricultural areas, so that when mining
does no longer occupy its important
position, we will have some other industry
to take its place and ensure the lasting
prosperity of the State-. The Minister
stated that the deprtment would see
whether the line could be constructed
cheaper by contract or day labour. As.
a fair test, I should like one line at least
to be constructed by day labour so that a
comparison could be made as to the
cheaper system. It would put the de-
partment on their mettle to show what
they could do in constructing a. railway

by day labour; and if they are successful,
it wold be a strong argument in favour
of the future construction of agricul-

I turdl railways by the departmental system.
There is another matter I would like to
mention not particularly affecting these
lines before the House. I would ask the
Government during the recess, in view of
the large area of karri forests lying
between Albany and Bridgetown, to get
all possible information as to the markets
for karri timber, which, I am informed
from reliable sources, is the most suitable
timber at present known for the con-
struction of railway trucks and any
building out of water and above ground.
I ask the Government to get all the
information as to possible markets;
during the recess, and also any iuforma-
t ion as to the best, possible line to tap
these forests, also the most suitable port ;

ifor I am sure when the information is
Fobtained that port will be Albany.

Ma. A. J. WILSON (Forrest): I do
not desire to unduly detain the House
on this measure other than to express my
disapprobation of the proposals of the
Government being brought down at the
present time. On the question of open-
ing up the agricultural portions of the
State, I do not think that it is a question
on which any member of the House has
any opinion different from that enjoyed
by the Government, All are convinced
of the urgent necessity and unquestion-
able need for opening up the agricul-
tural portions of the State in order
to bring those eng-aged in agricul-
tural pursuits within a reasonable dis-
tance of the various markets for the sale
of their particolar products. We have
also to bear in mind in this connection
that we are fast overtaking the local
demand for agricultural products. I
quite recognise there is an unduie pro-
portion of importations, and so far as I
am personally concerned, if there is one
ton of pollard imported into this State,
that is one ton too much. Instead of
importing one ton we ought to be export-
ing hundreds of thousands of tons of
aaricultural products. Whilst I recog-
nise this, I also recognise that there
are other portions of the State that
require opening up besides the area
between Katanning and Kojonup and
the area between Wagin and Bumble-
yunar. And the same statement also
applies to the extension of the Goomalling
line. Whilst we have these various
demands before the country and the
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clamour of the Settlers in various parts of
the State, who are in a position to know
what are the prospective possibilities of
the localities, it is not fair or reasonable
that we should be asked to give our
decision ats to whether these three par-
ticular projects are the three that should
receive the attention of the Government
of the country. It has been said that the
proposal to construct these light lines of
railway has been before the country for
some considerable time, which wiay be
imiore- or less true, but what is also true is
that the proposal to construct these par-
ticular lines has only been before the
House and the country for a short period
of time, and consequently until the House
and the country know whiat is the definite
policy of the Government as to these pro-
posals, these three lines .should not be
placed before Parliament. While I
desire to congratulate the, Minister for
Works on the excellent speech he delivered
in introducing the proposals, I have not
the slighitest doubt ats to the possibility
of his making an equally fluent, logical
and convincing speech in regard to half a
doze-n other prospective railways if the
Government wished to father the pro-
posals. That is an argument iafavour of
the postponement of a decision on these
proposals until Parliament meets next
rear. Why is there the urgent necessity
for hasteni'ng on these proposals at the
end of this session ? What are the main
objects proposed to be sought ? Is the
main object bringing the people already
settled on the land within a reasonable
distance of railway commnunication, or is
the object to be sought by this proposal
a desire on the part of the Government to
bring certain areas of land, at present
unsettled, within a reasonable distance
of railway facilities ? If the primary
object sought is the opening up of
land which is unsettled, then I am more
convinced there is no urgent necessity to
authorise the construction of these three
lines. A settler does not require a rail-
way to enable him to go out iad take up
his land. He does not require a railway
to take out to his selection the essential
portions of his home or homestead; but
I ain sure of this, that once the agricul-
turists of this community are satisfied
the Government of the country and the
Parliament of the country are in sympathy
with the desire to open up the agricultural

portions of the State, there is nothing
to prevent people going on to the land
and making their selections.

MR. ILLINGOOTH:' I would not risk it.
MR. A. J. WILSON: The hon. niem-

her would not risk itP Then he has no
rig-ht to sit in the seat hie occupies. He
ought to be opposing the Government in
connection with these proposals. It is
because there are so many lines to be
built that the whole question should be
postponed until we have ha an oppor-
tunity of having the case of all the projects
that axe in the air at the present time
stated fairly and conclusively. I would
not cecessarily grant or concede a survey
of every line asked for; but I irust the
Government have sufficient coin mon sense
to discriminate between the requests,
and before the House is calld on to
vote for the construction of any railway,
a trial survey of the line should be made
and the whole of the information placed
at the disposal of members.

THE MINISTER ion LANDS:' What do
you want a trial survey for when the
whole place is as level as a bowling green ?

MR. A. J. WILSON: We want a trial
survey to arrive at some degree of
accuracy as to what will be the prospec-
tive cost of these railways. We have in
this House gentlemen ',who are foreigners
on this question, and I pay little respect
to their opinions. They tell us of the
requirements in regard to these pro-
posals, and we are told that these lines
are to be built for £800 or £1,000 a mile.
We were told by the Minister thatt the
expenditure will be X2,000.

THs MINISTER FOR LANDS: Urnder
present specifications. £1,860.

MR. A. J. WILSON: If the lines
which have already been built, and which
carry a ninth heavier class of traffic than
these lines ever will, when we find the
construction of these lines is not on a,
lower scale than this, we should postpone
this question so that the Government can
amend their proposals. This country
will not be served by the construction of
three paltry lines to open up the agricul-
tural resources of the State. Before we
can place our State, as we have a right to
place it, in the foref ront of the countries
in every portion of the world as an agri-
cultural country, we Shall require to build
many more lines than those proposed by
the Government.

[ASSEMBLY.] Wagin-Dumbleyttag.
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LMR. FOluLKEs: They cannot all be
built at once.

Ma. A. J. WILSON: We must be
careful we do not blunder in the con-
struction of the first line so as to prevent
the possibility of other lines being con-
.structed. We want to be careful and not
rush the country into expenditure, until
wve are thoroughly and unquestionably
,convinced that we are not adopting a
policy that is going to block the future
a gricultural developmnent of our State.
I do not say these three lines will block
the development of the agricultural
industry, btit before we embark on the
,expenditure of money we want to be
absolutely satisfied these lines are the
best projects, and will ultimately work in
the best degree in opeuing up and
,developing the country. What is the
position to dayV We have a very nice,
able, and somewhat convincing statement
made by the Minister for Works in
favour of these lines, and I believe, with
the little knowledge I may personally be
possessed of in connection with the agri-
cultural resources of the State, there are
ten or a. dozen other projects on which
the Minister could have made an equally
con viucing and logical statement. If
that be so, what is the position ? Are we
to be called upon to decide in regard
to these particular railways, one at
a time? The only propnsal before us
is in regard to these three particular
projects. Are we to sacrifice every other
portion of the agricultural community
becatuse there is no information placed be-
fore us us to other projectsP [2lsUBEa:
Take half a loaf.1 It is not a question
of having half a loaf, a whole loaf, or a
baker's dozen of loaves, but of carrying
out a, policy to the best advantage of the
country.

Mn. ILLINOWORTE: The best policy is
to start.

Kn. A. J. WILSONt I adlmit the
best policy is to start, but the worst
policy is making a false start. We
want to make a right start and not a false
start. Lu order to avoid an absolutely
false start, the whole question should be
put off until next year. until the House
and the country know someth ing about it.

MA. FOULKSs: We know all about it.
MR. A. J. WILSON:. I understand

the member for Claremont knows all
about it. He has a large area of country

at Kojonup and it is to his interest to
know these proposals.

Ms. FOULKES: So I do.
Mu. A. J. WILSON: After all there

may be many members in this Chamber
who know something about the proposals.
The member for Katanning- knlows a
great deal about them ; the. member for
Claremont knows much about themu; and
the MIinister, who has9 been well advised,
knows a lot about them. He has
paid a visit to a show and inspected
the ag-:ri cultural products of tire locality,
and therefore knows all about them.
There are many members in this Chamber
who know little or nothing about them.
I admit I am one, and I admit also
that, in addition to the members who know
nothing about this matter, there are many
taxpayers who know nothing about the
proposal, and who are entitled to be con-
sulted and to have an 6pportunity of
knowing what the proposals are so far as
this particular expenditure is concerned.
Personally, I have not the remotest oh-
jeaion. to a survey being inade of not
only these thr-ee lines but other projects
for the opening u pof agricultural portions
of our Slate. 1 have no objection to a,
survey being made for the purpose of
enabling us to know exactly what these
proposals are going to cost. [Interjec-
tion.] 'Trust the contractor to find that
out! I would riot trust the competition
of a dozen contraetors, nor would I trust
the present Government. If I did, I
would not be sitting where I am to-day.
I hope I shall always be possessed o)f
sufficient independence *to be guided by
my own opinion with regard to any Gov-
eronient as to whether I shall trust it
or otherwise. I think it is most unfor-
tunate that we should be asked at this
late stage in the present session, not
to authorise a. survey of these lines which
are proposed by the paltry expenditure
of £25000-

THE M INISTER iFOR LANDS:- A survey
could be made in about three dlays.

THE MINISTER FOR Wonxs: That
£5,000 is not for Surveys.

MR. A. J. WILSON: Last night when
I asked the Government to say what they
proposed to do with this. £5,000, we were
told that the money would be devoted to
the survey of these lines. Now that
estimate has gone be 'yond recall we are
told that it is not for the survey at all.
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I am afraid that if we want ocular
demonstration as to the questionable-
ness of trusting the Government we have
it in the statements given yesterday and
the denial to-day. But I want to point
out that it is only proposed to utilise,
before the House meets next year, the
sumn of £6,000. What can be done with
£65,000, even although, as my friend the
Minister for Lands tells us-and he
ought to know, being a, practical man iu
this respect-no survey will be required ?
What can be done with £25,000 towards
the work in connection with these lines ?
The only thing that is sought to be done
is to survey this country and bind this
Parliament to the ultimate expenditure
of the whole cost of these projects by
putting through a paltry vote of £25,000.
It may be, as I have already said, that
these projects are excellent projects. I
do not desire to say they are not; in
fact, I ant inclined to the conclusion, in
view of the justification for opening up
agrricultural lands, that they may be
excellent projects; bitt I do not want to
risk the possibility of a policy being
adopted in connection with this particular
part of the railway which is going to
prevent; justice from being done in other
iharts of our State, particularly in the
agricultural. portions. In regard to one
of these projects I wonld perhaps not
he inclined to express opposition too
Strongly. I refer to the construction of
a railway from at point on the Great
Southern line to Kojonup. My objection
to that partit-ular railway- would he
removed, if at all, hecause of the fact
that it would only be to all intents and
purposes an instalment of a complete
circuit, which would be of service to
those agriculturists in that portion of
our State whenever the time may be
reached, which I hope will not he
very far distant, when the agricultural
needs of the State will be adequately
supplied by our local agriculturists, and
it will become an urgent necessity to find
markets abroad for the disposal of the
al-ricnltural products of Western Aus-
tralia- I think the extension of the line
from a point on the Great Southern to
Kojonup will be but the first instalment
of an ultimate extension which will
enable that portion to be finally con-
nected with the shippi ng port of Bun-
bury, and which will reduce the train

mileage, and consequently as far as the
produiction and export of that particular
class of commodity is concerned I believe
that perhaps that line might in all
probability be justified. [Iutejection.]
My friend interjects that the line might
come somewhere near Forrest. I have
made up my mind that in the Forrest we
can ;onstruc:t lines without coming to the
Government at all; and excellent lines

Ithey are, and they are constructed very
cheaply. [-MEMBER: We do not want
privatelyowmed railways.] I do not
want privately-owned railways at all;
but I do not see why the Government
Should be compelled to pay more for,
their railways than is paid by the timber
companies.

THE MX1Nrsrsn FOR LANDS: They will
not cost very much inorp.

Mn. A. 3. WILSON : Whyv should
they cost more at all, in view of the fact
that we have been told that the country
is so level that there is no occasion for-
surveys at all, whilst in regard to these.
timber railways there are many diffi-
culsies of every kind which have to he.
overcome ? In these circumstances I
think these railways, if constructed,.
ought to lie built for less than £1,000,
per mile; and I think we can afford to.
listen, not to the advice of gentlemen in
the Railway Department who are con-
trolling lines approximating £6,000 per-
niile, standardised lines, but to the
evidence and sta~tements of practical men
who built these railways aid use them
foi- canying on a class of tr-affic which is
mnuch heavier than is ever likely to
be carried over these proposed agri-
cultur-al railways. So far as the urgency
of these proposals is concerned, I do
not think the claim of urgency stands
at all. I know that railways are
a necessity, but that they are needed
before Parliament meets next year is a.
thing I would absolutely and emphati-
cally dispute, because the primary object
to be sought with regard to these rail-
ways is to bring certain lands which at
the present time are unoccupied within a,
reasonable margin so far as railway corn-
ni uun icati4)n i s concerned. I have been on
an agricultural settlement myself open-
in- up new country. I have donca little
bit of ploughing and harrowing in this
State. I have had the pleasure of mow-
ing down some wheat with a good old
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English scythe. If the primary object
-of the introduction of this particular
class of railway is to bring this laud,
which at present is not within a limit of
15 miles, within a reasonable limit of rail-
way communication, once the peopie who
reside upon our land know what the
policy oi the country is in relation to
agricultural railways they will be pre-
pared to go 15, 20, and 30 miles from the
present limit, and what will take place ?

MR. TAYLOR: Before theyv have the
stuff ready the line will be there.

Mn. A. J. WILSON: Before they
require to use it for the purpose of getting
produce away from their landh the line will
be there, and T am sure the requirements
-of the district in the farminig portion of
the community will be insufficient to pro-
vide for it.. f think the whole question
should be postponed. I do not move
that the second reading be made an order
of the day for this day three months,
beause 1 am afraid that if I moved it
and it were carried it would be a vote of
eensure on the Government, and I would]
not like to see the Government go out of
power at the present time. I would like
to see them have ample opportunity
of proving conclusively' that they do
not know how to run the country.
Or on the other hland, as far as I am
personally concerned, I can assure the
members of the Government that I am
not married to any particular Govern-
ment of this country. I do not care
whether it is the conservative Govern-
ment of Alr. Rason or the democratic
Government of Mr. Bath, all I want to
know is that we have a Government which
is serving the purposes of democracy in
this country and the interests of the
people. I do not care whether it is my
friend Mr. Bath or the member for
Kalgoorlie, it does not concern me as long
as the Government is well led and the
country is well catered for. I think this
matter can be well postponed, and it
ought to be postponed until such time as
the country has had an opportunity of
deciding first of all how much money it
is prepared to set aside for the purpose
of opening up agricultural land by this
particular method. If we know how
much will be set aside for this purpose, I
think we shall know exactly how many
suits of clothes, so to speak, we can cut
out of our cloth. I think it is important

Iwe should know this. We should know
what definite line of policy the Govern-
ment are prepared to take in this matter,
and unless they are prepared to tell the
House and country how much money they
-are prepared to set aside for this purpos'e
1 think we ought to stop the whole busi-
ness until the country has better infor-
miation. [AlMIMus: Tie the country up.]
Tie the country up! What does lie
p)ropose to do to loosen the country?
[Mnmivt: (Give time unemployed a
chance.] Spend £6,000 to give the un-
emiployed aL chance! If my beon. friend
wants to give the unemployed achiance, he
had better drop the proposition of getting
a contract for public buidings, and ha'-e
day labour. As long as he adopts thle
policy that he is going to put the profits
into the hands of private contractors, lie
will give the contractors a chance, not the
unemployed. [MRn. SCADDAN:; To the
detrimen t of the unemployed.] Quite
so. I sas' I do not want to move that
the Bill be read this day three mouths; I
do not want the Government to be put
into the position of having to consider
the situation. I am prepared to give

ithem a chance during the ensuing recess
1of manifesting what they can do for the
country, and if they prove that they can
run this country in the country's
interests 1 am prepared to give themi
a farther lease of life, as far as I
myself am interested in the matter.
(MR. FOULKES: Be graceful.] I think
I am manifesting a gracefulness which
would become the member for Claremont,
if lie could exhibit it. I hope that the
Government will not press die Rouse to
pass this measure. Ministers have had
an op~portunity of gauging the opinion of
members; and there is an evident desire
for information with regard not only to
these railways, but to similar lines. I
ask the Government to consider the
advisableness of postponing the three
Bills till next session.

THE PREMIER (Hon. 0. H. Bason):
Just a few words. JIn discussing such a
subject there is no need for heroics.

MR. WILSON : If I was heroic, I
apologise.

THE PREMIER: The desire to advance
party interests should not, I think, enter
iuto such a discussion.

MR. BATH: It has not been present.
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THE PREMIER: When we are con-
sidering the construction of agricultural
railways, the question may well be
approachied from the point of view of
what is best for the State as a whole,
rather than of what is best for ay party
in the House. I have listened with con-
siderable interest to the remarks of the
memiber for Forrest (Mr. A. 3. Wilson).
His modesty is simply overwhelming. I
think that the name of Forrest, his elec-
torate, Should be changed to Warwick,
because he poses in the House as a, king-
maker. He is good enough to say that
be will allow us to remain in office, on
sufferance, for a little while longer. If
in the course of a. few months he does not
approve of our conduct, he will turn us
out. I have yet to learn that the State
of Western Australia is entirely domi-
nated by the member for Forrest. He
has told us he has had some experience
of ploughing. If he succeeds in plough-
ing half so well as he succeeds in
harrowing, then he is an expert indeed.
What is the whole trend of the hon.
member's remarks? "Delay--put off-
to-morrow." There is too much - to-
morrow"t in Western Australia.. We
ought if possible to get rid of the idea
that "to-morrow" will do, because
to-morrow never comes. It is always
to-day.

Ma. BATH: The argument was to be
sure of our ground.

THE PREMIER: The bon. member's
Suggestion was, that hurry was needless;
that Parliament would meet again in
May, when the question could he con-
sidered. Have we any reason to believe
that when May arrives, and the question
is brought up again, we shall not have a
farther suggestion from the member for
Forrest that there is no need. for hurry,
that next May will do just as wellP

MR. A. J. WILSON: I will give you an
assurance now, if you like.

THx PREIER: There is hurry;
there is an urgent and a pressing neces-
sity for the construction of this line, and
for all of them, and more. But not
since the age of five or six have I ever
been one of those who believe in the
argument, " Because I can't, you shan't."
That. period in my life does not commend
itself to me. It seems to me that had
there been a proposal for a dozen rail-
ways instead of three, then one-half the

arguments we have heard to-day would
not have been brought forward.

Mn. k. J. WiLsoN:- I do not want any
railway. You can have thein all if you
like.

THE PREMIER: Again may I assuire
the member for Forrest that, in my
opinion, he is not everybody. We have
these three railway proposals. The pies-
tion is, are they justified? If any
muember will ask himself that question.
there can only be one answer-yes. And
that must be the answer, if only for
the reason that on each of these three
routes to-day there are, to my certain
k-now ledge, maen who are Settled 40 to 50
miles distant from railway comwuuica-
tion. Why have they settled tihereP
Because they have been led to believe
that they would have railway communica-
tion at an earlyv date. If these Bills bad
not been introduced, perhaps no great
harm would have resulted. '[he settlers
would have been content to wait; but
they would have got weary of waiting.
They would have liked to see some niani-
festation of the truth of the statement
that they would he afforded railway com-
munnication. These men have settled.
there, and are working like TIrojans,
without any possible hope of success
unless they get railway communication;
but their faith in Western Australia has
been so great that they have settled there
in the belief that means of transport will
be afforded them for their produce.

Ma. TAYLOR: How long have they been
there ?

THfE PREMIER: Some for two years..
some for only six muonths. 'Now the-

Iposition is, Bills are submitted to this.
IHouse which do not involve the expendi-
ture of a -very large sum of money; and
the Bills are a, guarantee to these settlers
that they will have the railway, which t&
them is of importance. If the Bills pass,
the Rouse commits itself to a slight
expenditure indeed; but if they do not
pass, what-then? R ave members thought
of the effvct of throwing out the Bills ?

II venture to say that the member who,
votes -against these Bills sets back the
clock of progress in Western Australia,
for ten years at least.

OPPosiTIO1N MEMBEURS: Oh1!
MR. A. J. WiLsoN: You did not want

me to be heroic.
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THE PREMIER: Let us analyse my
statement, and see whether it is far-
fetched. Place ourselves in the position
of the settlers on one of these routes.
What should we think if a, Bill for the
construction of a railway to give us
facilities for bringing our produce to
market had been introduced to the
Parliament of Western Australia, and
been thrown out?9 Should we not think,
as reasonable men. that our prospect was
bad indeed? What will be the effect on
a settler when he sees that Bills intro-
duced for the construction of railways in
an admittedly fertile district-and those
three districts are beyond contradiction
fitted for the growth of cereals-have
been thrown out? The only factor
necessary for the development of the
country within 50 or 60 miles of these
routes is railway communication. That
is the one thing essential. Now, will
members take the responsibility of reject-
ing these lines? Why:- Not because
the lines are not justified, not admittedly
essential to the welfare of Western
Australia; but because it is preferable to
wait.

MR. A. J. WILSON : This will not be
rejection, but farthier consideration.

THE PREMIER: The consideration
which the hon. member would give at
any tinme to the projects is little indeed.

ME11. BATH : We wish to give you an
opportunity to make a case on behalf of
the lines.

TuE PREMIER: The case is already
made.

A'l x. BArHn: A very poor one.
THE PREMIER: If the case is not

already made, members have very little
knowledge of what is transpiring in
Western Australia. If it is not within
the knowledge of members that an
immense settlement has taken place, and
will take place, in each of these districts,
their ignorance speaks little for the
interest they are taking in what is
happening in their own country. The
facts show that an immense settlement
has taken place in each of these three
districts; and admittedly in others
besides. There are other railways as
badly wanted as these; but we cannot
build all at once.

III . BOLTON : Let us have a chance of
deciding which we shall build.

THE PREMIER: There is no question
of route as to these three lines. In each
case there is only one spot at whichi the
line can start, and one spot at which it
can finish. If the lines are ever to be
built, each must start fromi the point set
down in the pilans on the table; and they'
cannot be carried to better finishinr
points than are set down in these plans.
Not only are the settlers on the spot
already, but there are settlers still to,
conic. It has been the policy of the
Government to build ag.ricultural lines.
We have endeavoured to carry out that
policy by submitting these proposals to
the House, It will he easy, if members
are intent on that course, to talk these
Bills ont. I hope no such attempt will
be made. If there are argumentsagainst
the construction of these suggested lines,
let us hare the arguments. They can be
adduced in a very few words. But this
fact, at all events, will remain, that this
GovernmenL. has carried out to the
utmost possible extent, in the short time
at its disposal, the policy with which it
weut to the country. Ministers are de-
termined to afford means of transport to-
the producer in this State. Our policy
was light agricultural lines: we have
sought by these three Bills to give effect
to that policy. The responsibility for
rejecting these Bills mrust rest on the
shoulders of those who vote against them.

MR. J. PRICE (Preinantle) : I trust
that the Premier will not include me
with those members whom he indicated
as; saying, " Because I can't, you shan't."
These proposals of the Government may,
for aught I know, be most admirable..
But in addition to considering what the
farmer will think if lie does not get these
railways, I as an ordinary humble mein-
her of the House have to consider what
the public will think of mc if, after about
48 hours' consideration, I assist to vote
something like £135,000 for three rail-
ways, two of which I never heard about
till 48 hours ago. I regret that I cannot
give my' whole-hearted support to the
Government. I feel sure that their
propositions are brought in the utmost
good faith before this House. But
Ministers must remember that they bave
had opportunities of gaining information
and of considering this mattter which a.
private member has not; and personally,
I feel that I should be wanting in my
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duty were I to vote for these Bills on the
information which I have so far obtained.
II feel sure, also, that the Government do
not expect from their followers simply a
blind obedience, but a support which
arises from reapon and conviction.

THE PREMIER: An intelligent sup-
port.

MR. PRICE : Had I known that these
Bills were to come down at this late
hour dealing with such important matters,
I do not think I would have been quite
so willing to see the prorgation of this
House to- morrow. I anxiously desire to
consider this question, and I should be
extremely obliged if the Government
could see their way clear to let me give
that consideration. There is a consider-
able amount of information we should
receive in regard to these railways. We
should receive reports of the country
lrom an engineering point of view, and
we should have more than 48 hours to
.consider things like that. We should
receive information from the Lands
Dippartment as to the quality of the
land to be opened up, I mean detailed
information; we should get specific in-
formation a to the amount of settleument
along the railways, and as to exactly how
much cultivation is going on. [THEn
MINISTER: YOU bave that.] Yes; but
-nothing specific. We have so many
thousands cited. We want something
more than that in considering a propo-
-sition like this; and we should have
Some idea as to the amount of land held
simply to obtain anb increase in value by
way' of a railway such as this comning
along. We ought to hear from the Gov-
erment what other lines they have under
-consideration of a similar nature; and
reasons should be given to us why
these thiee lines are selected before any
-others. These are things we ought to
have. I do not desire to labour the
question, but we only have to look, in the
Commissioner's report to see that he, an
advocate of loop lines, is in conflict with
the Government, who advocate spur lines.
An opportunity should be given to thresh
-that matter out more fully than just
within the few minutes to-day. The ques-
tion of departmental as against contract
construction has been introduced into this
discussion. The gentleman who twitted
the Minister with being wedded to the

-contract system and with being biased in

that direction, was just as biased in
-favour of departmental construction.
Not much faith cain be placed in either
of them in considering this matter.
They are both prejudiced, and equally
prejudiced in opposite directions. I am
in favour of doing the work the cheapest
way; but I am not prepared to swear
that the departmental construction is the
cheaper, nor that the contract system is
the cheaper. I desire to make a sugges-
tion to the Government concerning the
£5,000 voted for preliminiary works in

iconnection with these railways. Even if
iwe do not pass these Bins and commit
the countr y to these works, the Govern-
inent, knowing that the feeling of the

-House is strongly in favour (if the con-
struction of works of this nature and
that it is simply a question of route,
should use this X5,000 for preliminary
inquiries and surveys, or whatever may
be necessary to determine the route to
construct the first part of these railways
departmentally, and to order the rails
or what may be required, and then to
come down next session with Bills giving
us a fair idea of the course they conteni-
plato. I favour that procedure. [THE
MINISTER FOR WORKS: I have done that
now.] You have chosen the routes; but
without proper inquiry into the routes,
you want us to at once pledge ourselves
to them as well as Yourself. If a man's
own money were involved in the con-
struction of these railways, would he be

Fprepared to pledge himself on 48 hours'
consideration ? At all events, that is the
position I take up in connection with
this matter. The member for East
Fremantle pointed out yesterday that all
these railways mnust be part and parcel of a

-well-considered scheme. To that opinion I
thoroughly assent. It appears to me that
the principle which should be taken into
consideration is the nearest and best
method for the farmer to get his produce
to the centres of consumption and the

-port of exportation, be it Bunbury
or Fremnantle. [MEMBER: What about
Albany ?] Yes; Albany too. The more

*ports the better. We do not want every
scrap of produce for Frenmantle. We
desire to see every port prosper as wvell
as ours. The idea seems to be that
members for the Fremantle districts
desire to see every railway in the
State running direct to Fremantle.
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Such a thing is far from our thoughts.
We want to see the whole of the place
prosper; but we do think, the member
for East Fremnantle and myself, that the
reasonable way to construct railways is
to construct them through agricultural
areas nearest to our ports and extend
them in an outward and back-country
direction. [THE! MINISTER FOR LANDS:
Where is thate] I think the Minister
had it pointed out to h im pretty effectively
on the map yesterday. I am not going
to say that at least one of these railways
does'not fulfil that requirement; and for
that reason, and in view of the fact that
it has been promised by successive
Governments and that the country is
pledged to it, it is my intention to vote in
favour of that railway; but nevertheless
I pleadl that we should be given more
tim e.

Ma. EWING: Is that the Kpojonup
Railway ?

M1a. PRICE: Yes. When the Minister
brought the otherfBills before this House
there was actually one of these areas
through which a railway is to be con-
structed of which he wvas not prepared to
give us the classification nor the quantity
of first-class land.

THE MINISTER POE WOnKS: Because
the land is not classified.

Ma. PRICE: Actually the informa-
tion that the Government have is that
the land is not classified, yet wve must
have a railway running through it, and
ait once. I fully recognise the difficulties
which have confronted the Ministers this
session-that they have had but a short
period in which to do a great deal of
business; that the country looks to them
to get into recess as quickly as possible
so thatC they may give attention to the
departmental details that are of such
importance to the State; but I do not
think that even the anxiety of the country
to see the Ministers personally adminis-
tering their departments justifies such
hurried consideration of these Bills. I
trust that the Ministry will see their way
clear to adopt this suggestion, and to
give us an opportunity of considering
two of the measures, and that it will
relieve the mind of one man who desires
to give them whole-hearted support, but
cannot in this direction.

MR. A. C. GULL (Swan): In these
matters it is a long way better that mem-

hers who know absolutely nothing about
the agricultural portions of the State
should follow thle Opinions of memibers.
such as the member for IKatanning (Hon.
F. H. Piesse). Personally Ihave agreat
amount of knowledge of those districts;
and though from the point of view of the
member for Fremantle I see nothing
whatever wrong in his following the
dictates of his conscience, still, from
my point of view and knowing the
c.ountry as I do for many years. I intend
to support all three railways. Agricul-
tural railways seenm to ine to have been
wrongfully considered. An agricultural
railway is built in new country, but
immediately it is built the people say the-
line should pay from the jumip. I am
going to put the matter from another

Ipoint of view, A line is thrown out into
a block of country which at the time is,
absolutely a, dead asset to the State.
Then hundreds of thousands of acres.
are sold, and the Lands Department grab
the revenue so derived as current revenue*
but it should be a distinct setoff against,

*the loss the agricultural railway ifar
wake for the first two or three years. It

*is absolutely unfair to take the price at
*which the land is sold and call it current
revenue, and then to turn round and say-
the railway should pay from the jump.
T say," "Nothing of the sort." [Mn. A.

IJ. WILSON. That finishes it.] At any
rate, it cannot be denied. I hear all sorts
of desires to populate the country and to.
induce immigration. If a man come1s
along and wants to take up 500 acres, I
should be prepared to say to him,
"1Take up the land. The State will pay
you a contract price for the clearing of-
100 acres of it. That money so ex-
pended -will he placed on the capital.
value of your land, which you shall pay
for at the end of 20 years- under the.
present arrangements for taking -up land."
I cannot help) thinking that, if a. scheme
on these lines were put forward, men
who at present are called " the mighty
unemployed " would, except the pro-
fessional elemnent among them, be only
too pleased to do that clearing, in thel
first instance for the wages, in the
second instance with a view to taking up
the land, and in the third instance to
relieve this State of the incubus of'
unemployed.

Railway Billg:
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MR. C. A. HUDSON: Notwithstand-I
ing the eloquent speeches delivered onI
this subject, I cannot bring myself to
vote intelligently on these Bills without
having farther information; and I desire
to Support the proposition put forward
that the consideration of these Bills
Should be postponed. The member for
Swan said we ought to be prepared to
follow the member for Katanning, and to
swallow whatever the bon. member said.
I am prepared in many things to follow
the member for Katanning. I believe all
he Said he felt, and I believe that all be
said was true; but even then I am not
prepared to follow him in this regard. I.Should like to -remind the member for
Katanning that when the Collie-N arroginJ
Bill was introduced it was read a first
time early in November, and the second
reading was moved on the 17th Novem-
ber, while the debate was resumed on the
3rd December, fifteen days afterwards,
when the memnber for Kittanning strongly
-urged the House, with all the force of
argument he possessed, that the Bill
required farther consideration, and that
at the end of the session 14 days was not
nearly enough time for consideration;
and the bon. Diember wound tip his
address by proposing that a select com-
mittee should be appointed to inquire
into the merits and demerits of the Bill.

Row. r. H. PIEssE:. The reason for
that was that the wrong direction was
-taken, as will be proved by referring to
ffansard.

MR. HUDSON: The hon. member
:asked for more time. I have had
only two days, and I have not seen
this country and have had no oppor-
tunity of discussing it with anybody.
How can anyone, not acquainted with the
-places, form an intelligent view of the
merits or demerits of this particular 'rail-
way line in two dlays ? I think there is

.great justification for the request to
postpone the consideration of these Bills
in the fact that there is a great deal of
difference of opinion as to the routes.
We do not know where the routes are to
'be, except by lines drawn on the map.
[Ms. EWING: With 10 miles deviation.]
'The difficulty is whether or not they
should be spur or loop lines. There is a
great deal of controversy on the matter.
Surely that also requires farther eon-
:sideration. The Minister said that spur

lines have been a failure in other places,
in Victoria for instance. The member
for Ratanniug said that they were only
14 miles long, and that they were too
short. I can tell the member for Katan-
mung that very few of the spur lines in
Vtherin are under 30 miles in length,

tevery length of the line he is advocat-
ing in this case. I do not say these lines
are going to be failures here; but surely
she fact of their being failures elsewhere
and that the Commissioner of Railways
advocates ioop lines instead of spur lines
ought to be ground for farther considera-
tion; and I submit that we should have
that extended time. I ask the hion.
member who referred to the measures
having been broughbt in before and dis-
cussed, and to the Premier who said that
the people had been promised these lines
and that the people wanted them, and
that it would be a breach of faith not to
give them, and that members woulid have
to take the responsibilit 'y of it: What
would be5 the position if a Bill were
brought before the House two days before
the end of the session for a line from
Coolgardie ,to NorsemanP What sort of
a, noise would there be? Is would not
he accepted for one moment.

Mn. FoniKns, Not on the ground of
want of eon~iration. I have already
made up my mind on the subject, having
suffic:ient knowledge of it.

MR.- HUD SON:- The hon. member's
knowledge of this particular line has
already been explained by the member for
Forrest in a very forcible way. The hion,
member knows a great deal about this,
bat he does not know much about the line
1 mentioned, or he would have a different
opinion. There are other railways. The
Minister was asked how long the people
had been on the land. I first of all
understood that the land was all. reserved
and that no one was on it. Now the
Minister tells us that the land is settled,
and that there is stuff to be carried on
the railway as soon as it is constructed.
The Minister also says that the people
have been there from six months to two
years. Thus there could have been no
promise made under two years at the
most, whereas a promise has been made
for other lines for much longer period.
TAe the Norseman line. In 1901 a.
distinct promise was given by Sir John

iForrest;i and the people of Norseman

[ASSEMBLY] Wagin-Duntbleyung,
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and Esperanee have been waiting for rail-
wa v communication from 5 to 10 years.
wirllvta argument of the Premnier's

wilntcarry any weight in regard to
these railways, when other people have
had to wait very much longer.

Hio.,. F. H. lmasE:: The Minister was
referring to the lond 40 miles away.
People have been settled within 10 miles
for 10 years.

MR. RUPSON: That eniphasises my
argument. It shows that the Minister
does not k-now as much about the country
as the member for Katanning, who Is
able to give us information. Surely wle
are entitled to get some information for
ours;elves. We ought to have an oppor-
tunity to visit the country and see it fur
ourselves; and it is a disg.raceful scandal
that measures should be brought down
and forced on the House. After the
remarks of the member for Xatanning
that I have read, I am surprised that the
lion, member should act in this way. I
oppose the second reading of this Bill.

Mn. 1R. E. BO0L TO0N (North Fem-
mantle): I thinlk if any Member of this
Chamber is to he persuaded to support
thle building of agricultural linies, no
better advocate could be round than the
member for Katanning. I think it will
be recognised by all members that he
thoroughly understands the agricultural
industry and the building of agricultural
railways from the standpoint of the
agriculturist ; hut I maintain there is
another matter he overlooks and with
which I shall deal in a moment, in regard
to the interest it will cost the country.
The hou. gentleman referred to these
spu lines-he hiardly liked to designate
them as spur linles-as being part of a
gridiron system to be introduced in this
country. The hon. wnember could not
have thought of what a gridiron is like.
A gridiron is all turns and twists; and if
the lion. member had altered his words
to a " gridiron proposal," he would have
been right. Instead of submitting a
proposal on the Loan Estimates for i
spending £:5,000 to June next. and bring-
ing down three Bills with the £5,090 to
be equally divided among the three rail-
ways in prelinminary work, it would have
been better had the Government sub-
mitted one proposal to spend £5,000.
The Ministerial bench many timnes since
the debate started has interjected, "When

are you goi ngc to sta rt ?"I submit that
making a start by spending £e5,000 on
one proposal would be far better than
spending £5,000 or' three proposals. The
Premier remarked that the responsibility
would rest upon those who out-voteil
those Bills, if they were. I am quite
prepiired to accept that challenge. I am
not going to insist on throwing all the
Bills out of the Rlouse, but I amn going to.
take the responsibility of voting against
two of them in the interests of the
State., While I regret it mnay somewhat
inconvenience settlers in two directions,
I deem it myv duty to only vote for one
of the three proposals. The question
arises:- Why are there three proposals ?
It mnay be urged that if the Government
submitted but one proposal, districts
that claim to have just as much right to
the railway as the one that the Govern-
ment would submit would make it somne-
what unpleasant for the. Government.
Therefore it is much easier for the Gov-
erment to submit three proposals in
three different directions fromi three
different centres, in order to appease any
opposition that might be raised. At
least that is the only reason I (tan give
why the Governt-nt have broughIt down
three ditferent Bills on ;vhich to spend
£5,00 to June next. The member for
Ratanniiw referred to the Greenihills spur
line. 'Undoiibtedly it is a spur line, Hie
admitted that the reason why' the railwa~y
is not paying as it should is that the
distance of the line is too short. He also
excuses the Governtnent for making it
too short, because thiey had not sufficient
funds to continue it. In all fairness, if
the hon. member desires to he consistent,
and if this is the only reason stopping
that spur line from payinig, why do not
the Govern ment extend the line and
make it pay, instead of submitting three
other short spur lines of much the same
character? When it is admitted that
spur lines already constructed are not
paying because of their short leng-th, does-
it not seenm absurd to propose three or
four more of the same character, and
have the same argument in a few years'
time that they would have paid if
extended farther into the country ? We
have the Newcastle spur line;i and of alt
the white elephants, that is one. The
line does not pay for axle grease. It. is
far worse than the Goomalling or the
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-Greenhills- lines. It was built in the
early days and was found absolutely
necessary. I say there is more justifica-
tion for extending it than for building
more short lines. For mny part I
-do not claim there is any thing against
spur lines, because I believe spur
lines can be made into loop lines, but
'there are arguments put forward by the
Commissioner for Ra-ilways, who, I
think, should be credited with some
sound reasoning, in favour of loop lines;
and it will be understood by members
that these are put forward as beinig more
economical towork. I have nolhesitation
in saying that I am prepared to vote. for
'the Katanining-Kojonup line, but I would
-point out that it has a disadvantage,
because Wagin is the nearest loco.-dep~t
where the locomotives and rolling-stock
-are, together with the sheds and offices
for the distribution and haulage of goods
for the whole of the centre.

THE MINISTER FOR LAn s: Is that
not an argument in favour of the Wagin
line ?

MR. B3OLTON: Just so. Wait until
I have finished. When talking of spur
lines 1 would like to remind the Mfinister
that I am not necessarily aipuing in
favour of a loop line; but when you take
the Katatining to Kojonup line, it is
necessary to send a6 locomotive and wag-
gons to Katanning over the main line, and
then you lose all control over the train
once It laves the main line aud goes on
to the spur line; but where the spur line
leaves the loco. -depdt the engine, runs to
the extreme end of the spur line and
back and is under control all the time.
Where a train runs along a main line a
certain distance and then out to the spur
lines, asin the Kojonupease, danger arises;
and there the argument in favour 'of a.
loop line, instead of a spur line, comecs in;
but the spur line, as it is termed now, the
Katanning-Kojonup line, must eventually
form the connecting link. It is the first
link in a chain which will be of benefit to
the agricultural centres. One in the
opposite direction cannot have that effect.
That is the greatest argument against its
running east. T intimated that the first
proposal, the Wagin-Durubleyng line,
was never heard of until 48 hours agro.
One member looked up the Press and
found reference had been made in the
policy speech of the Premier. The only

announcement in that policy speech was
that the Government would consider a,
proposal to build a line from Wagin east
or west. What could be worseP Is that
any lproposalY Is that a. sufficient argu-
ment for the Ministry to bring forward in
support of the contention that we knew
-the direction of these lines, and that 48
hours is sudicicut to considertheimatter-?-
that in a policy speech it is announced it
has been decided that a. spur line. 30 miles
in length, shall be built east or west?
The terminal point, if the line were built
in one direction, might be 60 miles from
where it would be if the line were built in
another direction. I was sorry to hiear
the member for Katanning speaik as he
did, when he said he would rather see the
three lines knocked out than that the
House should decide on one only. I
think, the hon. gentleman is in rather a
peculiar position, and he feels that he is,
and I would simply like himi to know I
know he is in a peculiar position, because
one railway affects that gentleman more
than do the other railways. I1 hope the
Government will agree to withdraw two
of the measures, and the other will go
through without any bother whatever,
because it seems to be the general opinion
of most members who have spoken that
one line, which has been promised time
and again, is justifiable because the land
is already settled. I believe there are
thousands of tons of produce which could
be run on a line there immediately, if by
some magic process that line could be there
in 24 hours. It is admitted, as to one of
the other proposals, that. the land is not
even classified, and yet they are waiting
anxiously to have this proposal rushed
through the House before the proroga-
tion, after knowing that the recess will
only last for five months. I was sorry
also to hear the member for Katanning
suggest that it would he possible to run
the locomotive with one nian. I do not
take this up from a, personal feeling. I
advocate it from this idea: that you have
to run over a portion of the mnain line to
get to the starting point of the spur line,
and it is urged that the staff would then
be reduced to one man because there is
not sufficient traffic or not sufficient
passengers or people using the line, and
that you do not want your attention
always ahead. The suggestion that one
man should do it is the worst thing I
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hare heard from the hion. gentleman.
Knowing his connection with railway
matters I think this has been sug~gested
by somebody else and cannot have
emanated from his own mind.

RON. F. H1. Pinasm: You are on the
wrong, track.

MaI.BOLTON:- Thehbon. gentleman said
he desired the railwayv should be built
cheaply and run cheaply. He said that
they' did it in another place. Is not that
the suggestion . that such a thing could
happen here e I say it is, I do not
think they are likely to have it. I think
the hion. gentleman may possibly be mis-
understood. When that remark is given
out, other peop~le may get hold of it, and
be somewhat surprised at such a remark
from that gentleman after his long con-
nection with the railways. The bon.
gentleman also referred to the Great
Southern Railway. In my opinion the
purchase of that Great Southern Railway
was one of the best business deals this
country ever made, because the traffic on
that railwa y must he at least three
times what it was before the Govern.
went took control of it. [MEMBER: Ten
times.] I am quite prepared to admnit
that. I know the difference from inyown
p~ersonal knowledge. I was running to
Beverley, and I know what traffic then
camne into Beverley, and the difference in
the traffic since, the Government have
taken that line over. 1 was sent down
to get the information for the depart-
ment. That is, I say, one of the best
business propositions the Government
ever did, althoughl I know that soon after
they bought the 4 line they found it neces-
sary to take up every sleeper on it.
They had to renew the lot. That, is very
often the ease. In this ca'se it was simply
the wood which was used was wrong.

THE INISTER FOn LANDS: On the
south end of the line only.

Ma. BOLTON: They re-sleepered the
whole length. Just another word before
I resume my seat. I think the hon.
gentleman said, "After all, what is that?
You are simply authorising the expendi-
tare of a certain amount of money which
in interest will he a little over £4,000 per
annumn." He forgot to say that in addi-
tion to that £4,000 we must at least
allow for another £4,000 each year. I
am convinced this railway will never pay
working expenses, loan initerest, and sink-

ing fund. [Interjection.] They say,
" What nonsense." The hon. gentlemana
was in charge of the railway syvstem when
the Newcastle and other spur lines were-
in course of construction. [-Interjection
by Hon. F. H. PIEssE.] It does not
follow that because the hon. gentleman
knows the amount of crops that will be4
expected from this railway or one of the.
three railways other members know it
teco. It is right to assume these rail ways
will not pay. Of course we know they
will not pay' at the start, and is my-
opinion this line will never pay until it is
continued. Unless that be the case,
these lines never can pay working ex-
penses, and I assert tere is justifica-
tion for asking that these proposals be
withdrawn by the Government. What
I for one at least would go on is
this : that not the agricultural members
of the House and not necessarily ihie
Ministry alone, but the whole o;f the
members of this House, will have to take
the responsibility of authorising expen di-
ture saddling the country with at. least
£8,000 a year. And then wilt come the
time when it will be said. *'Why did vou
not demnand time to consider these p'ro-
liosals before you. allowed them to be
forced through by a, big majority ?" I
say we are justi~ed in asking for mnorer
time to be given to consider at least two
of these proposals. I am not talking for
any party ; I am talking for myself.
Seeing that there are members on that
(Government) side of the House who
have expressed the opinion that the whole
lot of these proposals should he with:
drawn, it will be recognised that there is
no party question in this. I believe, as
I have said, that at least two of these
proposals should he withdrawn and more
time given to us to consider them, and
the Katanning-Kojonup line should be
enough to proceed with until June next,
to spend that paltry £5,000.

MR. IV. T. EDDY (Coolgartlie): I
certainly agree with many other members
that sufficient time has not been given
to consider this question, and more par-
ticularly to new members. Many' of us
know nothing about the districts as pro-
posed in the Bills. Some mention was
made that all that was wanted was in
intelligent vote. That may be so, but I
sulbmit that considering the sum involved,
£140,000, time is wanted to consider a
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big amount of expenditure like this. The
Minister for Works stated that this was
only a. fleabite. We all agree that the
building of many lines throughout the
State is warranted. A few fleabites of
this kind, to my mind, will lead later
on Ito many projected lines. I submit,
with some of the other speakers, that a
list of the warranted lines should have
been submitted and placed upon the
table of the House for members' con-
sideration. I must -onfess, although I
may ho b accused of rail-sitting, that at
this moment I amn in a quandary as to
the way to vote on this Bill. As to those
who have a knowledge of the country-
and I think the member for Katanig
has the best knowledge of all' members of
the House-I give all of them credit for

*honesty of purpose, because I believe
some of them are speaking for what

*they' believe to be purely in the best
interests of the State. Anothier thing I
am inclined to think is that man Y of
them who are advocating the building of
these lines have an axe to grind. I do
not feel like one who will promise his
-vote because I am asked. I claimi myv

independence on a questioin of this kind,
and I submit that we mumbers who have
such little knowledge- should not have
had these Bills sprung upon us at such
short notice. I would even suggest to
the Minister for Works now-I do not
suppose he will do it-to withdraw two
of the lines and build. the one that the
Cabinet may think will he in the best
interests of the State, and next session,
when we are better acquainted with the
circumstances, we will be able to express
an opinion ; and I am sure the other
lines will get just and fair consideration.
I myself feel, with some of the other
speakers, that it is not a credit to the
State of Western Australia that we have
to import the enormous foodstuffs we do,
and on that point alone I feel I would
like to vote for the construction of the
railway. But on the other hand, on the
points raised as to iinsufficient time, I
claim that we are not in a ])osition at
this moment to give an intelligent vote
on the matter.

MR. T. WALKER (Kanowna): I find
myself much in the same position as the
tnember forCoolgardie. So farasthecoun-
try is concerned over which the spur lines
are to travel, I know nothing beyond what

the map or plan discloses. But there is
not alone the fact that members of this.
Assembly have not had time to make
themselves adequately familiar with this
subject, but great problems, problems
that should be solved before we tackle
this subject, are involved in the question.
In the first place, there is the vexed
question of the controversy between the
loop line and the spur line, as to the
method of developing the agricultural
resources of the State; and farthermiore
what concerns me perhaps more inti-
mately is the change in the policy that
must eventuate, the different system of
management that will have to be in-
augurated for the management of the
spur lines from that which is in existence
for the management of our trunk lines.
We maybe introducing alterations,
therefore, that are farther-reaching than
appears in the utterance of a sentence.
These lines are to be managed b y one
man who is to be a guard, station- master,
engine-driver, stoker, traffic manager,
general manager, and general superinten-
dent, all in one. This is inferable from
what the Minister said. I did not get
enough to know exactly what was in-
tended in this direction; but certainly
this could be inferred, that this railway
line was to be run very cheaply with very
few men, dispensing with the services
of some who on a trunk line are con-
sidered necessary for the purposes of
safety and successful managemvent and
travelling. That is an important matter
for us to consider. Are we pre-
pared to introduce a system. of dual
control on State railways? For it is
clear that this kind of managyement
cannot be relegated to the Commissioner
we have at present. [MEMBER: Why ?]
I have heard that this very alteration
will preclude that, It is a different form
of management in the first place. The
Commissioner of Railways has deliber-
ately declared himself as opposed to these
spur lines. I take it for granted that
when these spur lines are constructed
they will not be handed over to the
Commissioner, but will be governed from
the Miniisterial office.

MR. GULL: After your expression of
opinion you ought not to take much
notice of that gentleman.

MR. WALKCER: My opinions were
perfectly honest. The Commissioner
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was not ask-ed to dictate to the Govern-
ment what policy they should lpursue.
'The Government should take the respon-.
sibilitv of their own policy. But that is
a different question from whether the
Commissioner's opinion, otherwise and
everywhere and when Called for, is not
worthy of consideration. That I say is
quite a different question. It is openI to
controversy, undoubtedly, which is the
lbetter method of developing the agri-
cuiltuiral areas, to have 1001) lines or to
have spur lines; and so far ats I have had
any reading or any knowledge of spur
linies on the other side. I have known
them to be very serious drawbacks to the
successful administration of the country.
They have mosty been political lines and
have been an incubus upon the railway
revenue.

THfE MINISTER FOR WORKS: What
about the Qu.ensland line I quoted ?

MR. WALKER: J believe there are
exceptions in Queensland, and .I am not
sure that there would not he here. In
fact, personally I believe we should not
wait for the development of our country
until we are able to build costly trunk
lines all over the Country. I believe in a
system of road making and railway
making that Will be ahead of settlement,
and I cannot for the life of me approve of
those arguments saying that we should
wait until the peolel get there and ask
for railways. Railways and roads are the
means of taking people farther and farther
into the undeveloped country of the State.
They should precede and not follow upl
settlement. In other words, our railways
should he aids to settlement and not
merely built for purely revenue purposes.
They Should be of assistance in opening
up the country. I need not insult the
memory and reading of members by
telling them that the greatest nation of
the world-tile old Romans-in settling
and developing countries made it their
first policy, without consideringL anything
else, to build good roads. And Russia,
with her desire to extend its Empire and
fortify itself in its far-off eastern do.
nuni-ns, made it her first policy to build
railway lines. It was the policy of that
great man, great in intellect, great from
a national standpoint, however much we
may dissent from his views otherwise,
Mr. Cecil Rhodes, to build railways for
the opening up of Africa, for the opening

up of that great continlent. And it is
the policy of every man who has studied
national development fromn the point of
Empire, it is the policy everywhere to
carry railways ahead of your settlement
to open up your country. I quite agree
with that. But there is this unfortuL-
nate matter about these particular rail-
ways, that I am not sure they are the
best to start with in developing this
country. Agreed that railway' s are benie-
ficial, it does not follow that a railway
anywhere and anyhow, going as some
member put it to the stain1,of agum tree,
is beneficial. We have railways in every
State of the Commonwealth which
become nothing, but rusty iron in a few
years, and the tracks are deserted. show-
ing that it does not follow that because
railwELys have a beneficial effect when
wisely planned the 'y have it in every
case. We can absolutely waste money
on railwvays, and I shouldf like to be sure
that we would not be wasting money on
these lines. We cannot decide that'in a
minute; and Ministers Cannot say that
it. is opposition to wish for more informa-
tion and to wish for a postponement
until that information can be obtained.
Mlay I be permitted t~o remind members
of the course that is taken in New South
Wales, Before a proposal oif this kind
could possibly come before the House it
would be referred to what is called in
that State it p)ublic works corninfittee. I
want to make a contrast to showv the
difference between the care and caution.
in the development of public works in
the Eastern States, and the procedure
that is adopted here in all our legislation.
Whenever a public work is proposed in

NwSuh Wales which is liable to run
New X20000 it is referred to a public
works committee. That public works
committee is a permanent body elected
from the two Houses. It has the power
not only to collect evidence, but to visit
the district and gather such information
as will enable members to intelligently
understand the matter.

TUE MINISTER FOR MINES: Some-
times the collecting of evidence costs
more than the work. -*

'Ma. WALKER: That may be. But
will the Minister deny that the existence
of that public works committee in New
South Wales has saved the State of
New South Wales, in the rejection of
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foolish proposals, thousands and thou-
sands of pounds? [MIE~mBER:- Has it
worked satisfactorily ?] Undoubtedly it
has. It has been of immense service to
the State in the rejection of those pro-
posals which sometimes spring from mere
political reasons. There is the tendency
to log-rolling unless we isift the proposals
that are made. I am not sure that there
way not be opposition to the lines pro-
posed by the Government simply because
some members want other lines. A
public works committee, such as I have
-referred to, obviates all that.

Tn MINISTER IFOR WORKS: What
about the Royal Commission?

Ma. WALKER: The Royal Com-
mission does not deal with these three

THE MINISTER FR WORKS: Yes; and
more.

Mn. WALKER: That is thle point.
And had we our public works committee,
all those others would be relegated to
it, and we should have a recomimenda-
tion from that committee, after all the
evidence that could be taken, as to where
we should start, what lines should be
taken first, and what lines should stand
over. .We have nothing of that kind to
g uide us. It is precisely because that
Royal Commission deals with these lines,
and other lines, that members here are
confused. May it not be that in startinc,
these lines we are deferring al1most
indefinitely other lines which should he
taken first, which are more important?
May it not be the fact that we are putting
off better lines by virtue of these? There
is only a comparatively small amount of
money to spend on agricultural lines;
and these three are to absorb that sum,
or pretty well the whole of it, and how
loug we shall have to wait before
others are started I do not know. There
is the whole difficulty.. Are these the
best lines ? If, as has been shown in
other instances, we have to defer con-
sideration of proposals of this kind in
order that evidence may be obtained or
wore thought given to the Subject, is it
not fair for members to ask for a post-
ponemient ? Is it fair, is it a rightful
thing to ask that in 48 hours members
should make themselves acquainted with
the evidence in the Royal commission's
report, and also with other sources of
information, and to ask that we should
be able to judge of these things ? For

myself, I feel inclined to vote for the-
railway if for no other reason than to
make a start in opening up the country;
but I have my doubts as to the wisdom.
of it, because other quest ious of equal
importance are involved. I want to see
the railways; I want to see the country
opened up; I wanit to see the settlement
of the land; and I want to see our idle
citizens at work. But I want to be sure
also, in doing this, we are really settling
the country and doing so to the best
advantage, and that these lines are not
lines that will benefit a few landowners
or speculators. I want to see that point
settled before I vote for these lines;
because if I vote for lines that are
merely in the interest of land specu-
lators or landowners instead of bona.
fie settlers and an extension of settle-
muent, I may be really doing the-
very opposite to what is presumed to.
be intended by voting for the railway.
Time undoubtedly is necessary to con-
sider these proposals. At the same time,
the. country cannot wait for ever. We-
have been too long delaying the opening
up of these lands for settlement, and have
spent too much money on public build-
ing-s for the mere adornment of towns,
instead of doing something useful in the.
way of opening lip the country. I desire,
to see this done. I have no desire to
oppose this measure, but is it not
possible to take one railway' this session
and leave the others overP I think
almost every member will agree to the
liue suggested as being part of a con-
necting link between the great railway
trunk lines.

THE MI1NISTER :FOE LANiis: The
Wagin line is the one which will open up-
the most new country.

MR. WALKER: Yes. There is a,
doubt in some minds as to which is the
best line; h ut. upon one railway no d ou bt
the House will agree. Why not take it
as an instalment this session and be
satisfied with it, and let us not be kept
here all night debating the merits of the
other routes ? It is by all means
essential that the policy be approved of
because we must have these spur lines or
loop lines later on ; but let it be dis-
cussed at a time when the hours are not
pressed and when wre are not irritated by
the lack of rime for discussion. It will
be no loss of dignity to the Government.
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It is merely postponing the question to the country is satisfied on the first point
next session, wily a Few months, and we -that. the line proposed, if constructed
shall be granting something to go on with either on the loop or spur system, will 'be
in the meantime. a cornmercial proposition capable of pay-

Iln. N. KEENAN (Kalgoorlie) -1I ig for itself when conducted onl strictly
suppose I am repeating what has been comnmercial linies. As regards the vex'd
said by every other member when I say question of loop or spur, it seems to me
I amt also in symipathy with the construe- we should have seine report presented by
tion of agricultural ]lines, if the requisite capable railway officers, and not opiumos
information at the disposal of members ventured haphazard by members of this
justifies our voting the necessary sums House. We have no right to suppose
for their construction. The necessary that their opinions aire of any valuoe on
information wouid not be confined to railway matters. I wvonld 'not for- a
agricultural districts, but would cover moment venture to give an opinion onl
an y suggested lines in any portion of the that subject; but I have the right to ask
State; the line to Norseman and also Ithat the opinions of some railway officer
possibly the construction of a line from should be laidl on the table so that, by
Magnet to Black Range. I do not want study' ing those opinions, we could arrive
to deal with the merits of all of these at some accurate judgment on ihe rival
lines, because the point of miost import- ,merits of spur or loop. That informia-
aneis that members are niot inapst tion again is not available. The third
to consider even the. slight inomto point is that the locality selected is such
at their disposal in regrard to these pro- that the services to be rendered by the
posed agricultural linies. There are cer- proposed line, -and the return to the
tamn requirements which should he put State, would be the greatest. There are
before us ere the -Minister has the right three propositions before us to-day. It
to ask any member to vote for these is impossible for us to deny that a dozen
railways. We want a, return showing mnore of equal mnerits could be proposed
that the line, if conducted on strictly by members. It is impossible to imiagine
commercial principles, would pay in itself. that lines can be constructed at eveny
That dictum has been laid down by the point; and if we somewhat hastily-it
head of this Government as being& zt)5- will he admitted that description is
lutely the first qualific.ation for the I accurate -devote the funds of the State
cousideraiion of any proposal to con- to constructing these three lines, it
struct a railway. The Preme n necessarily mneans the exclusion of other
formed a deputation that, as the first propositions that may be more worthy

- consideration, they would have to prove and deserving of ciur conlside ration. I
beyond all doubt that the line if tarried Ibelieve it is not a propo si tion th at recoin -
on1 in a strictly commercial manner would mends itself to the sense of justice of anly
pay, not indirectly but directly, the member that only three lines should be
interest on capital cost, working ex- before the House on the very inadequate
penses and the incidental outgoings. evidence before us. The Minister must
Is there any informat ion before us to- know that it is equally possible to select,

dyto show that if these lines are a dozen other lines with the same recoin-
Constructed and that policy is carried mendaiitions, if the Government were open
out, the returns will he sufficient to meet Jto accept their consideration. The inei-
the interest on the cost of construction, her for Katanning (Hlon. F. H. Piesse),
.and to pay. for working expenses? I do necessarily in favour of the construction
not believe any member here to-day, of these" lines, suggested an equally
except possibly the Minister, has any admirable prpositio in somle other part
evidence before him which would justify of the State. I believe that the member
him giving a verdict on that point. The for York (Mr. Monger) is an advocate of
second point is that the system best cal- some other line, for which probably v
culated to serve the requirements of the he could produce evidence equally as
country passed through is adopted; and strong as that advanced for other
that simply refers to the vexed question propositions;- and so, throughout the

-of loop linles and spur lines. That second Chanmher, members could point out
consideration c-annot be entered on until ;that in other parts of the country
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lines could be constructed with at
least equal chances of success as the
lines before us to-day. The fourth
requirement is that a return should be
laid before us showing how the land
served by the proposed railways is held.
That is of the greatest possible import-
auce, because though there is a clause
in the Bill autho rising the purchase
of the adjacent land at a valuation,
everybody knows that, once the land is
alienated, the Government will be at a.
loss in repurchasing the land from the
holders and then disposing of it again on
the existing advantageous terins-advan-
tageous to the settler, but the worst to
the State. Rad we an estimate of the
working costs and the receipts laid on the
table, and a return showing the situation
of the lands, and under what tenure they
are held, also reports showing whether
the system of loop or spur was approved
by the Commissioner of Railways and by
the officers under his control, then we
would be in a position, after due and
careful study of these documents, to give
an intelligent vote on this matter. I do
not think this is a, matter on which
division in this House should be at all on
party lines. I suppose, after all, there
could be no matter on which the House
is more unanimous tb-an the fostering of
the agricultural industry; and it is only
a tter of individual opinion whether
these particular propositions are worthy
the acceptance of the Ifouse. The division,
not being on party lines, must be for
some reason outside party lines; and
that can only be when, after an examina-
tion of the papers in support of these
propositions, a member feels satisfied in
supporting one, or two, or all of them.
T~here is one matter I should like to

Qffiphasise, and that is that I am
thoroughly in accord with what the
Leader of the Opposition said in regard to
the lands lying adjacent to our existing
lines of railway and in regard to the
necessity for having these lands thrown
open for selection before we push on
with the policy of spur lines. It is a
shame, when travelling, on these lines, to
see on both sides of the railways thousands
of acres tied up purely for speculative
purposes; and at the same time, are we
justified in going in for the construction
of railways to make lands at the back of
these available for the assistance of the

people of the Stat? The possibility of
purchasing these lds along existing
railways may be entirelyv beyond the
powers of the Treasurer, especially if"
he were simply to go into the open
market and ask for them to be sold
to him at the price the vendors ask;
but there are other means of acquiring'
these lands, and they have already been
pointed out to the Treasurer. If those.
who hold these lands for speculative pur-
poses were made the subject of somne
taxation or unimproved values, we would
find that these estates, which have been
locked tip waiting for the expansion of the
State to give them the unearned incre-
ment., would become available for the
settlement of the citizens of the State,
and we would not be obliged to construct
these railwa 'ys into what are praitically
the backblocks of our agricultural dis-
tricts 4pfind land bn which to place
settlers.\ Folr the reasons I have stated,
I thint'_ more time is necessar y for the
consideration of these projects, and that
until an opportanity has been afforded
to study rei~rns not available to-day, no
member is justified in casting a vote on
this matter. If he does, it is simply a.
blind vote, trusting entirely to chance and
possibly to loyalty to party convictions;
but in this case I do not think a senti-
mnent of that kind should come into the
question.

Mn. J. BREBBER (North Perth):- I
do not intend to keep the House any
time, but I desire to bring before the
notice of memnbers the condition of
affairs. in the South-West. There is a
familly there from Victoria that ca ne over
here and endeavoured to find some good
land on which to settle. They went down
the South-Western Railway and had to-
go 30 miles east of that railway before
they could get land on which it was
advisable to. settle; and they have been
there four or five years and find now that
they cannot make their land pay through
the great inconvenience and expense in-
curred in sending produce to market.
The necessity for giving means of corn-
inunication to. these settlers is one of the
reasons that make wue give my vote
for the Government in support of these
three spur lines, It is rather peculiar
to bear members say that they do
not know of the real necessityv for the-
spur lines; but it has been recognised by
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people outside the House for years past.
It has been recognised that there is no
possibility of anyone taking up good
country at an utireasonable distance from
the railway and. making a profit on it;
and it is recognised that it is the State's
first duty to give communication to the
people who settle on its lands. It is
surely only right that, if we give pe-opie
land aknd induice them to settle on it, we
should, at the same time, give them
means to bring their produce to market.
I (10 not think this question needs to he
laboured ; hut there is also the question
brought before the House by the membher
for Rartowna on several occasiong, the
necessity of finding remunerative employ-
went, for thtose people here in search of
employment and willing to work. No
one recognises more than I do that there
are, numbers of people going aboat our
streets looking for work and never wish-
ing to find it. They are nut the people
we wish to provide for particularl y. It
has been said that if we put out spur
lines to our huge Government reserves
and land not alienated, we may iintroduce-
a scheme whereby we can put the unem-
ployed on that laud to improve it, and
thus we wvill have land made available for
settlers. 1. cannot understand members
who argue in favour of doing everything
for the labouring classes-they call themn
the democratic class-which they profess
to represent here, when we find one of
the finest schemes ever introduced here
for the labouring classes blocked and put
to one side because thle Governmuent have
not acted up to some petty formuality
which Labour members thitnk should
have been carried out. If they are true
to their colours, and to the party they are
supposed to represent. I do not see how
they can oppose proposals like this to
open tip this country and put the unem-
ployed on the land so as to turn it to use,
and so that we can ask immigrants from.
any part of the world to come here, and
to make a reasonable charge so as to give
some return for the cost of the labour
employed to prepare the land. I do
not wish to labour this question. I
am only' a new member of this House,
but I Will gladly give my support to the
Government; and I trust members on
the Opposition side of the House will
also give support to these Bills if their
principles are honest.

31R. M. P. THtOY (Mlount Mag-net):
I desire to protest against thie Govern-
ment bringiniz down such important
proposals nt the fag end of the session,
when members have not the time at
their disposal nor the informiation. re-
quired, and when they* are not in
a frame of mind to discuss these
matters ats they should he discussed.
Members do not, know sufficient in
connection with these projects to cast
an intelli gent vote. It sents to inc that
the Premier has taken anl undue advan-
tage of the compact entered into between
himself and the Leader of the Opposi-
tion, when it was arranged that the
session should close to-morrow. As far
as I anm concerned, when that compact
was entered into 1 gave my promise to
abide by it ; but I agreed only so far as
the Estimates were concerned and the
Bills then before the House; and I had
no idea that there were to be b3roughlt
down to the House, 48 hours before the
session closed, three important measures
of which members had received no infor-
ination.

TanE Pnnn Rn: But von did thiik
there was to be a Loan Bill P'

MR. TROY:- Yes: hut I had no idea,
that the money provided' on the Loan
Estimates was to be put aside for the
construction of railwatys.

MR. H. BROWN : You swallowed
quarter of a million yesterday without a.
murmur.

MR. TROY: I did not think it was
for the building of railways. I think it
was the duty' of the Government to bring
down these measures a. month ago. They
are the most important measures intro-
duced this session. I am not in any
sense hostile to the construction of rail-
ways in agricultural areas to assist in
agricultural development;, and I am not
opposed to the construction of spur or
loop lines, provided they are built on
legitimate lines and for a legitimate
purpose. In connection with these
three proposals, T doubt whether these
spur lines will serve the purpose
they should serve; and I doubt whether
they will be built on legitimate lines or
whether they will induce any legitimiae
settlement. Why the necessity to build
spur lines when we have along our exist-
ing lines a considerable area of land not
utilised? We have between Perth and
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Busselton large areas of land lying
uudeveloped. Surely' there must be
something wrong with the policy of the
Government for them to allow these
agricultural areas to lie in a state of
idleness and, at the same time, to bring
down proposals to open up new areas. For
the information of the member for Noth
Perth (Mr. Brebber), I mna say these
measures Are opposed from this side of
the House because the Government are
not compelling peoIple to utilise the land
along the existing railways, and are
wastin~g money in opening up new areas.
How can any member support a. Govern-
ment with such a policy? Why caninot
we introduce a system to compel people
to utilise the land alongside the exisi Ing
railwaysP If we did, the Minis-er for
Works would not have reason to comn-
plain of the large amount of foodstuffs
imported; and we could on legitimate
lines provide money for spur railways to
open up farther agricultural settlement.
That, to my mind, is the soundest policy,
and the mnember for North Perth should
support it and compel his Government
to bring it about. To mny mind, very
liberal conditions must obtain when ail
this land along our railways can remain
undeveloped. Surely the Minister for
lands can bring down some provisions
to compel those persons now holding this
land to develope it or hand it back to the
State, so that someone else can utilise it.
When we first entered upon land settle-
ment it mnay have been niecessary to give
liberal provisions; but now that land
settlement is so progressive, these liberal
provisions should no longer obtain, par-
ticularly when they are abused; because
if they are not abused, all this land
would not be lying idle. I hope the
Mfinister will do something in this
connection; and if he does, it will
do more to bring about legitimate
land settlement than will be gained
by building these spur railways. There
can he. no statesmanship in a policy
by which large areas of land ini the
electorate of the Minister introducing
these Bills are undeveloped to-day.
Sussex is a standing example of the
abuse of the liberal land conditions.
Land for mile after mile along the rail-
way to Busselton is undeveloped, and
there can be no statesman ship on the
part of a Government allowing such a

*condition to obtain. That is the reason
why these railway proposals are meeting
with so much opposition in this Chamber.
I approachi the matter in. an imnpartial
spirit. I intend to support one of these
proposals. I intended to do so yesterday.
I believe the Katanning-Kojonup pro-
posal will meet with the approval of this
House. It was often discussed last year,
and I feel sure it should receive the
support of this House. I have nothing
against the construction of the other
railways, unless it be that I have not
sufficient information at my disposal,
and that I am not su fficien tly acq uai nted
with the localities to wvarrant my
giving an intelligent vote. But I
am sufficiently acquainted with the
locality of Kojonup to know that it
warranits railway construction, and that
one proposal shall receive my support on

*this occasion. I promise mnembers of this
House that, when I have had an oppor-

itunity of making inquiry into the other
two proposals, if the construction of those

aiavas is warranted also th)ose pro posals
shall receive my support in liI~e manner.
I always understood that there were other
propos-ed railways ini the State miore
deserving of consideration than are several
of these lines which have been mnentioned
to-day. There are the York.Greenh ills,
the Norsemnan to Coolgrardie, the Mngnd
to Lawlers and the Narrogin to Wieklepin
railways. The Wickepin railway is one
which I thini; is mnore warrantcd thian any
embodied in these proposals.

MR. EWING: It will come later on.
Mn. TRIOY:- Let us have those we want

first. If there is any ncsity to build
lines, let us not build for the sake of build-
ing, hut build lines which are warranted,
and then we shall he* pursuing a legitimate
policy in the development of our agricul-
tural or mining industries. The Minister
who introduced these proposals said there
was considerable settlement in some of
these localities, and because of this con-
siderable settlement the people residing
there who had gone there years ago to
open up this land should be given the
facilities wvhichb we promised thenm. There
cannot be very much settlement in those
particular areas outside that which I
have already mentioned, the Kojionup
district, because if there were there
would be more than 300,000 acres
cultivated in this State. If so much
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settlement is here, where is settlement in
all1 the other localities F There cannot be
much in those other localities in that
case. and,' if not, there is no necessity for
the construction of these railwayTs, except
thle Kojnupl line.. I want to take excep-
tion to the Premier's threat that, if haste
'was not made in the construction of
these railways, and if their construction
was delaved. the blame would rest on the
shoulders of those who had objected to
the proposal, The Premier held out
that the Government desired to con-
struct these railways because they were
intended to give emplo 'yment to the
unemployed. Since no money has been
provided on the Estimates for the con-
struction of the railways. what harm
could be done in allowing at least two of
these proposals to sjand over till the
House meets inl ay? [MAR ILLIN-

WORTH : There is money on the loan
Estiinates.J £5,000. [Interjection by
Ma. InLrNOWOaRn.] I understood it
was onl 'y £5,000, and since no money has
been provided no harm can be done if
these proposals are allowed to stand
over till May ; and even if sanctioned
here to-day they could not be built,
because mioney' has not, been provided.

THE MAINISTER, FOR. Mrws: It would
mean a large amunrnt of delay.

ATn. TROY : It would. I am willing
to agree to the construction of one line;
but as to the other two proposals I shall
vote against them, because in those two
cases I do not think the construction of
railways is warranted. I would rather
vote for the York-Greenhills line ex-
tension than vote for the two proposals
which have been mentioned here to-
day. I think one line is warranted. I
do not think it is warranted because it
will pay fi-oin the outset. I do not think
the lines will pay. I think they are
merely experimental railways, and since
I have no objection to experiments I am
willing to vote for the railway I now
mention, as the one which is most war-
ranted.

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS (H1on.
N. J. Moore): I do not propose to
speak at any length on this question, hut
just to confie my attention to one point
which has not been touched upon by'
members so far. That is in regard to
the workingr expenses if the lines be
constructed. It was alleged yesterday,

by one or two members that the hon.
member introducing this proposal had
not given sufficient information; but I
do not know what farther information he
could give. He gave the total area alien-
ated within a raius of 1in miles of eitIher
of those linIes, the average rainfall, thle
timnber growing on land, and the amnount
of laud available for selection. Members
have complained about lack of irnforma-
tion, but it will be rememibere-d that last
night we passed a vote for £100,000 for
mining development, with not much infor-
ination and no criticism on that vote. All
we ask- now is for sanction to construct
these three light lines. I am very well
satisfied that these 70- miles of railway
can be constructed for £90,000, and I
will give the reasons why I think so.
The mnember for Forrest referred to it as
if it were some new experiment. The
members from goldfields know, or ought
to-know. the ;ost of lighit lines on the
goldficld-4, and members in thle South-
West know the cost of timoPer lines, and
know there is nothing experimental about
this proposal. Ligrht lines have been
in existence in this State for years, and
the only question mnembers, have- to con-
sider is the cost if running thle lines.
So far as the cost of construction is con-
cerned, I think thaLt has been amply
demonstrated hy evidence bef ore the Royal
Commission on Immigration and by the
information) which has been given tor
various other boards and forms of in-
quiry. There is the estimate which was
given quite recently by Mr. Teesdale
Smnith in connection with the construc-
tion of these lines. He gave it as his
opinion that they would cost £650 per
mile. It is made up as follows: Clear-
ing and forming, £40; phlte - laying,
£27;i topping road, £15; culverts, sheter
sheds, £18;i sleepers. £C100; rails and
fastenings (401ks.), £4.50; total £650 per
mile.

A. LYNCH:. Dues that include
ballast?

TarF MINfSTElt FOR LANDS: That
is without ballast. I do not think these
lines require ballast. WVe have timber
lines in this State where they arc carry-
ing 1-5-ton logs on two, trucks, wvithout
any ballast, and they have been runniig
for 1.5 years. And there are other lines.
Where is the necessity for ballast V I
have had a little experience in regard to
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these railway lines, both in surveying
and in regard to construction, and I will
give my outside estimate for these items.
I am going to give figures so that
members, if they desire to crititise ine,
will know where I have male a mistake
in arriving at anl estimate in connection
with the construction of these lines. The
details would be as follow :-Surveying,
£10 per mile; clearing, £10; forming,
£100o; Sleepers, that is laying with jarrah
sleepers, £200: rails and fastenings,
451b. rails, £680-niem-bers will know
that quite recently there has been a, jump
in the price of rails, and that is allowing
for the higher cost, (.2680) ; ridges, cul-
verts, £100; plate-laying, £50; total,
£1,100 per mile. That is a long way
ahead of Mr. Smith's estimate; practi-
cally double. These lines, as stted
before, are practically purely surface
lines, following the contour of the
country; yet on this estimate I have
put clown X100 per mile, or 25s. per
chain, for forming. As a matter of fact,
on the Rurrawange line recently, ten miles
of topping work was let at the rate of
£10 per mile, againstimy estimate of £100
per mile. This is a line not ballasted,
which is carrving a, minimium freight
traffic of 1,000 tons a da '. This is suffi-
cient evidence that similar lines are
all that are necessary to serve agri-
cultural districts. Oa surf ace lines grades
must necessarily' be steep for short pinches,
but I am satisfied from my' knowledge
that over the cou'itr v these lines will
traverse there will be 'no necessity for a
steeper grade than I in 25 or curves
shiarp~er than eight chains radius. Havingr
dealt briefly with the cost of construction
and having- evidence of what suc~h a line
should cost, I may say that, if a contract
cannot be let at a reasonable price, then
I ame in favour of the Government doing
it themselves, getting a real live man to
supervise the construction, and I am
satisfied the line will be bnilt at reason-
able cost. It is the intention of the
Government to call for tenders. Mem-
bers. will see the price stated, and if it
cannot be done for that cost the work will
be done departmentally.

MRF. TAYLOR: Give Timnms a chance to
do it departmentally.

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS:
Turns or George Baxter or any practical
man could do it. The original cost is not

of so much concern to members, to my
mind, as the cost of maintenance and run-
ning expenses. That is what we want to
get at. I am) satisfied that if these lines
are handed over to any other department
than the Rail wky Department the running
exp~enses, will be considerably reduced,
an~d I am going to give memibers an idea
of wvhat to my mind should be the running
expenses for 12 months on a 30- mile s pu r
line, running one train a day. I consider
that the ivages in the first instance would
amount to £1,200, made up as follows:
-An engine driver, l2s. per day; firemani,
9s. ; guard. 9s. ; cleaner, if theY are
running every day in the week-if they
are only running three days in the weekz
theyv couldI do their own cleaning-Ba. ;
oil and waste, 5s. ; water (:8,000 gallons),
4s.; firewood, 8s. Qn practice one mian
can keel) two locos. going) ; running and
re])airs, 10Os.; overhanl (£R250 per yoar), 15s.
That is the outside for wages and over-
hauling, £4 a dav, or say £1,200 a
year. The other ch6.rges allowed for in
connection with the railway are the cost
of maintenance, and that hais been given
in evidence at £e25 per mile, or £750 in
all. In addition to the men employed in
connection with runningy traffic it will be
advisable to paw a clerk in charge,
about £4 or £5 a week. He would be
responsible for arranging the traffic and
seeing that trucks are provided to nieet
the requirenments of settlers. Pay Rail-
way Dcpartment for use of trucks £250,
and an allowance of £50 would lie mnade
to the Railway Department for the ser-
vices of an officer at the junc-tion. Con-

tignies we will say, 15 per cent., total-
tin g £400g' or a total cost to run that SO
miles of railway of £2,850.

nI., CoLLixit: What a~bout repairs to
rolling-stock ?

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS: I
have allowed for overhauling. The pay-
ment to the Railway Department for the
use of trucks, £2.50, is a very liberal
allowance.

Ma. TAYLuOR: £2,850 in allP
Thu, MINISTER FOR LANDS: Yes.

MTembers inar' say that interest should be
provided as well, If we are going to
look at it in that waly, the interest on cost
estimated at £833,000, at 4 per cent., is
X1,320; or a total cost of £4,170 as the
running expenses, maintenance, and in-
terest on outlay. Surely members, are
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mot going to throw three Bills out of this
House because there would be a deficit
of £12,000. It would be that, if there
were no return at all; but I am satisfied
that if these lines are constructed they
will prove remunerative and be in the
best interests of Western Australia.

Mn. TAYLOR: £131,000 a year.
THE MINISTER FOR LANDS:

£213,000; that is; if we ran all the stuff
that went over the line free of cost.
We must have some standard to go on,
-and I would like to sa v if that 30 miles
were made it would open up some
2.50,000 acres of land. Suppose 20 per
-cent. of that laud were brought under cul-
tivation; and remember where these lines
are going, more particularly the Wagin-
Dumblevung line, that the line is going
into practically new country, which will
not be cultivated for some time Unless
the line is built. We have 50,000 acres,
and allowing that each of those 50,000
acres was responsible for half a ton of
produce, that would mean a total of
.25,000 tons, which at 2d. per mile-and
the settler would be satisfied to pay
that, considering that at the present. time
they are, pa 'ving about 3d. on the main
line-would average on that line 3s. 4d.
per ton, or a return of £4,000 per annumn.

MR. BAsrH: Your estimate of cultiva-
tion is much bigger than in any other
part.

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS:
'There is no other Part of Western Aus-
tralia which offers such great facilities
foi wheat growing. It would not apply
in the South-West, where there is any
amount of land alienated, but will
never produce wheat. There is only a
eertain area available for cultivation. It
is not like the Eastern District., wvhere
you can take up a 500-acre block and put
every acre under cultivation. In the
South-Western District a man muay
perhaps take up 300 or 400 acres and get
50 or 60 acres which he can cultivate.
The Government have announced their
policy, and I maintain that the system

of agiultural light lines has been
endore by the counti-y; and the
Premier in his policy speech even went
so far as to name the lines which in his
-opinion should be constructed.

Mu. BATH: Announcing a policyv is
a different thing from comning down to
the House with arguments.

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS: I
am adducing arguments which I think
sound. I do not know whether the hon.
member thinks so or not.

Mn. TAYLOR: YOU are right enough
on paper.

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS: Can
anyone contradict any figures I have
given wvith regard to working expenses ?

MR. COLLIER: You are only assuming
the return.

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS: I
am assuming the return, not the working
expenses. How can at man prophesy wvhat
the return is going to be?

MR. BATH: You have a practical
example in your Goomalling line; £3,000
a year loss.

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS: They
are not parallel cases. 'That Goomallmng
line cost something like £2,000 a mile-
[MR. SCADUAN: Yes; over] -but not-
withstanding the way in which it has
been run, and that it cost X5,000 a year
for upkeep, there was a return of £4,000,
and if there is altered management there
is no reason wh 'y the working expenses
should not be considerably reduced. With
regard to the question of maintenance, I
say that in giving evidence before the
Commission it was brought out that the
maintenance of these lines only ran up to
£25 per mile. The member for Forrest
has spoken of a timber line carrying 15
tons, and also said that the cost of main-
tenance of it is only that small sume. If
on the Kurrawang tine, where the traffic
is so heavy, the minimum being 1,000
tons per day, the cost of maintenance is
so smnall, surely the estimate I have made
of the cost of maintenance of this spur
line is from a very liberal stand-
point. I do not intend to say anything
farther except that members will realise;
I suppose, that these lines will not only
assist people who are settled there but
open up country for people coming. It
is no use saying that there is a large area
which ought to be under cultivation. The
fact remains that at the present time it is
not under cultivation, and people are
coming here who are desirous of taking
up country, and who would prove good
settlers. I think that if these lines are
constructed, provision should be made
that on these reserves that have been set
apart a man shall oulY hold a limited
area. And if all these precautions are
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taken it wilt be found that the lines, if
constructed, will he in the best interests
of the State generally. The Government
have taken the precaution, in view of
these lines being constructed, to reserve
not only land on either side of the rail-
way, but land in the various towusitos
which this line would serve, to prevent
any speculator from taking advantage
of increased values necessarily accru-
ing if it were announced that a. line
was going to commence from Goomalling,
Wagin, or Katanning. The hon. member
has inferred that there are several other
lines which are equally deserving of
notice, and the Government are quite
prepared to admit that is so; but it is
desirable that we should make a start,
and I am not afraid to take my share of
the responsibility in saying I consider
these three lines should be selected from.
those which were before us to make a
start on. And I1 say that from the k-now-
ledge I have of that, country-I spent some
siK years on the Great Southern line and
selected the three million acres Wield by
the Land Company and am in a, position
to advise my colleagues on this point.
I assert that the three lines selected
at the present time are the hest that
have been proposed up to dlate, and that
these three lines will not only serve the
settlers who are now on the land, but will
open up a large area and give every
inducenient to land settlement.

bit, if. BROWN (Perth): I think by
this time every hon. mewmher of the
House is thoroughly prepared to vote.
This matter hias. been threshed out in its
entirety, and I think the sooner we vote
and avoid wasting lime the better it will
be. The mewmher for Mount Magnet has
assured us that these-lines are absolutely
useless. On the other hand we have the
authority of the Minister for Lands that
these lines are absolutely required, and it
will leave this Rouse at all events to
decide which of these gentlemen we are
to believe. We have heard the iindigna-
tion of the member for Mount Magnet
about these lines being forced on us, and
the huge expenditure, in the last two or
three datys of the session. I would only
remind them how they swallowed the
whole of a quarter of a million with
hardly a criticismn yesterday. [MR.
COLLIER: We had it rammed down our
throats.] The samre way as you will get

this. We have on the other side of the
House some gentlemen, I will not say all,
who are authorities on every subject fromn
education downwards. This House will
remember that only last session we
selected a committee, and appointed, I
take it, the mnost intelligent members of
the HRouse on that particular select com-
mittee. I am going to follow the
lprocedure adopted at all events in a.
small sphere of government, that is
municipal life, and follow as nearly as
possible the recommendation of the com-
mittee. The committee went exha-ustively
into the question of thelines. audeame back
unanimously of opinion that spur lines
should be built in the best interests of the
State, and I say that that this Govern-
ment, or even the Labour Government,.
would have been wrong had it not taken
notice of the advice tendered by that
committee. That chiefly will be my
reason for voting, not for one hut all
three sp)ur lines. I do not pose as an
authority on agriculture at all, but I
have taken the advice of the majority of
the agric~ultu ral members on this (Govern-
ment) side of the House. I have not
asked the opinion of any of those gentle-
men whjo are interested, more esp~ecially
the member for Katanning, because I.
think the figures he used in reference
to the huge sum that had been paid to.
the State for the Great-Southerin lands
all bunkum. That was one of my
greatest objiections to the purchase of the
Midland Railway. For every 10s.
worth of Crown lanids; we purchasein tis
State it takes £21 to get rid of it ; there-
fore the State is not benefited to the
extent the hon. member leads us to be-
lieve. [H1ON. F. 1H. PISass: Decidedly.]
I say without fear of contradition that
for every 10s. worth of land it costs us
£1 to get rid of it, the expenditure,
including survey fees and administration..
If these railways are constructed on the
lines laid down by the Minister for
Lands, they will prove a profitable invest-
ment to the State. I ama against espen-.
sive stations and platforms, and I thinak,.
having some little knowledge of timber-
lines, that a good light line is quiter
sufficient to open up the agricultural
areas of the State. The member for
Kalgoorlie stated that possibly some
members would vote owing to their ad-
herence to their party. I say that no
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,one came into this House with a freer
hand to vote for or against the party
than I did myself. I came here with a
-free hand to vote against anything
the Premier may bring in, and I
only regret that yesterday, when that in-
sidions little Bill was brought in from
the other side, the Premier did not have
the backbone to object to it. [MEMBER :

Why did not you?] I objected to it
strongly, but when the leader of the party
had no objection to it I knew I should be
voting ini the ininority. I ami quite satis-
fied with the assurance that the Bill to
which I refer will be thrown out in
another place. I say, without, any refer-
ence to the adherenice of the party. as
referred to by the member for Kalgoorlie,
I intend to vote on the advice I have
received and inquiries made from those
who should be authorities, and those who
are not interested in these lines at all. I
intend to give my vote in support of the
three spur lines as proposed by the Gov-
erment.

AIR. G. S. F. COWOHER (Williams):
I mean to support the three lines, which
I consider warranted, anid I think they
will be greatly' in the interests of the
State. I regret that there are not some
others, especially the Wickepin line; but
we cannot have all we want. I. hope to
see the Government come down in the
near future wvith some other lines, and I
shall support those lines.

At 6830, the DEPUTY SPEAKER left the
Chair.

At 7?30, Chair resumed.

Mn. F. C. MONGER (York): Like
many other members on this side of the
House, I have refrained from discussing
the Estimates at any length, and from
speaking on the Loan Estimates; but I
am placed in this position at the present

,moment, that it is absolutely necessaryv
for me to express a few words in connec-
tion with the Bills uinder consideration.
I may in the first instance sa 'Y that no
man had a greater shock than myself
when I saw, a couple of mornings back,
that the only items in connection with
these spur railways that the Government
proposed to bring forward were these
now under consideration. I did expect
from the Premier's policy speech, delivered
at Midland Junction last September, that
the first item in connection with the spur

railways would have been one in which
the district I represent was to a certain
extent considered. No man received a
greater shock than myself when I saw
that my district was left out. When the
Premier was introducing his Loan
Estimates I was glad to see that he had
to a great extent considered this par-
ticular railway to which I am referring,
and that he gave as one of the reasons
for its having been omitted, the usual

Ibattle of routes. It was a sort of
qualifying statement from the Premier.
Some members may think that because
the line those who returned me are more
particularly interested in has bfpen left

Iout, I should be opposed to these par-
ticular railways now under discussion.
I may tell members I am in favour of
these, and also I am in favour of many
lines of a somewhat similar nature, which
I trust the Government at an early date
may see fit to bring forward for con-
struction. I remember Dumblevyung
when it was looked upon as practically
an arid wnste, and it is a great source
of satisfaction to everyone with the
interest of the State at heart to know
that big settlement is. going on in that
vicinity. It is a matter of considerable
consolation to me as an old Western
Australian to know that a locality such
as that is worthy of having a railway
proposal brought forward by this Gov-
ernment, and of being one of the first
lines of railway introduced by this Gov-
erment. In support of the line I am

Imore particularly interested in, I would
like to tell the P remier, and if the Mlin-
ister for Lands were here to tell him
also, that I k now farms out in the locality
I am referring to, of 2,000 acres of cleared
]and belonging to one man where, 15

Iyears ago, there was not a solitary tree
Icleared. That is the sort of settlement
going on to the east of Oreenhills. To
deal with the extension of the Greenhifls

IRailway would be only taking up the
time of hon. members-I do n ot wish to
do so, especially at this late hour of the
session ; but I hope the Premier and the
Minister will remember, when bringing

i down the Loan Estimates in the middle
of next year, that they have a duty to
perform, if only to carry out the policy
as enunciated by the Premier when advo-
cating these spur lines. I only ask him
to bear that in mind. I have during the
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whole of this session given him my fair
support- some members on the other
side may say allnq my servile support,
but withiout taking that into considera-
tion, Ihope he and his Ministers wvill
come and see the particular country to
which I have referred; and if, after they
have seen it, they consider it is not
wvorthy of railway extension, let them not
give it. I only ask them during recess
to come with me and see the country and
judge for themselves. Nothing gives me
greater pleasure than to support these
three agricultural lines of railway as in-
troduced by the Government, and I hope
the time is not far distant when umanv
similar prpoiions will be submitted i
the presetGvernment.

Ma. J. SCAB DAN (Ivanhoe) : I have
l)ut few remarks to offer on these pro-
posed railway s, and I will not take up
much of the time of the House in doing
so. As a, member of the Royal Corn.
mission that made certain recoinmenda-
tions which the Minister for Works
asserted, when introducing these Bills,
covered a recommendation for the con-
struction of certain lines of railway, 1
desire to say that the lines of railway
before, the House were not reported on
by that Commission, nor did we recoin-
nuend any particular routes for the con-
struction of certain railways. Our
recoinmendation, as I find it in the
report, was for "the authorisation of
pioneer lines of'railway when justified by
the quality of land." There is another
recommendation which the Minister for
Works did not make known to the House,
nor did the Minister for Lands touch on
it: " Prices of land (un1der deferred pay-
mnents) to include interest and sinking
fund calculated to repay cost of rail-
ways." As a member of that Commis-
sion, I know that this latter clause was
intended to cover the other clause, In
regard to the building of pioneer lines,
the Commission undoubtedly were. unani-
mously of the opinion that, when these
were built, those who reaped the advan-
tage f romn them should pay for the cost
of construction; and when we consider
the enhanced value brought to the land
by the construction of these railways, we
see that it is only right that tie people
owning the land should pay the cost of
construction. The Minister for Works
was a little misleading when he tried to

make the House believe that these rail-
ways werecarrying out the recommenida-
tion made by the Royal Commission on
Immigration. I have a knowledge of the
fact that the members of the Royal Com-
mission, and members of this House also,.
believethat itis desirable toencourageland
settlement, and that the best means of
doing this is by building pioneer lines of
railway from existing main lines; but the
beginning now proposed to be made by
the Government is,in my opinion, starting
at the wrong end. The proposal is to
build a spur line from Katannug to
Kojanrup in a westerly direcion, and one
from Wagin to Dumble~yung or somec
other unknown place near the r-abbit-
proof fence. If the Minister will read the
report of the Conmmission and also the
evidence, rather lengthy I admit, touching
on the construction of these lines, he will
find that we wvent to no end of trouble
to ascertain what would be the cost of
the construction of spur lines; that is, a.
scheme of spur lines, not one, but a
number of them, to open up a consider-
able extent of country requiring railway
communication ; and we had certain
figures supplied to us by the railway
authorities, and by others outside the
Railway D~epartment at the present time
working lines of a similar description in
this State to those proposed by the Com-.
mission. Let LIS take Mr. Teesdale
Smith's evidence. In the first p.aragraph
of his letter to the Commission Mr. Smith
said :

To run one train per week for 30 miles out
and in would cost almost as much as to work
four spur lines of 30 miles each with one train
per week on each spur, as it would necessitate
the keeping of a locomotive, with driver,
fireman, guard, and cleaner continually at this
work , so that they might become conversant
with and used to the running of this class of
service, as it would not do to send haphazard
any engine that might chance along with
drivers and guards unused to the road.

This points out conclusively that one
spur line is almost as costly as four; and
if we are going to give this extensive

Iagricultural country along the Great
Southern Railway communication by
railway, the Government should come
down, when members would have the
opportunity of going thoroughly into the
question, with a comprehensive scheme
of light pioneer railways to assist agri-
cultural development. Is this the idea,
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of the Government? Why did not the
Minister for Works say' distinctly that
it was for the encouragement of agri-
culture ? If it is so, why should we do
it in the light of the ordinary construc-
tion of railways? I think we should
bave a special vote for the encourage-
ment of agriculture, similar to that
mentioned by the Minister for Lands.
Last night we passed a special rote for
the development of muining resources.
If we tire to build these railways for the
-encouragement of agriculture, we should
have a comprehensive scheme placed
before the House, and plenty of time
given members to consider it, and we
should not be asked to rush it through.

THE PEnmrE: We must have a Hill
for the construction of a railway.

BIB. SOADDAN: I candidly admit
that; but if we had the Bills before the
House and plenty of time to consider
them, disclosing a comnprehensive scheme
to which the Government had given
some consideration, members would be
-casting, a vote on something they had a
knowledge of; but to bring, down these
Bills two or three days before the
.closing of the session, in a new House
-composed to a great extent of new
members who have had to the present
no opportunity of going through the
-country to see what is required, is not
the proper procedure. This is a matter
.that requires consideration and the
Premier would do well if he would hold
-over the consideration of these mattrrs
until next year when we could thoroughly
-thrash them out. One other matter
is the necessity of compelling those
persons already holding land on exist-
ing railways to work their lands, or
to allow someone else to do so. It
is no use shutting our eyes to the fact
-that there is a considerable area of land,
especially along the existing railways,
held for speculative purposes. We have
had it centradicted at times; but we
need only look along our existing lines of
railway to see the amount of land held
with very little done on it, probably only
ringbarked, while the owners are waiting
till someone comes along to snap it up at
an enhanced value. We know that the
land sold by the Government is practically
given away. A person securing it and
doing a little improvement, can reap an
-enhanced value firom it. There is to-day

a ready' sale for partially-improved land
in Western Australia, anywhere near a
railway ; and what are we doing to pre-
vent this speculation in land ? We are
doing nothing; bat we build more
railways for more speculation in the same
direction. Members onl this side of the
House, and members generally, I hope,
will support a comprehensive scheme for
pioneer lines in agricultural districts.
It is absolutely essential, if we are to
make our agricultural lands pr-oduce to
the fullest extent, that we should have
railway communication. We k-ncw that
there are many men front the goldfields
at present settled 40 miles from railwvay
communication. They are struggling
year after year and doing no good.
Many hlave returned to the goldfields
absolutely disgusted with the prospects.
Why v? because we know itis impossible
for a man to make a farm pay at that
distance from railway communication.
So they sell out, and others come along
and cut up the holdings until the land
reverts to large estates. The Minister says
he is going to prevent large estates being
built up; but he cannot prevent it. We
know the aml~ount Of dbuto 'Ving going On
in agricultural land. I think, therefore,
the first duty of the Governmlent should be
to turn thei r attention to having the land
within reach of the railway' s properly'
cultivated; and then let uts have a coan-
prehensive scheme of light pioneer rail-
war' s that will not cost a great deal to
construct and will at least pay working
expenses and interest on the capital cost.
In that regard, the instance mentioned
by the Leader of the Opposition as a case
in point, the Goomalling Railway, was
not parallel at all. The Goomalling Rail-
way was undoubtedly a costly railway to
construct in the first instanlce; but we
must give the line credit for having ad-
vanced the interests of the district, and
of Northam generally. It is impossible
to get at the exact amount of indirect
benefit a railway line of that description
causes throughout the State. To take
the direct benefit derived is not a fair
basis at all. The Royal Cornmission went
very exhaustively into the question of the
Gootnalling Railway; and'Alr. Patterson,
the Railway Auditor, gave a return show-
ing the position of the line ait present,
showing that the grass value of the freight
traffic over that line for 12 months
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ended 31st March, 1905, amounted to
£1 3,114 12s. id., while the amount due
on the mileage was only X4,048 17s. 10d.
But we have to add to that a percentage
of the amount of revenue added to the
maiu line; and having done this, we find
that the Goomalling Railway is% to-day
paying working expenses. Also we have
to consider that a considerable amount of
this traffic would not be on the main line
to-day, had it not been for that spur line;
and when we view the railway from that
standpoint, we admit that, while it does
not pay directly, it undoubtedly pays the
State owing to the amount of increased
haulage over the main line, and also the
amount of settlement, and the amount of
laud brought under cultivation. So I
believe it would he of advantage to the
State to construct light pioneer railways
in agricultural districts but, at the same
time, to be careful that we settle these
lands with persons who will remain on
them, and not to let them get into the
bands of persons who will hold them for
speculative purposes. If the Minister
has not done so, I hope he will reserve
these lands.

THE PREMIER: The Minister has told
you they have been reserved.

MR. SOADDAN: I hope he will re-
serve large areas-

THE PREMIER: They are reserved.
Mn. SCADDAN: For people on the

goldfields areas. Many men have asked
me on the goldfields wvhere they can get
laud. They have been working, on the
goldfields for years, and their health is
breaking down. They do not wish to be
a burden on the State. They rio not wish
to throw themselves on the hands of the
charitable public. It is their desire to
get on the land in something like a decent
sp)ot, where the soil will produce, and
where they can get a decent living. I
know persons who have come to Perth
who have been from the north of Northam
to Katanning and been unable to select a
decent piece of land for their purpose,
because they have had to go so far from
existing 'railways; and we know that if
they have to do that, they cannot exist.
For a man to start 30 or 40 miles from a,
railway to inake a success, he must go in
for stock-raising , which requires a con-
siderable amount of capital; and we know
these men have not the capital. The
Minister would do well to reserve

extensive areas on these railways and to,
throw them open under a similar system
to that in operation now at Nangeenan.
Thus we would settle the land with men
possessing a stake in the country, who
would be prepared to remain on the land
by the fact of doing the work of clearing
and fencing; and the State would benefit
by it, and the railway itself would benefit
by the increased amount of traffic passing
over it.

MR. GULL: As I suggested, dlear a
portion of the land and add the expense.
to the caital cost of the land.

MRn. SCADDAN: That was the pro-
posal of the Royal Commission on Immi-
gration. The Minister for Works is
anxious to make it appear that the rep~ort
of the Commission was responsible for
these railways; but the Government are
not prepared to accept the suggestion of
the Commission, that is to add the cost
of the railway to the cost of the land
taken up by the people who settle along
these lines. It was no desire of the
Commission to block small people going
on the land. It was their intention that
the settlers should pay for the cost in
deferred paymients, with a small mini-
mum during the first years, and then to
annually increase the pay ments until,
when their last payments are made for
the land, they have made the payment.
for the railway.

THE PREM[ER: " Block" is a nasty,
word. I would not say that.

MR. SCADDAN: I have no dictionary,
with me; but I am sure my meaning is,
dlear. I have on no occasion tried to,
pose as anorator. I try toput my viewvs
as plainly as possible. There are several
questions attaching to these railways to.
which I should like to refer; but my
main objection to these propositions is
that these proposals are a poor founda-
tion. I hold that whether we shall have
farther light railways will depend on the
result of these railways; and I am afraid
that if these lines are constructed as pro-
posed by the Government, and no
farther lines, it will be a death-blow
to -any more 'light railways; simply
because these will not pay. It is impos-
sible; because the working expenses will
be so great where only one or two lines
exist.

How. F. H. Pmnsss: They will not be
in a worse position than the Goomalling
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line which you just argued in favour
'Of.

3Mu. SCADDAN: That line has been
,constructed for many years, and there
has been a considerable amount of settle-
ment farther on than Goomalling; and
everyone is aware that, sooner or later,
the railwax must be extended to the
Coweowing district, where there is con-
siderable settlement to-day. At Dowerin,
settlement has taken place an the uinder-
standing that a railway would be built
there; and the traffic has increased every
-year. At the same time, we must con-
sider that thle Gootnalling line is
worked from Northam, a large engine
-station, where they have all classes
of engines and rolling-stock. The
Katanning-Kojonup Railway will not be
so worked. Moreover, at N orthain thbey
have every facility for a. good water
supply, but in the !Catanning and Wagin
districts the water supply is not too good;
and they have to carry water a consider-
able number of miles at the present
time. in my opinion it would be better
for the Government to withdraw the con-
siderution of these lines and to ask the
House to authorise them to raise sufficient
mone 'y to carry out a comprehensive
-scheie or light lrioneer railways in the
agricultural districts for their develop-
ment. I ami certain there is not one
-memiber on this sidp. (if the House who
would object to that course. We are all
satisfied that the future of this State, to
a great extent, is bou nd up in the develop-
mnent of the agricultural industry; and
there is no desire on the part of members
*on this side of the House to prevent that
industr Y progressing as far as possible.;
but, in my, opinion, these railways will be
-the death-blow to pioneer lines. If the
member for York (Mr. Monger) has
received a promise that his line will be
-constructed next session, I can understand
his being so favourable to these con-
-structions ; but he must see it would be
better if all these districts received rail-
ways.

TEE PREMmiERz: Let us build fourteen
-railways at once.

MEL. SCADDAN : There is no neces-
sity to build fourteen. I did not mention
any number. If the Premier is going to
be so agreeable that he will grant every
railway a deputation puts before him, I
am afraid our railway construction will

mnake a heavy bill for this State in the
future. I want the Premier, while hie is
prepared to build these railways, to
remember there are other lines, anid not
in agricultural districts, that require con-
sideration. There is the line from Cool-
inn-die to Norseman, promised by the
previous Government, which probably
would have been authorised by Parlia-
ment Prior to now had it not been for
the change of Government. We also
know that the Premier wired to the late
member for Boulder that it was his in-
tention to construct that railway.

Tun Paimbar: Nothingr of the sort.
MR. SOADDAN: H1e said so, and it

was published. The -membcr for Cobl-
gardie also, as the Mlinisterial candidate,
stated that the Government were dis-
tinctlyv favourable to the line, and would
construct it in the near future. The
inember for Boulder said it, and it has
misled the goldfields public. The Norst-
mnan people are suffering- from that want
of communication; and unless the line
is built, the field will go out of existence.
It is the duty of the GoVernment to
find the means by which the railway will
be built at the earliest possible date. I
hope the Minister for Works will not press
these measures. If he desires to do so, I
certainly shall vote against him, much as
it will be against my will. l am satisfied
that our agricultural districts require
railway communication, but at the samne
timne it is necessary to give carefuil atten-
tion to see that lands already along our
railway lines are properly cultivated.

Mu. J1. B. HOLMNAN (Murchison):
There is one mnatter to which I wish to
draw attention. The Premier informed
us to-night that he stated in his polic -
speech some time ago that it was his

ipolicy to construct agricultural lines.
One wonders why, if that be so, he left it
tifl so late a date before he brought these
measures down. There was no idea that
before we rose we should be ask-ed to
authorise the construction of three lines.
The time given by the Premier is in no
way long enough to enable due consider-
ation to be given to the projects. Why
was not this proposal brought before us
in the early paint of the session, when we
were doing, practically nothing? Ample
time could have been given for considera-
tion and to make inquiries, and we would
have been in a position to express our

Railway Bilisr,
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opinions with regard to the construction
of these lines. I believe that one of these
lines which it would be most desirable to
construct is the one in that part of the
country where I have been. I refer to
the Goowalling to Dowerin line. I
believe from the aamount of ground
taken op it will be advisable to extend
that line another 20 wiles. When
the Minister for Works was speak-
ing, he mentioned that most of the land
was not taken up. I am satisfied from a.
report I had from the Lands Department
when I went down to Goornoalling that
the whole of the available land within 20
or 2.5 miles of the end of the line is
taken up.

Tac PaEmri: I gave you the actual
figures.

MR. HOLMAN: I had the figures
from the Lands Department at that time,
and I am satisfied that there is very little
land available within 20 or 25 miles fromn
the end of the Goomalling, line at the
present time. We have been 48 hours
over the considera~tion of these particular
lines, and then when the measure has
passed this Chamber of course it will
have to go to another place. That other
place is supposed to check hasty legisla-
tion. How is it possible for us to expect
tlese three projects to pass another
place in a few minutes? It is unreason-
able to expect it. My belief is that the
present Government have no desire to
see the Bills pass through this Chamber.
The Bills are only brought down die
same as many other things are brought
down b:y them-to show it is their inten-
tion to do certain things, and they desire
members to block them fromn doing those
things so as to he able to say their
intention was good.

THE PREMIER: You fall in with our
wishes very readily.

IMF. HOLMAN: I desire to see the
prevention of the Passing of these
measures in a few minutes or few hours,
and to have full information before
members will pledge themselves to depart
from what should be their duty. I
intend to oppose the passing of these
Bills on the second readingc because we
have not had anything like enough timie
to grive due consideration to the matter.
The agriculturists should be supported
and assisted in every way, but I amn not
prepared to record a vote for the con-

struction of three railway lines that may
'be a, burden on the taxpayers of this
State, unless I am f ully satisfied that the
construction of these lines will be in
the interests of the State. It has been
said that these lines proposed will be
necessary. We-will admit that. For the
sake of argument we must admit it.
Those who are in a position to know or
should be in a position to know say that
these lines are necessary. I know that
there are several other railway lines just
as necessary as these three. We wilt.
take, for instance, the Norsenman line.
The fact of th at line not beinDg constructed
has, from practical knowledge, been the
means of keeping some hundreds of men-
unemployed or preventing them from
going thbere for employment. We haver
been informed in this Chamber by
practical men, men in at position to kno,.
that if the line were con structed to
Norseman it would make employment for
some hundreds of men. I have been_
down in that district several times, and I
am sure that line should have been con-
structed some time ago. I believe it
should have precedence. over any of these
three lines before the House at the present
time. Then we have the Black Range
line, opening up communication with
East Murehison. Then the extension of
the line from North Murchison, where, if
those lines were built, they would not
only encourage populatio~n t(' come, but.
also encourage the agricultural industry
in the State b~y giving more markets and
better markets for its produce. Ther
matter should be considered before we-
take any final step in the construction of'
the agricultural lines. As to the policy
we should lay down both for con-
struct ion and working of those lines, it is
not advisable to have the heavy cost in
agricultural lines which exists in regard
to our present lines. We should take
into consideration the advisability of
putting down very cheap lines to op~n up,
the district, and then we could improve
them afterwards. Another c;onsideration
is that of motive powor which we,
should use on these lines. I am of
opinion that it is not advisable to have
spur lines through the whole of the
agricultural areas with the p~resent motive
power system. Wherever a cheaper motive
power can he introduced, either oil, etec-
tricity. or some other motive power, due

[A.SSEMBLY.] Wagin-Dumbleyung,
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consideration should be given to the
matter. We have beard that the expenses
of spur lines will be extraordinary,
and we have been told that every spur
line constructed away from the depot
will be the means of increasing the
expenditure of our revenfue to the extent
of from £2,000 to £4,000 a year. There
is no agricultural line in the country
which will stand that amount of expendi-
ture. The Premier has said that if we
do siot puss these measures to-night the
development of our agricultural industry
wvill be thrown back ten years. I am of
opinion that if we make a false start in
the construction of spur lines it will
cause them to be a failure. There is
always greater difficulty in surmounting
a mistake that has been made than there
is in waiting a few months to adopt a
system whbich will prevent any mistake at
all. Therefore I am of opinion that it
would be wise and fair not to rush hastily
into the matter, but to allow three or
four months, against the House meets
again, and thus enable members to give
the matter full consideration. It has
been said that no argument has been
advanced against the construction of
these spur lines. As far as I can see
from reading a report, of those supposed
to know, and whose advice we should
take-that is the officials of the Railwa~y
Department -they inform us in unnis-
takeable terms that the spur lines will
not be a success, and that the only
successful lines for opening up agricul-
tural lands are loop lines. Therefore I
maintain that is one strong argument
against the passing of the Bills to-night.
We should be absolutely certain that any
spur lines or any other system we bare
would be a success. It is a question
open to great doubt whether spur lines
will be a success or not. And then an-
other matter is the question of finance.
I am of opinion, after reading the report
of the Royal Commission and also the
report of the Director of Agriculture,
that the State should not be burdened
with the whole of the expenditure for the
construction of those lines. If the lands
in those agricultural districts where the
lines were to be constructed are not
sold, provision should be made so as
to put a certain price per acre on
the whole of that land, and hold
it over for a term of 20 years, and

allow those people who will benefit
most by the land to pay for it. Then, if
the land is alread), taken up, those who
will benefit byv the increased value of the
land should, as the member for Ivanhoe
has said, be called upon to pay at certain
amount towards the construction of these
railway lines. That would have this
effect in future, that those who have to
use those lines would not be called upon
to pay interest on the capital for their
construction. What they would he
called upon to pay would be working
expenses and maintenance. Therefore
they would reap benefit by being able to
have their produce carried along thelines
at more reasonable rates. I dare say
members have read the report of the
Director of Agriculture on this question.
It is on page 18, and reads as follows: -

Before any extensive expansion of the areas
under cultivation can be expected it is
apparent that access must be given to our
agricultural lands by means of railways. In
some cases farmers are making a start at
cereal-growing forty miles from a railway.
When it is considered that the road freight
for this distance is about is. per bushel for
wheat, the pecuniary disadvantage the farmer
labours under can be understood. In fact he
cannot comnpete on anything like even terms
with his more fortunate neighbour who
happens to be near the railway. In this
State which is now entering upon its initiatory
stages towards a general expansion of the
agricu~tnral industries, the question of
.opening tip" the lands suited to the pur-

powe by means of railways is worthy of the
attention of those concerned in our rural

Idevelopment. To put the matter plainly: If
Ithe land is not worth a railway to enable the
producers to have access to the markets it is
not worth having for agriculture, although
suited to grazing. As the railway is for the
purpose of bringing into life the dormant
productiveness of the land, the 8ost of that
railway should be added to the land, such cost
to be spread over a number of years, the
period being commensurate with the terms
upon which the farmer receives his land.

As an example we will say that a certain
section of the country comprising Crown lands
is suited to agricultural settlement, its length
being, say, 100 miles. The maximum distance
which a farmer should be from the railway is
given at fifteen miles. The area thus served
by a single line of railway, allowing fifteen
miles on each side of it, would be nearly
2.000,000 acres. The cost of the 100 miles of

Irailway would be at, say, £2,000 per mile,
* 200,000. To meet this and the interest we
could add, say, 2s. 6d. per acre to the selling
value of the land, which would be a small
sum comparatively for the purchaser to pay
when the instalments were distributed over
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twenty years. At the mnd of that term the
capital involved in the construction of the rai]-
way would be wiped off; and it wvould then be
in a position to convey the farmer's produce
to market at the lowest possible rate as there
would not be any interest on capital to meet.
The State would then receive back somne value
directly of the increment the railway had
earned ;and not permit it all to go i nto the
pocket of the lucky selector whose property
bad been considerably enhanced in value by

the State railway. Whatever improvement
the construction of railways may make in
regard to the value of our Crown lands, it is
surely only fair business to demand that the
lands pay for the cost of the machinery that
so enhanced their value. In the event of the
projected railways passing through lands
already alienated, and which were necessarily
benefited thereby, a similar contribution could
be demanded by legislation from their owners.
By these means we conld place the railways i .n
our agnoultural districts on a business-like
financial basis. The necessary capital could
be borrowed for the construction of these lines
on good terms, or the Credit Foncier method
could be introduced. There cannot be any
better security than the fertile lands of the
State, and those with capital would feel doubly
safe in such an investment. Such a scheme
should be worth the consideration of our legis-
lators. As the season was far advanced by the
time I had a look round the agricultural dis-
tricts of the State, I have not had the oppor-
tunity of giving effect to any practical sug-
gestions which would have any material hear-
ing on the operations of the farmers for the
present year. I shall have, however, ample
time to study any lines of improvement and
give effect to them for the next season.

I contend that the suggestion laid down
by the Director of Agriculture there is a
very reasonable one indeed, and one that
should be studied by the members in this
Chamber who do not understand agricul-
ture the same as he does. I maintain
that if we improve the land of the agri-
culturists by the construction of railway
lines, they should bear the burden, and
not ask thousainds of others throughout
the State who will not benefit by the
lines to bear the burden whilst they
receive the whole benefit. Therefore,
until we can go farther into the
matter and see what will be the best
system of constructing lines for opening
up the agricultural areas, I feel it mu-
duty to the State to vote against the
second reading of these Hills. I would
like to see the Government withdraw the
measures at the present time, and bring
them down early next session. The
measures sent down to us only consist of
a few clauses, and there is practically

nothing in them which could not have
been brought down on Ihe first dlay we
sat, in this Chamber about a month ago.
The Minister has already informed us
that even the land has not been classified
in some districts where it is proposed to
send out these ag~ricultural lines. If that
is the case, I maintain. it is an impossi-
bility to place any true value on the land
in those districts. If the laud has not

I been classified, it is hard to say what
benefits or amount of revenue can be
derived from the construction of a railway
line through that district. Then comes
the matter of expenditure. We have
been informed often enough that the

Iwork of s])ur lines would be very expensive
and a great tax on the railway system of

I this State. Although I am in favour of

doinug all I possibly can to assist agricul-
tut to open up the country and get

a living off the land-and I believe one
li ne, that from Gooilling to Dowerin,
would be successful-still, at the same
time, as the whole matter is being dis-
cussed now, I am of opinion that the
principle set forth by the present Gov-
ern ment is a bad one; therefore, so that
I may make every inquiry for myself, I
intend to oppose the motion.

MRs. J. MITCHELL (Northam): I
intend to support these railway lines.
Goomalliug is not in my district, but I

iintend to support the proposal because,
so far as the line is concerned, I shall be
helping forward the best thing. The
line from Goomalling to Dowerin will
open up the best land in this State. I
will go farther and say it is probably the
best in Anstralasia. Anyway, I can state
that settlers have gone out there and have
put, wheat into bags at 8d. per bushel.
If country that will grow wheat at 8d.
per bushel is not worth opening up, I am
afraid we do not want agricultural rail-
ways in Western Australia. A good deal
has been said about the 15-mile limit.
Any mnn who knows anything about
farming knows it is impossible for small
men to carry produce 15 miles. Since
members think Goomalling is in my
district, I will content myself by saying
that so far as Goomalling is concerned,
there is, as I have said, no better agri-
cultural area in Western Australia.
There are two other lines on the list, both
of them being good, but one especially
so, that being the line from Wagin to
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Dumbleyung. The land through which
this will go is very first-class country; it
is suitable for close settlement and for
the poor man. I think ihe Houseshould
hesitate to rote ag-ainst the Governent.
One pleasing feature in this debate has
been thle almost unanimous expression of
confidence in the agricultural lands of
this State. It must be rather a change
for Some miembers3 to have so much
to sax- in favour of the agricultural
nd astrv. [Ma. TAYLOR: Do not look

across here, please.] I did not look at
my friend who is representing a gold-
fields constituency. [ was saying ,that
the lanjd which would be opened up by
the line from Wagin outwards is excel-
lent; only second to Goomalling in this
State. (MEMbtER : Katanning quite
equal.] All right; I will put in on an
equal plane with Goomalling. At any
rate there is a large area of good land
there, and mewmbers will not regret
passing the line on that score. My only
doubt in connection with the question at
all is in the fact that our land laws are
so very easy, and it is so very difficult to
make people along these lines do their
part. I sympathise with the remarks
which have fallen from many members
with respect to the land along our
present railway- lines. If someone will
introduce a Bill to compel the people
throughout the agricultural areas already
served by railways to improve their
holdings, he shall have mny support.
[MXEMBER: Why not have a land tax ?]
We can manage without a tax, T think.
There are one or two districts which I
think might receive consideration from
Parliament. I do not think any of these
three lines should be thrown out, but
one or two others should be included.
There is one from Greenbills, which
would open up magnificent country, and
country that is fairly close to the market.
And there is a line which should have
been built from Newcastle to Bejoording,
a distance of about 30 miles, through
excellent country and very well watered
cou utr .%. -[bEMBER: What about the
South-W!est?] I think the South-West
memnbers can be left to take care of
themselves. I preter to refer to wheat
growing. I say that the line from
Newcastle to Bejoording should receive
consideration. The survey of thi 's line
has already been made, and it would

have been very easy for the Govern-
ment to have given us some information
abouit it. I hope that when we meet
again there will be an amount on the
Estimates for constructing the two lines
I have mentioned, Greenhills and New-
castle. So far as the three lines are con-
cerned, I intend to support them, and I
hope other members will do so likewise,

Ma. H. DAGLISH (Suhiaco) : These
Bills remind me very strongly in their
introdluction of a, Bill introd uced a couple
of years ago for the construction of a rail-
way when. a former Minuister held that
office. I think possibly the member for
Collie will remember that particular line.
The lfinisier moving thle second reading
barought down in support of the Bill
nothing but a headachle. But last night
the present Minister for Works brought
down a Ministerial speech with a map.
And we are asked on a Ministerial speech
and a map to authorise the expenditure of
£2136,000 of loan money.

THE: MINISTER FORa LANDS: What did
you bring down for the Narrogin-
Williams line?

MR. DAGLISH: The hon. member is
not aware that was passed before I took
office.

THE MINISTER FOE LANDS: The line
was, but not the spur.

Ma. DAGLISH: The hon. member
does not seem to realise the fact that no
Bill-whatever was brought in by me.

TRE MINISTER FOR LANDS: You wade
it Narrogin-Collie instead of Collie-
Narrogin.

MR. DAGLISH: I should have been
glad to support one of these lines, and to
have avoided the construction of that
line altogether, if Parliament had not
been committed to it. The very fact that
Parliament two years ago made such a
very unwise selection of an agricul-
tural railway, and no one to-day
doubts the unwiedom of the selec-
tion-[Mn. Ewirie : Oh, yes they doJ
-justifies us in asking that, before
new agricultural lines are adopted, we
should know exactly which ones are
being taken, and that they are the best.
it is not sufficient for Ministers to come
down and tell us that these lines will pass
through and open up good country; it is
not sufficient to know that one of these
lines will be the means of producing
wheat at 3d. per bushel. What we are

Railway BU18:
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anxious to know is that under this policy
of agricultural development by means of
r.ilwa vs we Shall have selected for the
first railways those districts which have
the very best claims to the construction of
lines, and that the lines will give uts
better value than would lines in any other
district. I want to say, too, that this
policy to be successful, must be a syste-
matic policy, and Ministers when they
introduce it should not come here with
these pettifogging proposals, each un-
connected with the other, but they should
have some system of agricultural develop-
ment which they can carry out during
their term of office and which can be car-
ried farther after they have left office.
As a matter of fact, although the House
is being asked to authorise this large
expenditure of money for construction,
the Minister is paying us the compliment
of asking us to follow the example of the
Government, because there cannot be any
question that the Ministers have as little
information as they have given to the
House on these proposals.

THE MINISTER FOR WORKS:; What
more information do you want?

MR. DAGLjISH: We want something
more definite, something more authori-
tative. [Interjection by the MINISTER
POu LANDS.] The bon. member probably
has not studied the matter supplied to
the House on other Railway Bills which
have been introduced. And I venture to
say that except in the case of the Collie-
Cardiff line, which the House has re-
gretted ever since constructing, there
has neverbeforebeenaralway proposition
submitted to Parliament with so little
information. [Interjection.] I know
one cannot help complimenting; tile
hon. member for that district on the
ability he must have shown in working
upon the sympathies of Ministers and
the House. [Interjection by MR. EWING.]
The hon. member is doing me an injus-
tice in accusing me of knowing that what
I said was not the case. I withdraw the
compliment to his ability which my
former remarks would convey. However,
what this House is entitled to have is
information regarding the relative ad-
vantage to be gained by these railway
lines as against agricultural lines in
other districts; and that is just the
information that the Minister himself has
nut attempted to give us. All he gives

in justification for rushing these Bills
*through without this information is first
of all that it is only £138,000 it is pro-
posed to spend, and that forsootli is to be
taken as a justification for dealing with
the matter straight, away. And hie gives
farther justification, tha the work is to
be pushed on right at once. But the
Ministers already have power by' the
passing of the loan Estimates this week
to go on with the surveys of these lines.
They have the money' voted for t.he
purpose. The Minister tells us, it is true,
that these lines do not need survey' ing;
but strange to say, money has been pro-
vided on the Estimates for the purpose
of'survey ing them.

THE MINISTRu FOR LANDS: I Was
speaking of the fact that the country is
practically level country, and practically
needs no surveying at all.

MR. DAGUISH: An expenditure of
£25,000 is provided for the construction
of these three railways, but the Minister
did not go into details as to the way in
which this £5,000 is to be apportioned.
The whole of the delay that would result
from rejecting this Bill is the delay in
spending £5,000 in making the railway
lines. In order to avoid this delay in
expenditure, and to get rid of the £5,000,
we are asked to commit ourselves to
these lines in preference to any other lines.
The member for Northam pointed out a
number of other lines that deserve con-
sideration; the member for York pointed
out one line very highly deserving of
favourable consideration; and members
all know of many other other railway
propositions Submitted from time to
time to the Ministry irnY deputations,
many at all events making out strong
cases. I believe these lines proposed in
the Bills before us would serve a useful
purpose, particularly the line from
Katanning to Kojonup; but at the same
time, while strong cases can be made out
in favour of one, or two, or the three of
these lines, members forget that, quite
possibly, stronger and more urgent cases
may be substantiated in regard to a
number of other lines. The very dis-

Icussion to-day has shown it. The mem-
ber for Albany, whose knowledge of the
district no one can question, has told us
of a line of which many of us know
comparatively little, that fromt Wagin.

IHe told uts that it is more likely to he
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servicealble to the State, and that it
passes through better country than the
-Kojonup line; and he has urged that it
is most urgent : but it is very possible,
and I believe true, that there are more
utrgent propositions available for con-
sideration. I do not think the Ministry
'knew last week that they were going to
bring down these Bills. I challenged
my friend the Minister for Works on
this question in another place, and I was
unable to get any definite informnation
from him.

Tarx 'MINISTER F'OR WORKS: What
other placerP

MR. DAGTLISH: I asked him in his
office or elsewhere, when the Government
had decided on introducing these Bills.

ThnE MINISTER: WhereP
Ai. DAGLISH: Somewhere; but I

would be glad to get this information.
Tan MINISTER: The railways were

decided on when the Premier put his
policy speech before the country.

MR. DAGLISH: If these lines were
decided on, why was not the House taken
in to the confidence- of the Government?
W~hv was this House kept in ignorance?
Why were -not these lines included in the
Governor's Speech ? I contend that the
statement made 'by the Minister shows
that there has been some attempt to rush
these Bills through the House without
the consideration they might have re-
ceived if introduced three weeks ago,
11lien members would have been able to
obtain necessary information. I am at a
loss to understand what reason actuated
Ministers in withholding information
about these Bills until niv. It is true
that in the Governor's Speech Ihere
was a general paragraph about agricul-
tural lines; but a general paragraph
about constructing lines for the develop-
mnent of the goldfields would not commit
the Government to the construction of
the Norseman Railway, and neither does

agnral paragraph in the Governor's
Spehcommit the Government. or the

Rfouse when adopting the Address-in1-
Reply, to the construction of these three
railways. How different is the attitude
of the Government on the Norseman
Railway to its attitude in regard to these
three li~nes. In regard to the Norseuman
Railway, the late Government took the
I rouble to obtain for members full infor-
mation. Official reports from the best

I officers in the service were obtained, and
these reports were placed on the table of
the House to give members a chance of
understanding the probable result of the
construction of that railway when it was
under discussion; and all this informna-
tion, more detailed and more complete
than any information previously obtained
in regard to proposed railways, has been
in the possession of Ministers for some
time; but in spite of having all these de-
tails in their possession for months, when
the question was raised at election time
Ministers said they required farther infor-
mnation before they could decide whether
the consatruction of the Norseman Railway
was justifiable or otherwise. In this case,
however, without any information at all,
they are able to form a conclusion on
these three lines, and they ask the House
to authorise them to spend e136,000 of
loan money.

THiE MINISTER FOR MINES: We had
the report of your Royal Commission.

Mit. DAGLISH: The report of the
Royal Commission does not deal with
the relative importance of any of the rail-
way propositions. It deals with the
principle, and urges what I am urging
now, the adoption of a system for the
development of our agricultural districtp
by the construction of light railways. I
do not intend to labour this point. I amn
not going to protest mn'y anxiety to help
in agricultural development, becauise I
believe there is no member in this House
who needs now to protest on that ques-
tion, and because the day has long since
passed when there was a man in this
House who would dream of doing any-
thing to retard the expenditure of public
money for the development of this very
important industry; hut I ask the House
to reject these Bills, not for the purpose
of delaying these works, and not for an
expression of opinion that any of these
lines is not a deserving proposition, but
to allow the Government to get the in-
foriuaiion that they have not now and to
allo0w the House to deal with the larger
question when the informnation is avail-
able. What does the delay amiount to?
The House will mneet, I .am given to
understand, at the end of May or early in
June-probably in Mlay. these Bills,

*with the full infiormation, could all be
*passed in a week early next session; and
if the Government' showed the same

Railivay Bills:
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expedition in entering on the, work as
they have now shuwn in rushing these
Bills through the House, they could spend
early in June the .5,000 they are anxious
to spend. I say the rejection of these
Bills this evening would not create any
delay in the construction of these lines if
the work were commenced at the begin-
ning of next session.

THiE MINSTRs FOR LwNDs: YOU Will
stop the subdivision of these reserves
which have been made, if we do not
know whether the railway lines are going
there or not.

MR. DAGLISH: If -all likely propo-
sitions were surveyed with a view to the
ultimate construction of railways, the
work of surveying reserves for subdivision
could well proceed.

Tan )AINISTER FOR LANS: We Want
to know whether the line is going to he
built or not.

Xn& DAGLL181: The question of the
date when the line is going to be built is
altogether secondary. Hon. members
knowv perfectly well of at least a, dozen
districts that must sooner or later have
these light agricultural lines, if the
system of liht agricultural lines be
adopted. I would urge, therefore, that
there need be no delay whatever, and that
this bugbear of delay is merely raised for
the purpose of frightening mnembhers into
the acceptance of the Bills.

Mu. J. EWVING (Collie): I intend
simply to state that I desire to support
the three Bills before the House [MR.
TAYLOR: That goes without saying.] It
does not. I support them for the simple
reason that, as a mnember of this House, 1
desire to see progress in this country.
What seems to be lost sight of is that
for many years past the capabilities of
this particular part of Western Australia
have been absolutely assured, and every
memrber can be well satisfied that byv
voting for these railways the lines will
open up first-class agricultural country.
It has been said in this House by those
who know better than I do, that the
capabilities of this portion of the State
are assuired. For my own part, T have
travelled over the country. and I know
that the land is good. Therefore I feel
justified in recording my vote to-night
for progress and for the *development of
this land. It seems to belost sigh tof that
if these lines are authorised to-n ight to be

built, prople coming into this State to,
settle will know it to be a fact; but if they
are not authorised, and money is merely
passed for surveys, they will not know it.
There is a large number of people wishing
to settle on the land coming here daily,
but at lpreseflt, survey work is falling off
considerably in the Lands Department
because settlement is going backwards to
a certain extent, If we authorise the
huilding of these particular lines, we will
know within a certain radius of the line
where they will go; and the mere fact of
getting 20 or 30 miles from a. railway
will assure people that it is worth their
while going 80 miles farther on to take
up land. In common with other memn-
hers, especially the mnenmber for York,,
who sents to have a. very excellent case, T
might tell the sfouse that the Katanning-
Kojonup hine, in my opinion, is more a,
trunk line than anything else. In years
to come it will go right through to the
South-Western Railway. I might say
that I feel greatly aggrieved because the
Government have not placed among their
propositions a line from Donnybrook up
the Preston Valley. I do not know any
other portion of Western A ustralia where
such magnificent fruit-growing country
exists. However, I amn not going to,
adopt any dog-in-the-mianger policy. I
know that railway will be built, and that
at an early date I may be able to persuade
the Government and members that it is
necessary; and I am sure they will build
the railway if I bring good arguments
forward; but it is no reason why I should
oppose these lines to-night. The Minis-
ter for Lands has told us that they will
practically cost £90,000. He has told us
how cheaply the timber lines are built--
we know how cheaply they are built, and
also the firewood lines on the goldfi~elds.
We can rest assured that the Minister for
Works will economnise in the construction
of these lines, and we hope he will reduce
the expenditure equal to the expenditure
on similar lines of railway. I regret the
Governmnt have 'not brought a Loan
Bill before the House for the raising of
farther loan moneys. If that had been
the case, perhaps members on the Op-
position side of the House would not
have opposed it. Therefore, why oppose
the expenditure of the £290,000 avail.
able to-day? Are they going to
block the progress of this country?

[ASSE1113LYj Wagin-Dumbleyung.
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I do not think it. The tenor ot their
speeches to-night has . certainly been
gratifying to those representing agricul-
tur-a districts. It shows that. they desire
to advance agriculture, and to help the
industry in common with others; but
why do they say to-night that one of these
line's is sufficient ? People are coming to
this State day by day, and they desire to
know the polic 'y of the Government in
regard to the building of agricultural
lines. Tf these lines are not authorised
to-night, 1 81 'y settlement will stop.
[MEMBERn: Hfow do you know r] I may
be right or wrong. It is only my
individual opinion, after all; and it is
given to this House simply for what it is
worth. [MR. TAYLOR: We will take it
for what it is wvorth.] Possibly it is
worth as much as that of the hon.
member. I want to draw attention
to a fact that cannot be avoided-the
wrong position taken up by the late Gov-
ernment in the construction of the Collie-
Narrogin Railway line, authorised by this
H ouse ,to start from Collie to Narrogin.
I rejoice that they had pluck enough to
start it at all; but I think they started
it from the wrong end. I am pleased
to think that it is now in course
of construction; but that does not
take from the shoulders of the late
Government the responsibilit.'y they in-
curred in starting it from the wrong end.
Outside the promise given to people that
they should derive some advantage from
the construction of that line, which
advantage was taken away from therm by
those who previously occupied these
Government benches, in connection with
the construction of this line to dlater the
Government are acting against the
mnterests of the State in constructing the
the line from the other end. [11 EMBER:

Absurd.] I am not arguing at all as to
the capalbilities of the agricultural
country' . I willingly admit that the first
40 miles of that line at the Narrogin end
is first-class agricultural country, and
better than thre last 40 miles towards the
Collie end.

.Ma. DACLISHI: Has development suf-
fered at the Collie end ? Probably the
shopkeepers of Collie may have.

MR. EWING: l am not arguing from
that point of view. I am arguing in the
interests of the country. There is not a.
scrap of timber for sleepers to build that

line in the Great Southern districts ; and
the sleepers used are brought from the
South-Western portion of the State, and
cost is. 8d. each more than they would
have cost if the line had been constructed
from Collie. This line was authorised to
be constructed fromn Collie to Narrogin.
It is the bounden duty of any Govern-
ment in power to construct any public
work they take in hand as economically
as possible; and 1 am prepared to point
out to-night the effect of starting the line
front the Narrogin end. In passing, I
may say that the Government of which
the member for Subiaco (Mr. Daglish)
was Premier never stated in public that,
they were prepared to cart 'y the line
through, and I do not hesitate to say' that
such was not their intention. However,
the present Government have taken up
the position that they are going to con-
strnct it to Collie.

.MR. WVALIKEn: That is why you are
going to vote for these railways.

Mn. EWING: I maintain the first
thing to he done is the completion of
those railways already authorised iand
in common with the Collie-Narrogin line,
I say the Jandakot Railway should be
completed, because it is utterly valueless
as it remains to-day' . As I was going to
point out, the construction of the line
from N arrogin to Dat-ken is going to cost
at least £10,000 wore on account of the
acetion of the late Government. The
carriage of sleepers alone from the South-
W~estern timber districts to the point art
which they are laid on die ground is
going to entail that sum. There is
no justification for the statement that
this position was not pointed out to
the Government before they, started from
the Narrogin end. [MR. DAGLISH:
Hear, hear.] That is what I ask the
Government to consider. They are
asking people to come and settle on these
lands because they hope by passing these
lines to induce them to do so; but we
have between Collie and DarL-an, per-
manently' upon the land at present, 100
settlers with average holdings of 500
acres. That represents 50,000 acres
alienated between Collie and Darkan;
and the people are carrying out their
improvemients. What justification is
there, after inducing people to go there,
in only building the railway to a certain
point and cutting off the pecple who are
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in possession of their land ? There is
another 50,000 acres of land available for
settlement between Collie and Darkan;
and I take, this opportunit 'y of saying to
the Government, not to do as the pre-
vious Government did, but that it is their
bounden duty to start the line from
Collie at the earliest possible date, and
thereby carry out the promise of a pre-
vious Government to the people settled
on the land between Collie and Darlcan,
then they would have railway communi-
cation. if these railways are authorised
to-night, it must not be forgotten that
they will require sleepers and wood for
bridge work. It is necessary to build
the Collie-Narrogin line, along which for
35 miles we can get all timber necessary
for sleepers and bridge work to build the
railways which I hope will hie authorised
by this House to-night. I do not intend
to delay the House. [MR. WALKER:
You delay your railway by voting for
tbese Bills.] The hon. member is unfair
to say that, because there is not sufficient
loan authorisation at present to build the
Collie-Narrogin line; and I blame the
Governnent for not bringing forward a
Bill for the authorisation of more loan
money. I hope that when the House
meets next session thatBill will bebrought
before us, and that at an early date we
will have an opportunity of raising money
in London as the outcome of stable Gov-
ernment, and that these necessary works
will be completed and faith. kept with the
people, not as the Labour Government
kept it, hut that there will be no question
about it, and that the Government will
keel) their word.

MR. HOLMAN: What about the Collie-
Cardiff lineP

Mn. EWING: Do not be personal in
this House. The hon. member cannot
reflect on my character. 1 defy him to
do so. The member for Subiaco (Air.
Daglish) always does it in such a way
that no one can take the least offence.
The hon. member who interjected knows
full well that before the Collie-Narrogin
line was put before this House, six miles
of it had been constructed by a London
company, authorised to do it by Mr.
Leake; and that when the line was built
Mr. Leake kept faith with the Londlon
people and purchased it.

MR. SPEAKER: You are going alittle
wide of the mark.

MR. EWIN'G: I am quite aware of
that. 1 would not have done it had not
the member for Murchison (Mr. Holman)
so rudely interjected. In conclusion, I
my say I give my support to these
measures for the reason that I know they
will make to the advancement and deve-
lopnment of this country. Members are
justly entitled to raise the position that
these measures are so late before us. I
honestly think they should have been
before us before this. The Government
should have made up their minds three
weeks ago as to what lines they were
going to build.

MR. BOLTON: They did so.
Ma. EWING: I am not in their confi-

dence.
MR. BOLTON: The Minister said so

across the floor.
MR. EWING: We did not know it at

any rate. But that factis no justification
for taking a wrong course. I ask mem-
bers to-night to record their votes for
these railways, because I believe they
will lead greatly to the advancement of
the State of Western Australia.

MR. G. TAYLOR (Mount Margaret)
I think it is necessary for mue, in common
with other members, to enter my protest
against the manner in which the Govern-
ment have brought down these Bills. It
has been urged by the Minister for Works
that the Premier outlined the construction
of these railways in his policy speech. T
think the speech is still in print; and I
fail to find anything in it dealing with
these specific lines any more than a
general statement in connection with the
development of agriculture. In dealing
with this matter one could go into the
report of the Royal Commission on Immi-
gration, which dealt very largely with the
matter of spur lines and the settlement of
immigrants comning to this State. We
also have the report of the Commissioner
of Railways in which he advocates loop
lines as against spur lines. I do not
think it is fair to this House or to the
country that a Government, claiming that
this is p~ortion of their policy and that it
was outlined by the Premier that these
lines should ki constructed, should ask
this House to pass the expenditure and
the Bills to enable the Government to
construct these projects, within 48 hours
of the prorogation. It makes the case so
much worse for the Govern ment when we
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consider the scanty information available
and the number of new members; in the
House wile, perhaps, have not had the
opportunity' of visiting these areas where
these lines are to be constructed. The
Minister gave to the House the valuable
information that he was only ,aking
for something like £2130,000 to build
these Spur lines, in all about 70 miles
of railway. As the debate proceeded,
just before tea this afternoon the
Minister for Lands assured the House,
with figures which I am sure the House
will be grateful for, that these lines would
not cost more than £90,000. The debate
had only proceeded four hours when the
cost dropped £240,000.

PHE MINISTER FOR LANDS: I gave you
the figures which similar lines had cost
to construct.

MR. TAYLOR: There are several
Ministers to speak yet, and perhaps just
as authoritatively as the Minister for
Lands, and probably we may get another
drop o~f A20.000 and have the expendi-
ture at about £50,000; or perhaps these
lines may be built for the £6,000 on the
Loan Estimates for survey purposes. In
dealing with what is, perhaps, foreign to
the debate-the feeling of anxiety on the
part of the member for Collie (Mr.
Ewing) and the charges he laid against
the Government of which I bad the
honour to be a member, ii' the construe-
tion of the Collie-INarroginm Railway-
I hope that I will be pardoned if I
explain the position. The Labour Gov-
ernment went fully into the matter.
Vve recognised on the face of it that
this Colie-Narrogin Railway was first
suggested in the House as a gold-
fields railway' line, and that the feeling
of the House was so opposed to it on
that point that it was absolutely neces-
sary to abandon that position, that the
James Government had thou introduced
it as an agricultural railway, and that
with the agricultural support in the old
Parliament they were successful in carry-
ing it, every' member on the Opposition
side of the House at that time practi-
cally opposing that agricultural railway.
In view of this, what was left for the
Government that followed but to carry
out that idea? The Government said
that on the face of it it wvas an
agricultural railway, and that they would
start it in the agricultural area. That

was a fair and roper position for any
Government to take up. It was admitted
in every speech delivered two years ago.
when the Rill passed the Assembly, and
all the evidence from the Lands Depart-
ment and the expert evidence proved, as
Hansard will show, that for 30 and 40
miles from Collie towards Narrogin the
land was not agricultural land at all,
that it was very bad barren land, and
that the agricultural area started there

I and continued to Narrogin. We natur-
ally, when we went into this matter,
considered it our duty to start that line
in the agricultural area, knowing we
would traverse good agricultural lands
and lands which could be settled upon
with advantage to the settlers. 1 believe
inmy chief, the Premier and present mem-
ber for Subiaco, announced publicly that
the Government would carry the line on

*to Collie. I feel sure that was made
clear to the public, also the reasons why
we Started from the Narrogin end. We
went fully into the expense of the
sleepers, and I may say it was the opinion
of the Chief Engineer then that sleepers
could be procured in some reserve close
to Narrogin, but I believe afterwards the
timber had been cut out or something.
The Government did the proper thing in
starting from Narrogin, and that railway
as it was passed through Parliament is
an agricultural line, and it was the duty
of the Government to carry it through
agricultural areas. I do not desire, in the
absence of the member for Collie, to give
any reasons or justification in regard to
the Government, the James Government,
in dealing with the Collie-Cardiff line.
In dealing with these agricultural lines
we have some of the most expert evidence
on light lines in Western Australia. We
have the evidence of Mr. Hedges before
the Royal Commission, andl he pointed
out that the cost of construction of these
lines should be something like £800 per
mile. We have that borne out again by
Air. Teesdale Smith, the manager of
the combine in the timber trade in
this State. No one can argue that Mr.
Hedges or Mr. Smith does not know a
great deal more than most people about
the constructio§ and general workLing
of light railway lines in the State, when
we take into consideration that the
Kurrawang wood line, managed by Mr.
Hedges, cost them something like £600 a
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nle to construct, and they can move
loads and run loads in at the Government
railway line going from Coolgardie to
Kalgoorlie which the Government engines
cannot shift. The Government engines
cannot take the loads from Rurrawang
which can be delivered over the fight lines
bythe Kurrawang engines. The member
for Katanning looks rather serious, but
that is beyond doubt. That is the cowmmon
talk of the men on both lines. I am
reminded by the member for Leonora
that what makes three train loads on the
Government line is landed there in one
load by the Kurrawang line.

THE MNISTER FOR Wane:S It is down
grade.

Ali?. TAYLOR: The Minister says it
is down grade. I know that country a
good deal better tban the Minister does.
If I were as well acquainted with the
agricultural areas these lines are going
to traverse, I ought to be able to give the
House some information as to the value
of these projects. I have been all through
it, and at that time one could hardly
leave the centre of Coolgardie without
having to traverse some of it, to go pro-
specting. We have the evidence of men
like those. We have also Mir. Hedges'
opinion contained in the report, where he
says that the first thing you should do
before you attempt to construct your
lines is to make provision for water, for
if you do not do that yon will have
trouble; it will be expensive in construc-
tion, and you will have trouble afterwards.
Perhaps the Minister -will say we are
travelling through well-watered country.
That is a phase of the question I cannot
speak upon. Mr. Hedges knew the
country, and was asked how he would
treat it in reference to constructing light
railway lines if he were called upon
to doi so, and that was a, poirtion
of the advice he gave to the ColInis-
awon. The Minister says it has been
the intention of the Government, since
the delivery of the policy speech, to
construct these very identical lines. That
being so, I want to ask the hon. gentle-
man whether lie thinks hie is treating the
House or the country fairly by bringing
down these Bills 24 oj 48 hours before
the prorogation. You can hardly count
to-morrow. They came down yesterday
afternoon, and the debate was adjourned
at the instance of a supporter of the

Government with the object of getting
on with the Loan Estim ates last night.
It was impossible to discuss this Bill
last night. The desire of the Government
was, I am. sure-I do not think the
Minister will contradict me-seeing that
this was a, contentious matte, to have
the debate- adjourned for the Loan Esti-
mates to come on after the tea hour.
That course was adopted, and the Loan
Estimates got through somewhere about
ten or before ten. It was impossible to
discuss both propositions at the one
time, and we have only had this after-
noon, and if the prorogation is to take
place to-morrow I aim still perfectly
correct when I say we have only had 24
hours to deal with these proposals and
the merits and demerits of these lines.
I suppose the Government feel perfectly
safe. I do not know whether the
Government have any idea that this is
likely to be a long sitting; whether they
have a relay out in the corridor or not.
I notice th; farming representatives are
perfectly sanguine of the success of these
measures, because they are not very
much disturbed as to whether these are,
going through or not. We have only
had a very few hours in which to consider
these proposals, and I think that not-
withstanding the majkority they have on

jthat side, they should not stifle discussion
of any project that cmes before the
'Chamber, and we should be supplied with
all data within reach of the Minister, so
as to give the House and the rest of the
public advice in every particular. I know
there is one line wic~h, from what I can
gather, is a. justifiable proposition, and
it could be passed reaLsonably to-night
but for the others. So satisfied am I
of the necessity of allowing spur lines
in this State to be built, in order to
push forward agriculture, that I will

jsupport them. All I desire is to know
that they are going through the proper
localities, that there are no jobs, and
that there are no members in this House
who are going to participate in the
benefit by these lines -going through
their own land. It might be information
to this Chamber if we knew what mem-
bers owned land where it is proposed
these lines shall go.

MEMBER:- Not one.
HoNz.F.H1-. Pxssx : I have not an acre

of land anywhere near where the line goes.

[ASSEAfELY.1 Wagin-Dumbleyung.
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MR. TAYLOR: I know members in
this Chamber who have taken up land
down there lately. I do not know
whether it is precisely in the same spot.
I know it is somewhere in Kojonup. I
know the member for Claremont took up
land not twelve months ago, and he took
it up somewhere in the vicinity of
Kojonup. I do not know whether this
line is going through Katanning.

MR. SPEAKER : I do not think the
hon. member ought to reflect.

MR. TAYLOR: I am not reflecting.
MR. SPEAKER : It is reflecting.
MR. TAYLOR : I say it would be

information for this House to know
exactly where these lines are going, and
whose' property they will enhiance in
value. No member can say that where
& railway line goes through his property
it is not enhanced in value; and I say' it
is well for us to know who is going to
participate in this enhanced value. I do
not desire to do the member for Clare-
mont or any other member-

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS: The pre-
sent Government have taken more pre-
cautions than any previous Government
in the way of reserving land.

MR. TAYLOR: What was the attitude
of the hon. member's predecessors as
soon as any transcontinental line was
mnooted ? As soon as we decided upon
having a report on the Goolgardie-to-
Norsernan line, what did the Government
of which I was a member doF The lion.
member knows that is the position taken
up by his predecessors. I do not wish to
do any member an injustice. I Simply
said I would like to know. The member
for Katanuning said he had not land, and
hi- inferred that the member for Clare-
mont had not. I know the member for
Claremont has land somewhere there.

lioN. F. H. PIESSE (in explanation):
I think the member for Claremont is not
here just now. As to the line going
through the l-and of members, and the
land being improved thereby. if I know
the land of the member for Claremont,
the line does not go through his land.
As far as my land is concerned, I have no
land on that side (if Katanning except
about 42 miles from Katanning, and the
line goes through none of the land. I
think the hon. member should not impute
motives.

MR. TAYLOR: I accept the explanation
of the member for Katanning.

HoN. IF. H. PIESSE: It would, if it
had gone the other side. I would rather
it did not.

MR. TAYLOR: The lion. member says
that if the line had gone on the other
side it would have gone through his land.
I do not know whether it would or not.
It is refreshing to me to know it does not
go through, and that if the line had gone
on the other side it would have done so.
Wherever railway lines go into a place
like this they enhance the value of the
land. If the member for Katannin 'g'6
land is 40 miles from Katanning, and
this line goes within 10 miles of it, it
increases the value of the hon. member's
land.

Box. F. H1. Pissn: Decidedly; and
1 hope it goes there.

ME. TAYLOR: I realise that if it
does it will enhance the value of any
person's property, and there is nio reason
why it should not enhance the value of
members' property as well as the property
of any others. There is no settler in
this State who has done so much to
improve and open up this country as the
member for Katanning, and nobody
deserves better of this State than the
hon. member for the way in which he
has used his energy in improving the
lands. I believe the hion. gentleman was
amongst the very first who settled at
Katanning, which is practically the
primary centre of agriculture in this
State, that being, in a large measure due
to the hon. member's energy years and
years ago. But that does not do awayr
with my argument with reference to
railways going through areas and

ipoigthe land value; and I say
that, such being the ease, this House
should be fully advised as to how many
settlers are there, and how the settlement
is likely to increase by the railway going
there, and all these things should be
taken into consideration. All 1 desire is
to point out that I have no objection to
light railway lines for agricultural settle-
ment, but I do object most strongly to
the Government coming down at the last
moment, relying on a strong majorit y to
carry measures of this description, and
hon. members who represent those areas
practically sitting in silence; also to the
way in which we were treated this after-
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noon to a l?-seconds speech by a member
who represents an area very close to which
one of these lines will go. Seventeen
seconds, as Hansard will prove, in advo-
cating the construction of railways to
the amount of one hundred and thirty odd
thousand pounds. [Ma. BATH: Silence
is golden.] My friend the member re-
ferred to says he trusts to the merits of
the railway. He trusts more in the
strength of the Government to force the
measure through this House. I am
prepared to come here in January and
February and let the Government have
a special session to deal with these railway
pro jects.

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS: Will YOU
go and look at them in the meantime ?

MR. TAYLOR: I give the Minister
for Lands my word that I will go and
look at them, and if lie has any projects
of a Similar aature to bring before the
House I will look at them also.

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS: It Will
be a ten-days trip on horseback.

Mu. TAYLOR: I should have much
more pleasure in being on horseback than
in being here to-night. I am prepared
to allow the Government to open a,
special session of Parliament to deal
with these matters, and I am sure the
Government would be doing their duty
to this House and to the country' gener-
ally if they adopted that plan. [THE
MiNISTER FOR MINES: It is pretty
late.] The hon. member has no necessity
to remind me about the lateness of the
hour. I think I have occupied less time
in this Chamber than practically any
other member of the House. [MR. A.
J. WILSON: It would be hard to beat
seventeen seconds.] We do not count
that. I have no desire to prolong the
debate. All I desire is to impress
the necessity upon the Government of
not Urging these matters upon the
country and this House without giv-
ing them proper consideration, with-
out giving members an opportunity
of thoroughly going into the question.
When wve take into consideration the
volume of evidence contained in this
report, dealing in a large measure with
the settlement of people on our lands-
[ME ~.WER: Have 'you read it fl-most of
it; I have not read the evidence right
through, but I have read the evidence
of men whomn I knew to be reliable men,

competent to give ain opinion on a matter
of this kind. I naturally read that
evidence first. There are other men,
perhaps, who have given evidence who
are equally competent, but I do not
know them. We have that volume
dealing with immigration, land settle-
ment and railway construction, the con-
struction of spur lines, and that is only
one. We have many volumes of a similar
character before the House; and I assert
in the face of that the Government have
no justification whatever in forcing these

proposals upon the House without farther
consideration [Interjection by MR.GOR-
DON.] I like to hear the member for
Caunig talking about finding work.
What are the Government going to do
with R5,000? Does the member for
Canning think hie is goingy to solve the.
problem by the expenditure of £6,000 ?
That £6,000 will be largely spent in
Survey work, and it will be fo~und it will
not affect the unemployed in this State
one iota. As to the unemployed in this
State, if there is any desire on the part of
the Government to come down with pro-
posals of this description within a few
minutes of the prorogzation oif Parliament,
it is a sham and a delusion to talk about
giving them employment. There is no
argument in the interjection by the
member for Canning. [MR. GORDON:
You would say anything.] I think if I
were in the frame of mind the menmber
for Canning is in, I would be likely to
sayanything. The member for Kattanning
admiitted. that a very Small area of the
land alienated in this State is under crop.
[Tn 'MINISTER FOR LANDS: Every-
body has admitted that.] [HON. F. h.
FiEssE : I justified my statement.]
Yes, I have heard the hon. member's
justification of land settlement before, in
the old Parliament. I ask members
wvhether they believe that the agricul-
tural areas traversed by the railway
system of this State are settled as they
should be: whether those people who
have taken tip that land from the State
have fulfilled the conditions they were
supposed to fulfil. The Alinister for
Lands may be able to answer that ques-
tion. I feel confident that there aire
ample lands available for closer settle-
mnent along, existing railways which pass
through a ,gricultural areas. [HON. F.
H. PiPrsE: That is right, and everything
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should be done to force them.] It should
he the duty of the Government to compel
these people to act up to their improve-
nuents; and instead of coming to the
House at the last moment for an ex-
penditure of more than £130,000, and
committing this House and the country'
to the expenditure on the most meagre,
evidence possible to advance to the House,
the Government should give us a fair
opportunity for discussing these matters.
This is a matter I think on which each
mlemiber on this (Opposition) side of the
House is at liberty to vote as hie likes.
It is not a party question, 1 think we
can deal with propositions of this kind
without irtung them party questions.
T think that if this he made a party
question the country' will not he~ served
as well as it would hle if mnembers dealt
with the matter with an open mind, and
treated propesitions onl their merits.
The objections raised by every speaker
who has opposed the Passage of these
measures owing to shortness of time
to discuss them, and to carefull y go
through the speech of the Minister, are
sound and solid. The Minister in sub-
stantiatingI his arguments in favour of
these lines instanced a line in Queens-
land as being a spur line. I did not
hear the lion. member's spepeh, but
I heard bini say by interjection this
evening that a spur line of a, similar
character in Queensland was a success.
If the hon. member is not maore accurate
in his statement in favour of these lines
than he is in that particular, it is time
this, House viewed with suspicion the
whole of the statements made by the
Minister in introducing this Bill. The
line spoken of, from Hughenden to Rich-
mond, on the Flinders, is a continuation
of the main line from Cleveland to
Charters Towers. It rus from Towns-
ville to Charters Towers and Hughenden
and straight on down the Flinders.
Hughienden is not at the hlead of the
Flinders. It is getting on towards the
head of the river, and the river goes down
to Richmond. The Minister calls that a.
spur line, but it is no more a spur line
than is the line from Southern Cross to)
Kalgoorlie. It is the main trunk line,
which will in future connect with Nor-
manton. I know every inch of the
country, and 1 assert that the railway line
spoken of bY the MA~inister for Works as

a spur line is a trunk line continued from
Tow nsville to Hughenden, and it will join
at Croyden and then Nonnanton, the line
going from one seaport town to another,
right through the countr Y. If the Minister
puts f orward a state ment of that descrip -
tion, it will he just as forcible to say that
the Kalgoorlie and Perth Railway Ts a
spur line. I have no desire to delay the
House or to delay the passave of these
Bills, but what 1 want to do is to enter
my strong protest against tL present
Government or any other Govern itVt
bringing down proposals of this descrip-
tion wvithinl a, few hours of tile proro~ir-
tion. It would be infinitely b~etter for
the G3overnment to sunmon a special
meeting of Parliament inl January'vo
Fr bruarv to consider these proposals,
for that purpose and that purpose
onlY, to give members anl oplportiinitY of
visitingy those areas, and] to let thle rail-
way department have an opportunity of
supplying everythingc that would go to
prove thu- genuineness of these lines.
[Juteriection by AMn. GORDON.] Tlhe
ineanber for Canning- is in his usual
sniggering attitude. We have never in
this Chamber had ny sense from the
hon. member. I want to say that, so far
as the hon. member is concerned in this
House, an 'ything can pass through with-
out discussion. [AMn. GoRvoN: I do not
waste the countr's mone-y.] [Ma i.
TROY: You take it, thoughi.] As I said
before, I have no desire to do other than
enter my protest and to enusure that
members of the House shall have that
inforniation theyv desire before Bills of
this character are passed. I hare repeated
during my few remarks the necessity for
every Information being presented to the
House before we undertake to pass Bills
of this nature. During, thle debate it has
been interjected that it is only a five
thousand pounds expenditure. But if we,
pass this measure, we a'-e committing this
country to the construction of three lines,
and ere we do that We should have all the
matters before us and know exactly what
we are- doing. No membher will dare to
go to his constituency and say, I- I advo.
cated the passage of three railway lines
after two or three hours' debate. not
knowing anything about themi. I took it
for granted it was all right.' Would any
member venture to doothat? I want to
be as fair in this Chamber as outside.

Railivay Billo - F22 DEUMBER, 1905.]L
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As has been asked by the member for
Dundas, what would members think if
the Government brought down, at the

-close of the session like this, a Bill to pass
the Coolgardie to Norseman Railway?
What would members say if a Govern-
ment brought down, a day or two before
the close of a session, a. Bill for the con-
struction of a line from Esperance to the
goldfields? That project has been dis-
cussed in every centre of this State for
years, while these proposals have onl 'y
seen the light of day for a, few hours.
Members say that these matters have
been before the public; I say they have
not; but it is my intention to see that
they are more before the public than
they have been. rhe country is against
these proposals being rushed through.
E~very man one meets is surprised to
think that the Government is going to
pass measures of this description in such
a hasty manner. [MR. GORDON : YOU
do not meet " every man."] I do not
wish to do so, but f say a large propor-
tion of the people are against these pro-
posals. I do not say the people -are
against the construction of these rail-
ways and that they would retard the
settlement of people on agricultural land;
but like me, theyv wanst more time for the
consideration of these proposals, and the
Government want more time. If they
have the required inforination, they
certainly have not given it, to the House.

THE PREMIER;- You forget that you
passed a loan for three-quarters of a
imillion in 24 hours.

Ma. TAYLOR: I do not forget that;
and I do not forget the understanding,
arrived at between the Leader of the
Opposition and the Premier. It is only
because of my loyalty to my leader that
I dlid not prevent the Estimnates going
through as quickly as they did.

Tus PREMIER: I am referring to ht
ye:.tr, when you passed three-quarters of
a million in 24 hours.

MR. TAYLOR: To carryF on wvorks
alread y authorised.

THE PREMIER: No; it was a new
Loan Bill.

MR. TAYLOR: Tile bon. memiber is
going to carry on some works with it
now. If there is any pressing necessity
for these lines, the Premier should call a
special session, and then I should be only
too pleased to help the Government to

pass these Bills after we have weighed
the pros and cons of the proposals. Ten
or twelve other railways have been sug-
gested, perhaps with equal merit to these.
Why these particular lines are selected
I do not know, but I think the Govern-
nient should consider the position and
give us an opportunity of farther con-
sidering it. I have no desire to prevent
the extension of our railwayv si-stein in
order to settle our agricultural areas,
but I will oppose the second reading of
this Bill.

MR, J. 0. G. FOULKES (Claremont):-
I just rise to explain something to the
hon. member for Mount Margare-I am
obliged to call himu honourable-

MR. TAYLOR:- YOU need not bother, I
do not mind what you call me. Men
like you lawyers are capable of doing
anything.

MRt. SPEAKER: Order!
MR. FOULKES: The hon. member

stated. that these railways wvent through
some land I own.

MRL. TAYLOR: I did not say anything
of the kind.

THE MINISTER FOR MINEs: The hon.
mnember said it might go through.

MaI. TAYLOR: I will not let the hon.
member for Claremont put words into
m *y mouth which I did not say; and if hie
is going to be so hononrable as he pro-
fesses to be,, he will at least tell' the
truth.

MIR. SPEAKER: The hon. member
must withdraw that remark.

Ma. TAYLOR:- There is no trouble in
withdrawing it.

MA. SPEAKER: I do not think there
is any necessity for the member for
Clareinont to rise. I drew the attention
of the muember for Mount Margaret
when he was speaking to what he had
said, and the: lion. member said at once
that he had not reflected on the miember
for Claremont in any way.

Ma. FOULzKES: I am glad to hear
that. I know it is not the first timne the
lion. mnember has brought charges against
other members. Most old mnembers have
suffered fromt them to a more or less
extent, but they have become habituated
to themn, so that the hon. muember's chiarges
do not carry miuch weight.

MR. TAYLOR: You seem to look a bit
white about it.
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MuR. FOULKES: Of course they have
the feeling, too, that the bon. member's
attacks against any individual are no
more bitter than his accusations against
his late colleagues when lie wvas dismissed
from the Ministry.

MuR SPEAKEk: If the lion. member
rose to speak in explanation, lie must
explain only.

MR. FOtJLRES: No; I am speaking
to this Bill. It is t rue I own. some land
in. that district, which contains sonie
splendid agricultural land that was held
by absentees for 45 'years. They did
nothing with it; but as soon as I boughit
the land I commenced to improve it, and
have continued to do so. I only hope-
that other pleopile will improve their land.
Considerable profession is made b ' nieM-
hers of their desire to help the agricul-
toral industry. Certainly to a few ylears
ago, a great number of members, parti-
cularly goldfields members, had different
ideas with regard to what was necessary
to help that industry' . I ain glad to say
I have noticed a change for years past;
and there has been a desire evinced by
goldfields members to help the various
agricultural interests. I have taken great
interest in this question of light railway s
for many years, and also in the question
of immigration. I regret very much the
Government have nut thought fit to
introduce Bills for the construction Of
more light 'railways which are most
urgently required, not only for the
districts specified in these measures,
but for other districts which have been
mentioned. There are at least 10 aeri-
cultural districts waiting for and de-
serving the construction of railways.
IF have known settlers to go 30 and 40
miles from railway lines because all the
available land within 20 miles of rail-
warys has been taken up, and people
wishing to take up land hare now to take
it up in districts at a distance where it is
practically impossible to make any profit
out of farmuing. I remember three or
four years ago I had pointed )tit to me
On a map) a spot where an applicant had
applied for a piece of land containing
about 10,000 acres. It wats 40 miles
from a. railway line, but the Government
of the day refused to sell the block oin
account of its size, because they said it
was too much for one man to hold.
Unless we build these light railways or

t ordinary railwavs to these outside dis-
I tricts, the land 'will either lie idle, or we

mnust let it in large quantities ; because to
let land 30 mniles from a railway in small
blocks simply means courtiug defeat.
No one can carry on a-gricultural opera-
tions on 500 acres or 1,000 acre that
distane from a railway. There are three
courses open to the Parliament of this
country . One course is to let the land
lie idle and to refuse all applications for
it; the second course isto let these lands
in large blocks of 4,000 or 10, 000 acres ;

i and the thirdl course is to build light
railways to the lands and encourage
small hioldings. -I mintaintmost. stronglyv
that the best way to make the rai1lvays
pay is to encourage smiall holdingsh as
much ats possible; and if there is any
disinclination on the Part of memnbers
to-nighit to bulild these railways, we m1ust
let the lands lie idle or let them in large
blocks. It is said there is not sufficieut
information with regard to these agrri-
cultural railways; but I remnember that
the Premier in his polic'Y s peechi d istinctly
said that hie proposed to build a railway
from Katanning to Kojonup and a rail-
way from Wagin. He did not say
whether to the eastern or western, side of
wragin ; but there were two distinct
promnises. Not only dlid he make that
speech at Midland Junction, but he made
it at Fremantle: and it is strange that
the member fur fEast Freniantle has said
there was not sufficient intimation con-
cerning the building of this railway on
the part of the Government; because the
Premier said it on the platfornm of the
member for East Fremantle.

Miz. A. 3. WILSON; Whly could we
not get the Bills before us soon er?

31P. FOULKES: I regret the Bills
were not brought forward earlier, but I
think some allowance should he made for
Ministers having not been long in office.
Eve'-y day they have been pretty well
occupied wvith the Bills before the Rtouse,
and there has been no shadow of doubt

ithat full information was given, not
only by the Premier but by every one of
his' colleagques, that the' Government
would propose the construction of at
least two of these railways. There was
no keeping back of information. It was
not a secret ; it was not even an open
secret, but fully announced in the Press.
I remember whlen 11r. Hopkins was 3Mb-
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ister for Lands he mentioned Ibis matter.
It was also a proposal of the James Gov-
ernment that they would construct two
of these railways. Mr. brew, the Mlin-
ister for Lands in the late Government,
publicly stated and strongly recommended
the Katanning-IKojonup Railway. The
promise to construct that railwaty was
made two years ago. I knew of that
promise, and I think most people in the
country knew of it. I say, of my own
knowledge, that most of the people in
the Wagin district and in the Katanning-
Kojonup district knew% of the promise,
and fully relied on that promise made by
the Government of the day. That is the
resson of such a lar-ge increase of settle-
ment in this particular district. With
ragard to the Geomalling country, I
know it is splendid. wheat-growing coun-
try; all that Northam district is first-class
wheat-growing land. As to the Wagin
line, a. great deal has been mnade of the
fact that no one has known where this
place Dumbleyng is situated. I can
quite understand members not knuowing it,
because a greater amount of attention has
been directed to the Cowoowing district,
farther beyond the Dwnbleyung district.
This Coweowing d istrict is 50 miles from
Wagin, and a great many settlers have
already gone there; and they have been
strongly clamouring for a railway for the
last two or three years. I reg-ret the
Government have not had sufficient cour-
age to have brought forward more pro-
posas for constructing agricultural
railways. The attitude that Canada has
shown with regard to the construction of
railways throughout the Dominion, only
during the last year or two, is worthy
of notice. The Canadian Government
pledged their credit to spend at least one
million pounds on railways to open up
agricultural districts.

Ma. COLLIER: See how their 1 iopula-
tion is increasing.

MR. F OULKES: I know it is in-
creasing, and what is the reasonP The
Canadian G4overutnentaiid the Parliament
of Canada are not af raid of their countr v.
They hare confidence in their country.v
They are nlot at class of people who comie
forward and say, "We want more infor-
m1aion; let us wait." That is the cry
we have heard in Australia for years.
'What has been the result? The result
was shown when the late Premier made

his first intimation and gave to the public
the statement, " Let us mark time." It
is most disheartening. I have had
opportunities of travelling in other coun-
tries, and when we compare the spirit
shown by the people and the Government
of Canada with the spirit shown by the
people of Australia and the alleged leaders
of the people here, it makes one feel
despondent about the future of this
country. It is all very well for members
to make professions of their desire to help
the agricultnral industry. Let thiemshow
it by acts. They think it quite right to
bring forward proposals for taxing the
agriculturist, letting land on perpetual
lease and stopping the freehold of land,
but let them conie forward and support
the agriculturist with somne good pro-
posals. [Interjection.] I believe the
members on the Opposition side of the'
House at all times do what the caucus
tells them., I do not wish to be drawn
away from the subject, and I am particu-
larly anxious there shall 'be no party
differences with regard to benefiting the
agriculturist. I complain of this side of
the House quite as much in some respects
as the Opposition with regard to the
intention that is shown to the agricul-
turist in this country. The time is
slipping by. Other countries are taking
far more earnest steps to settle their
lands than the people of Australia are.
We know that Canada, I will not say is
getting full up, but the people in the
other States are waking up to the fact
of Australia remaining quiet when it is
necessary, in order to have facilities for
protecting ourselves, to have mnore people
on the laud. Here is an opportunity of
showing to the Parliament of the country

thtwe can do this. I hope members
will give me credit for at all tinies doing

imy best to persuade Parliament in the
matter of constructing agricultural linefs.
What I want is to sc-e at least half a
dozen railways through these agricultural
area s.

Xln. BATH: - To be put through in 48
hours ?

AIR, FOULKES: There has been too
much harping on the brief notice. This
State is so large that we cannot expect
every member to have a complete know-
ledge of all parts of the country. That
is too inu(:h to expect f roni some members%
who have not the time nor the opportunity
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of travelling about. Certainly, to some
extent they have to rely on the per-
manen t officers of the various departments,
and there is not a single officer of the
Lands Department who has not strongly
reported, year after year, on the import-
ance of constructing agricultural railways.
Whatever is the fate of these Bills, it
will create a great doubt in the minds of
agriculturists who a struggling and
battling against great difficulties, and
Make them feel very despondent about
the various professions made by members
of Parliament to help the agricultural
industry if Bills are rejected. I1 only say
with regard to the Ixatanuing-Kojonup
line, a definite promise was madec two
years, ago that the Government of the
day would construct it. It will not make
the slightest difference to me whether the
line is built this year or next. I am cer-
tain there will be railways made from
the Wagin district, the Kojonup district,
and railways will also be made from the
York-Greenhills district, and many
other districts which I need not par-
ticularise. I strongly urge the House to
support the construction, not particularly
of these three lines, but to support the
proposal honestly brought forward by
the Government for theoextension of th~e
various agricultural railways.

MR. P. J. LNCH (Leonora) : I wish
to say very briefly that I am rather sorry
I cannot give the proposals before the
Hlouse the whole-heiarted support that
under other circumstances I would 1ikec
to. Certainly most of the ground has
been traversed, and the entire position
fairly well explained by those taking up
the attitude of extreme opposition and
partial opposition to the present pro-
posals. On that account, it is rather
unfitting to go over any of the ground
which thev have traversed. The conten-
tion has b~een urged by members on the
Opposition side that these Bills have been
tastilyV introduced. There is no more
])owerful illustration of that contention
than the remarks which have fallen from
the member for Clarkmont in declaring
in the course of his speech that Coweowing
was down in the neighbourhood of
Dumable 'vung, the proposed terminus of
the spur line from Wagin. The iMinister
for Works earlier in the evening took
occasion to refer to the necessity of
requiring, and asking for, intelligent

support for the proposals, and when we
find one of the supporters engaged in
and succeeding in shifting the Cowcowing
district 200 miles awayv, we may ask our-
selves after all, are we getting thiat. intelli-
gent support which the Minister for
Works expressed the desire to have ? 1
have only farther to waste the time of
the House by protesting on these, as on
most other measures which have come
before the House and which are discussed
so much, against the statement that
caucus influence has been exercised. The
same thing is unmistakably' done on the
part of the Ministerial benches. Almost
any blind man on entering the Chamber
could not fail to notice the humble sub-
mission of members to the crooking of
the finger by' the Government whip.
When members strolled in from the
secret recesses of the precincts of the
House so subservient, to wait for the
whip crooking his finger, it is unis-
takable evidence of the influence of
caucus ruling amongst the party who
have been protesting this session that we
on this side of the House have to bear
this same influence. I only say on this
question that we are entirely free, free as
air, in proclaiming our intentions and
acting later on in regard to the proposals
before us. There has been no such thing
as influence, such as the member for
Claremont so unhappily thought fit to
refer to. I mentioned. just now that I
was sorry I had not an opportunity of
givingr that support which these measures
are entirely worthy of, because we as
goldfields members, apart altogether
from giving effect to the desire of
legitimately helping the industry, have
a double interest in supporting the
agricultural industry through the agency
of these lines. We have, in the first
place, an obligation placed on us, apart
from the desire already mentioned. to
as far as -possible bring the producer
and consumer as closely together as we
can. We have also an obligation cast on
us of striving to provide a margin. over
and aLbove what is required. to support
life on the goldfields. The people on the
goldfields who arc now using the best
period of their jives may, at a later date,
engage in working small pieces of land
down .here; and since there is no pos-
sibility of increasing the wages, or
since at least there seems to be a greater
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likelihood of their remaining stationary,
the only p)ossible means of enabling these
people working on the goldfields to not
only meet the ordinary obligations east
upou them, but also lay by a little for a
rainy day, can be had from producing the
food supply ; and when'we notice this at
least is a kind of method-it is not the
most scientific method by any meas-I
am only sorry' I cannot give it the sup.
port I would wish. I would hlave liked
thePrernier to have crystallised theopinion
be expressed when, in replying to a Green-
hills deputation, he referred to the common
justice of people about to be benefited by
a railway line contributing something
towards the cost of construction; and to
have accompanied these Bills with the
introduction of some measure for adopt-
ing the betterment system in this State.
As far as those three proposals are con-
cerned, I anm in favour of tbe Katannin"-
Kojonrip line. I wvould like to include
the Goonalling line, but as far as the
other proposal is concerned it seems to
be going towards the never-never country.
There is a large area of land at present
under State control, and (of the area
alienated there is a third, I think, in
regard to which we do not know in whose
bands it happens to be for the time being.
I feel that in supporting a proposal of
that kind I would be quite out of place.
At the same time, I wish to say that the
Kojonup lproposal will have my hearty
support. The Premier referred to those
who opposed these proposals as members
who would be responsible for putting
back the hands of progress in this State.
I fail to see where the hands of progiess
or even the position already achieved
in the industrial development of this
State wilt be materially interfered
with by the postponement of the dis-
cussion of these proposals for at least
five months. Rather all) I of opinion
that, by putting back for k'ooe months,
there will be anl opportunity given to
those who uay be desirous of judging of
the relative merits of other centres
which are equal, and perhaps suplerior,
to those mentioned in the Ministerial
proposition. The Rojonup proposal is a,
worthy one, and it is so worthy' that up
to the present no less than four-fifthis of
the land within a workable distance of
that line are either alienated or lbeitlg
worked, and that is a clear proof that the

district is a most popular one for settle-
ment; whereas in the case of the other
two lines the figures of the Minister
himself show that the proportion in one
case is only one-fourth, anid I believe in
the case of the Wagin-Dumbleyung
extension one-third. So that by comn-
paring these three lines, it is seen ihat
the Kojonup district is certainly deserv-
ing of approval at the bands of miembers.
I would have been prepared to support
all these proposals had the M~inister
introduced some measure to bring in
those lands that are repeatedly referred
to as being within workable distance of
the existing lines. I have it onl the
authority' of one of the most capable
officers at tbe head of his profession that
betwveen ]everle v and Brootnehill there
are thousands and) thousands of acres
held by monopolists. *I have nothing to
find fault with so far as monopolists
are concerned, if they turn the laud to
practical account; but I have every fault
to find with the monopolist who holds
land and simply waits ror the congested
population to give that land an enhanced
value. When we turn to the mileage of
railway in I his State as compared With
other States, we find( that not only are
we very much better fixed as far as the
mileage is concerned, but we are far
ahead of any other Australasian State
in the matter of mileage compared
with population. The figures which have
appeared in the different reports of the
Australasian States as to the working of
the railway systems show that in Western
Australia there is one mile to every 1.50
of the population. That is equivalent to
more than double the railway mileage of
Victoria, and three times that of New
South Wales. It is also double that of
Tasmania, and it is far ahead of Queeiis.
laud and also South Australia. Re-
collecting that we are a Young State in
proportion to population, having the
longest railway mileage and Yet at the
same time endeavouring to put it to a
very worthy purpose, bringing the pro-
duc~er and 'consumer closer together, I
think that other and bletter means should
have been adopted, namely by the intro-
duction of a tax which would bring this
land to which I have referred into its
legitimate use. If we had, side by side
with these practical proposals, a. measure
introduced by the Government and out-
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lined by the Premier, we should have1
some heart to support the proposal before
the House. I feel I have occupie d the
House rather long. I only wish to state
in conclusion that some of the figures
submitted biy the Minister for Lands are
a bit rocky. For instance, the Minister,
in his statement of the working of a 30-
mile line, gave £22,850 for working ex-
penses, adding, the interest.

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS: £ 2,850
working expenses and maintenance, and
interest £91,820, totalling X4,170.

MR. LYNCH : That £92,8.50 figures
*out at £95 per mile for working expenses
of the line. It is but fair to compare that
with what the experience of the State has,
been in the working of the railway
zystem.

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS: I gave
you an estimate; I want you to criticise
it.

MR. LYNCH: Leaving interest out of
the question, we find the average working
-expenses of the entire railway system of
the State, 1,605 miles, are £21,236,003. I
am taking into consideration the latest
report as given by the Commissioner.

THE MINISTER FoR. LANDS: I gave
you the figures; criticise them.

MR. LYNCHI: Members can refer to
the items themselves, and they will find
thbtt the working expenses of the Govern-
ment system show an average of R782
1)01 mile as against the Minister for
Lands' calculation of £95. I amn pre-
pared to allow a liberal margin, and
still there will be a huge discrepancy. IfI
you cut down £C782 by half, there would
still be a large contrast as compared
-with the figures given by the Minister
for Lands.

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS:- Where are
MY figures wrongP

Mn. LYNCH: They are wrong by
comparison with thb actual working
exlpen~es. The illustration is simply
this, that we wvere curious to know, and
rightly anxious to know, how the work-
iug expenses compared with the profits.
The Minister for Lands took it upon him-
self to figure out the expense. Turning
to the actual experience of working
expenses of the entire system of this
State from Nanuline to Albany, we find
they are about seven times the amount
figured out by the Minister.

Tas MINISTER FOR LANDS: The spur
lines running off existing lines do not
work out to anything like that; the
Kurrawang line or other lines of that
sort.

MR. LYNCH: I have only to say
again that I will support the Kojonup
extension. Had the measure been intro-
duced very much earlier, we should have
had an opportunity of comparing the
rival claims of those settlers who perhaps
have equal, if not superior, claims to
those of the people who will be affected
by the three lines submitted in the
Ministerial proposal.

Question (second reading of first Bill)
put, aind a divi sion taklen with the follow-
ing result:

Ayes
Noes

Majority for..

AYES.
Dir. Barnett Mr
Mr. Brebber Mr
Mr. Brown Mr
Mr. Butcher Mr
Mr. Carnon Mr
Mr. Coweber Mr
Mr. Diamond Mr
Mr. Ewin . Mr
Mir. Poule Mr
'Mr. Gregory Ur
Mr. Gull Mr
Mr. Hardwick Sir
Mr. I"ayward Mr
Mr. Ricks
Mr. Horan
Mrr. lllingwon
Mr. Indel
Mr. Layman
Dir. Motarty
Mr. Male
Mr. Mfitchell
Sir. N. J. Moore
Mr. Fiesse
Mr. Bason
Mr. Smith
Mr. Veryard
Mr. P. Wilson
Air. Gordon (Teller).

28
.. .. 13

.. 15

NOrE .
Bath

*Belton
*Colier
*Deglish
Holman
Hudson
Keenan

Tayo
A. J. Wilson
Troy (Taller).

Question thus passed.
Bill read a second time.
HONz. F. H. PIESSE (in explana-

tion) : I wish to explain my reason for not
voting to-nighit. Yesterday in the city I
met the Premier, and arranged to pair
with the member for Cue (Mr. Heit-
niann).

WACLN,-DUMBLEYUNG (BILL NO. 1).
IN COMMITTEE.

MR. ILLiNOWORTH in the Chair; the
MINISTER FOR WORKS in charge of the
Bill.

Clause 1-agreed to.
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Clause 2-Authority to construct:
MR. A. J. WILSON: The clause

authorised the construction of "usual
works and conveniences." This would
enable the construction of a railway like
the standardised Government lines. In
the Northam-Goomafling Railway Bill
the Same wording was used.

THE M1INISTER FOR WORKS:
This was a necessary clause in every
Railway Bill; and the wording could
hardly be altered unless the amount to
he spent on the line was inserted. The
Government had stated the nature of the
rai lway, and its estimated cost.

u.A. J. WILSON: Everything that
the Government said was not believed by
him.

Tne MINISTER FOR WORKS:
Then, as the lion, member would not
believe anything, that the Government
would say, he (the Minister) declined to
say anything farther.

4R. BATH : There was not even the
security of a. maximum amount in the
Loan Estimates or in a Loan Bill. Pre-
sumably, any money in excess of the
£5,000 provided on the Loan Estimates
would be provided in a future loan
authorisation.

TaE PREMIER: The Governmwent
had distinctly Stated the proposed expen-
diture on the line; but the member for
Forrest said he did not believe the Govern-
went. Did he wish repeated a statement
he had declined to believe? He (the
Premier) would not answer an insulting
question.

MR. A. J. WILSON asked that the
Premier's remark he withdrawn.

Twag CHAIRMAN: The remark was
not disorderly.

Tasc PREMIER had stated that he
considered the hon. member's remark
insulting. That conveyed no insult to
the hon. member.

Ma& A. J. WILSON had intended to
*imply that there wvas no definite limit to

the expenditure.
THE MINISTER FOR WORKS: The

bon. member had said that he did not~
believe anything said by the Government.

THE CHAIRMAN: What the hon.
member had said was that he did not
believe all that was said by the Govern-
ment.

THE PREMIER: If the hon. member
Said he did not wish to convey the

impression received, the statement that
his remnark was insulting would be with-
drawn.

MR.- DAGLISH: No matter what
belief the memnber for Forrest might
have in the Government, a Minister, 0on
being asked anL official quiestion, was
gu ilty of discourtesy to the Commiinittee as
well as to the questioner by refusing
information. However, Parhianientseemect
nmpl , protected in the Bill, which did
not give power to spend more than the
£5,000 in the Loan Estimates.

MR. TAYLOR: The Government had
given two estimates: that of the Minister
for Works, £180,000, and that of the
Minister for Lands, £90,000. Which
was correct ?

Mti. HUDSON: tt was most dis-
courteous of the Minister for Works to,
refuse to answer a question b~ecause of
something said by the memiiber for Forrest,
and the rest of the House had been
ignored because the Governmeat thought
that the member for Forrest had said
somnething that did not please themu.
However, the Chairman had ruled that
the member for Forrest had not said it.
It was pointed out that these railways
were to be run on distinct lines and not
under the present railway systemn, that
onte man was to run the concern, and that
innovations were to be introduced. The
conditions would be unusual; yet the
word "1usual"' was in the clause, and the
Minister would not have the courtesy to
say what it meant.

THE MINISTER said hie had been
proceeding to reply, and had replied to
some questions, when the memnber for
Forrest rudely interjected that he did
not believe a word the Governmient said.
If members could not treat him with due
courtesy' and politeness, he would not
continue the discussion. He was per-
fectly justified in ,upholding the dignity
of the Hfouse. Ileliad never refused to
treat members in a courteous way, or
refused to give any information asked.
The statement of the Chairman was dif-
ferent from what he thought the member
for Forrest had said ; but there was no
apology needed froni him. He was quite
willing to give any information required.

Mn. DAGLIS1E: Was the Minister sorr~y
for his attitudeP

THE MINISTER: The member for
Subiaco explained that the clause gave

[ASSEMBLY..] Bill, in Committee.
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power to build the railway with all the
usual equipment. One failed to see how
we could take away that power; but the
House- had f ull control over those powers;
and if the Government came down with
an Appropriation Bill exceeding the
amount which the Government thought
a fair estimate of the cost of these rail-
ways, £1,850 per mile exclusive of
rolling-stock, the House could deal.,with
the matter-and refuse to pass it.

Ma. SCADDAN: The cost was over-
estimiated now, to let the contractor in.

TH-E MINISTER: Engineers erred on
the safe side as a rule, and he did not
blame them.

Mn. SCADDAN: That was 'how the
Minister judged all departmental con-
struction, on the estimate and not on the
work.

THE, MINISTER. Not at all. He
judged by departmental costs. We were
already building railways of the same
description, and we c;ould compare them-

Mn. SCADDAN: Where?
TH[E MINISTER: At the Williams.
Mn. ScAnnAN : Rubbish. That wsas a

standard line.
THiE CHAIRMAN: Order!
31n, HORAN moved an amendment:
That in line 2 tbe words " proper and

usual " be struck out.
Amendment passed, and the clause as

amended agreed to.
Clause S-agreed to.
Clause 4-Power of Governor to com-

pulsorily purchase land within 15 miles
of railway:-

MnR. HUDSON: This clause required
consideration because it involved a prin-
ciple apart from railway construction.
He had no objection to the construction
of light lines of railway for development
purposes; but this involved thle question
of whether the Government should have
power to compulsorily purchase land for
closer settlement. Though favouring the
principle, he did not thin11k it should be
submitted as in the Bill.

TaR MI1NISTER FOR LANDS: This
clause had been in the last Railway Bill
passed by' Parliament. It was provided
in the last clause that no land could be
purchased unless the Land Board
reported on it. The provision was a goud.
one. It enabled the Government to reap
any advantage in the value of land
through the construction of the railway.

AIR. HUDSON: There should be a
Compulsory Purchase Bill to make the
matter mnore comprehensive.

Clause put and passed.
Clauses 5 to end, Schedule, Preamble,

Title-agreed to.
Bill reported with au amiendment, and

the report adopted.

THIRD READING POSTPONED.

Tws PREMIER : I more that the
third reading- be made an Order for
to-morrow.

M R. HOLMAN:- As the House will
prorogrue to-morrow, is it thle intention
Of thle Government to get the passage of
the Bills through thp other Chamber?
[Interjections from IMinisterial bench.]
The Premier thinks he is the only man
in this House to give informiation. I did.
not ask him. 1 ask him to extend to me
the courtesy which I would give to him.
The courtesy of the Premier is that
distributed by the serpent when he is
endeavouring to swallow something too
big for himself.

MR. SPEAKER: The hion. member
must not make any remarks of that kind.

Ma. HOLMAN: If the remark is not
in order I will, out of courtesy to you
and because it is the rule of the Chamber,
withdraw it.

MR. SPEAKER: Does the hon. mem-
ber' intend to move any amendment ?
Hie cannot speak unrless he intends to
do so-

Mn. HOLjMAN: As a formal matter,
I shall move an amendment. This Bill
cannot be discussed in this Chamber
until tO-mOrrow. Then it will be sent to
the Legislative Council. I desire to
know whether it is possible to get it
through the Legislative Council, and I
am entitled to an answer.

THE: PREMIE R: My friend, with his
nsueil cou-tesy, said he was not addressing
h is remarks to ]ne ; but as th e Leader of
the House, I presume I am the oaly
person who can give the information be
desires.

Mn. HOLMAN : I asked through Mr.
Speaker.

THE PREMI1ER : And through Mr.
Speaker I am replying. The rudeness I
was guilty of was inB stopping the Minister
for Works from interjecting when the
hon. member was speaking.

Ma. HOLMAN: That is too thin.

Wagin-Dumbleyung [22 DECEMBER, 1905.]
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THiE PREMIER: It is what actually
happened. Now my friend the honi.
member wishes to know whether the
Government intend to proceed with the
Bills. He seems to think that because
the third reading is to be fixed for
to-morrow, there is somae deep-dyed
scheme. Let me point out what the
hon. member should have kDowD' , having
been a Minister of the Crown, that the
amendment made b3y a member on the
Opposition side of the House renders it
impossible for us to move the third
rea ding to-night.

Mn. HOLMsAN: I understand that.
THiE PREMIER: Then why ask the

question? We cannot move the third
reading to-night. The third reading has
now to be postponed till to-morrow.
When to-morrow comes, we shall move
the third reading and send the Bill to
another place, in the hope that it will pass
thbrough. We are not responsible for the
amendment.

Mx.. SPEAKER: Before putting the
question, I wish to say that I am sorry
the member for Murchison misled mne.
He stated that he intended to move an
amiendment and did not do so. I do not
like being misled. According to the
Standing Orders, no member has a right
to speak to the third reading unless he
intends to move an amendment, that the
Bill be read this day three months or this
dIay si~y months. The hon. member stated
lie intended to move an amendment,
otherwise he was entirely out of order in.
speaking- on the third reading. I hope
the member will not do so again. On a
former occasion I ga1 ve the hon. mnember
more latitude than he was entitled to
under the Standing Orders; and I Sup-
pose the hon. memnber thought that
because I was easy with him on that
occasion, be could do as hie liked another
time. I may sa.v I iuten4 to adhere to
the Standing Orders strictly; and I ask
the heni. miember, and every member, to
be at least reasonable. I shall riot be
unreasonable in my rulings. I hope the
hon. member will not on any other
occasion rise and state that he intends to
Move an amendmnent, when he does not
do so.

AIR. BATH: May I rise to a point of
order, and ask if the Standing Orders
have not been suspended. which does
away with the provision referred to?

TE 'PREMIER: It is impossible for
the Chairman of Committees to certify to
a Bill when an amendment has been ma~de.

Mn. HOLM.AN: I did intend to move
an amendimeat on the third reading;
but as the third reading was not before
the House, it was impossible for me to
do so; and when I discovered that the
motion was nut fur the third reading I
knew, it was absolutely impossible for me
to move the amendment, and-I asked a
question instead. I am sorry there was
a misunderstanding, for when I said I
intended to move an amendment, 1 did
intend to do so.

Ma. SPEAKER: I accept the exla-
nation.

Question passed, the third reading
made an order for the next day.

BILL (RAILWAY No. 2)-KATANNING-
hiojowup.

SECOND READING.
THaE MINISTER FOR WORKS (Hon.

]Prank Wilson) : I move the second read-
ing of this Bill.

Mn. G. TAYLOR (Mt. Margaret): I
desire to enter my protest. against the
second reading of this measure being
passed, owing to the lack of information
supplied, and the Bill coming down at
the last hour of the session, just before
the prorogation of Parliament.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

IN COMMITTEE.

Clause 1-agreed to.
Clause 2-Authority to construct:
MR. BOLTrON: Would the Minister

in charge of the Bill accept a similar
amendmenit to that passed in the previous
Bill ?

Tun MINIsTRR FOR WORKS: It would
have no effect whatever.

MR.. BOLTON: It delayed the third
reading of that Bill. The Governent
were not desirous of delaying the third
reading of this Bill.

Clause passed.
Clauses 3 to 7-agreed to.
Schedule, Preamblp, Title-agreed to.
Bill reported without amendment, and

the report adopted.

THIRD READING.

Bill read a third time, and transmitted
to the Legislative Council.

[ASSEMBLY.] Katanniny-Kojonup Bill.
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BILL (RAI[LWAY No. '3)--GOOMALLIS;G-
DowsaIN..

SECOND READING.

THE MINISTER FOR WORKS
(Hon. Frank Wilson): I beg to move
the second weading of the Bill.

Question put, and a division taken
with the following result:

Ayes ..
Noes .

Majorityf

Mr, Barnettr
Mr. Brebber
Mr. Brown
Mftther
Mr. Corson
Mr. Cowcher
Mr. Diamnd
Mr. Ewing
Mr. Foulkes
Mr. Gregory
Mr. Gull
hir. Hardwick
Mr. Hick
mr. Iliingworth
Mr. lodell
Mr. Laynan
Mr. McLarty
Mr, Male
Mr. Mitchell
Mr. Monger
Mir. X, 3. Moore
Mr, S. F. Moore
Mr, Rason
Mr. Smith
Mr. Veryard
Mr. F. Wilson
Mr. Gordon (Teller).

.. 27
10

or .. 17

Mr. Bath
Air. Bolton
Mr. Collier

Mr. Hla
Mr. Lynch
Mr. Taylor
1Mr. Walker
Mr. A. J. Wilson
AMr. Tray (Teller).

Question thus passed.
Bill read a second time.

IN COMMITTEE, ETC.

Clause 1-agreed to.
Clause 2-Authority to construct:
Mm. A. J. WILSON moved that, in

line 2, the words " proper and usual " be
struck out.

Amendment negatived, and the clause
passed.

Clauses 3 to 7-agreed to.
Schedule, Preamble, Tile-agreed to.
Bill reported without amendment, and

the report adopted.
Read a third time, and transmitted to

the Legislative Council.

BILU,-METROPOLITAN WATERWORKS
ACt' AMENDMENT (No. 2).

EXTENSION OF SUPPLY.

SECOND READING.

THE MINISTER FOR WORKS
(Ron. Frank Wilson), in moving the
second reading, said: This Bill has for
its object to increase the borrowing power
of the Metropolitan Water Supply Board

by sonme £400,000. Members will be
aware that there is a considerable differ-
ence in regard to the money expended
upon the Metropolitan Waterworks as
compared with that spent on the Cool-
gardie Water Scheme, for instance. In
one ease, if the undertaking does not pay
working expenses and interest, the differ-
ence is debited ul1 to the revenue. 'In
the former case all the moneys hot-rowed
on the undertaking are a direct cliarge
against that undertaking, and all moneys
'borrowed by the board have to be
borrowed from. the Treasurer, and in no
other way; so that there is a safeguard,
that is the Colonial Treasurer can refuse
to lend the money applied for by thie
board, but the people served by the
waterworks . the people residing within
the area covered In' the Act, are respon-
sible, and they have power of ratingy or
making a special charge according to the
water which is consutmed, the Govern-
went taking, the place, as it were, of the
mortgagee.. The Govern ment advance
money on the undertaking and they have
the security of the undertaking ; and that
is the sole risk the Government take for
the State. Rates can he struck to cover
the cost. of the water supplied from time
to time, and if the rate is not high
enough, or the charge is not sufficient to
cover the Interest on the undertaking,
sinking fund, and working expenses, the
rate can be increased fromi timne to time- by
proclamation of the Governor-in-Countcil.

Miethod of Mfanagement.
The Government have under considera-
tion the advisability-they have not come
to a definite conclusion on the subject-
of transferring, when these works are all
coinpleted, the control not only of the
Metropolitan Water Supply, which will
be a big undertakinig, but also the metro-
politan sewerage, to a board to be special]iv
created for the purpose of running it, the
same as is done at the 1)reseut time in
other States of the Commonwealth. It
is too much to expect that the Minister
should control indefinitely a big under-
taking of this description. 1 would point

1out that if the Coolgardie 'Water Supply
IScemue could 1we managed by the board
Ispecially' appointed for the purpose, this
Metropolitan Water Supply can also be
run hr a hoard, and members know that
it was for somie time managed by a board
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consisting of three members. Both these
departments are now vested in the Minis-
ter controlling the Public Works Depart-
ment. Members can see at once that
with the addition of the work of that
department, which is no sinecure, the
Minister has his hands pretty well filled.
I think we are doing wisely in deciding
to construct any sewerage works and any
extension of our water supply by and
through the engineers connected with the
Works Department. Construct the works
and get them completed, and the time
will have arrived when we should hand
them over to a, board. How that 'board
is to be constituted I am Diot prepared to
say ; but it will be for the board to run
the works on commercial lines and see
that they are made a, payable property.

Funds, a Borrowing Power.

I do not wish to take up too mnuch time
in introducing this measure, but will
simply go on to say that we have no
capital, We are rather overdrawn, to some
'small extent. But we want reticulation;
not only an extension in Perth, but reticu-
lation in all the suburban municipalities.
Hardly a day has passed since my beiug
in office without my having some appli-
cation from those who could not get even
a moderate supply of water, people who
could not get a. connection of any
description with the water mains. It
was no use talking about Putting in con-
nections, because we had not the money
to spend on the project. My idea is
that if the House will grant this increased
borrowing power, I should start at once
to provide those. citizens who are at
present outside the general supply of
water with the necessary mains and
reticulation service, so that they imay
have what is so desirable in the interests
of the general health of thecomnrniity.

Reticulation Urgently Required.

The reticulation includes some portion
of the city of Perth, the- town of Subiaco,
the town of Leederville, North Perth,
Maylands, South Perth, Victoria Park,
Cannington, and Mount Lawley. And
then we have, of course, in connection
with all these different centres, the
boundary services to put in.

X&. DAGLisH:- Have you any estimate
of the amount?

Tws MINISTFR: I have a rough
estimate. We have estimated that we
want £50,000 to carry out the reticula-

*tion at the present time, and after two
years there will of course be more re-
quired from year to year. Then we want
an additional reservoir, a service reservoir
to cost the sum of £80,000. That would
either be situated on Mount Eliza-
probably Mfount Eliza, in the Park-or
on some other high position which -would
serve the purpose of the reticulation of
the city. We want above all things at
the present time an adequate and full
supply of meters. I am satisfied that
the board is losing a considerable sum in
the way of revenue which it ought to
collect if it had the necessary meters to
affix to consumers' premises in order to
show what water is being consutmed.

AIR. DA.GLisH : Through h avi ng mnete rs,
the department is getting more revenue
than it should.

Tnn MINISTER FOR WORKS:- I
admit that, but the jonsiumers have a
remed*y : they can always have the
meters tested. I can assure the Hfouse
that through the want of these meters a
very large sum of money is being lost,
and water is being unfairly used, especi-

I aly during the hot weather. People
resort to all sorts of means to get a sup-
ply of water over and above what they
are entitled to, because of the absence of
meters. I heard of one person having
channels in his garden, and the waste from
his bath was run out into one of these
channels. A towel was tied round the
tap and the water was left running from
the bath without any noise, so that if the
inspector passed he would not hear it.
The water ran into the channel and
quietly soaked away. [MSMRnER: A
private-enterprising sort of a chap.]. 1
am thinking he is a very dishonest sort
of a chiap. TV le fact remaiuis that we
must have a proper supply Qf meters, if
we are to get a proper return for the usc
of the water.

Gravitation Scheme, or what?

The Cabinet considered the question of
letting a contract for the supply of a
new .3Oin. main, about 23 miles, which
would be necessary to bring the water
from the Darling R~angre. wherever the
dam may be situated ; and the balance
of the money, some one hundred and

[ASSEMBLY.] Bill, second reading.
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sixty odd thousand pounds, will be suffi-
citent to commence the works, putting in
the foundation. We can carry on to the
end of 1907, but after that a considerably
larger sum of money will have to be
voted. It is impossible for me to lay
plans and specifications and a complete
scheme before the House at this junc-
ture. The engineers are busy at work;
and it will take three or four weeks at
tche least to complete the surveys which
are being made, with the calculations to
design a big scheme which will carry out
all we desire. But that work is in hand.
I have not had time myself, since 1 took
office, to get the work brought to a von-
elusion; but I think I am safe in saying
that every member of this House is with
me in saying it is the wish and desire of
the people that they should have a pure
and ample supply of fresh water from
the hills by gravitation. Of course I
know that in the early days we were
thankful enough, although condemning
it, to have bore water. We are thankful
at the present time to have that bore
water to fall back upon, notwithstanding
the complaints that have been received;
because if wye did away with the bore
water we should very soon have the
Victoria Reservoir dry, and there would
be a water famine in Perth. The
consumption has increased enormously
during the last four day" s. For in-
stance, we have consumed the following
quantities of water: On Sunday 3,22.5,000
gallons, on M1onday 3,354,000 gallons, on
Tuesday 3,3641,000 gallons, on Wednesday
13,537,000 gallons. making an average daily
consumption during this week of .3,367,500
gallons, as compared with a consumption
in November and December, 1904, of
2,444,000 gallons and 2,856,000 gallons
respectively; and in January, February,
and 'March, the hottest mounths in the
year, 2,744,000 gallons, 3.144,000 gallons,
and 2,609,000 gallons respectively. The
greatest consumption in the hottest
months of last summer was 8,714,000 in
one day; and it is estimated tbat ats we
are just at the beginning of summer, the
hottest months, January and February
next, will require something like 4' mil-
lion gallons for P -rtLi and suburbs so far
as they are reticulated. This shows how
necessary it is to consider the question of
at largely increased supply.

Bore Water, not Satisfactory.
I think it will be apparent to everyone
that as we are now using half bore water
and half hill water, and that as we shall
probably be using, within two days or
at latest a week or two, two-thirds bore
water and one-third hill water, we must
quickly come to a decision. If people

Iare satisfied with bore water, the depart-
*ment can of course continue to supply it;
but not for long. We shall have imme-
diately to set to work to find other arte-
sian supp)lies, by putting down other
bores and spending a considerable sum
for a larger pumping plant. The ques-

ttion we have to decide to-night, or rather
the question which I take it is already
decided, is whether we are willing to cn-
tinue to increase the supply from bores.

Historical Reiew.
Let me say, before I go any farther,
that we have had complaints, I think ever
since the first bore was opened in Perth;

Iand a iJsuimgof the history of this under-
taking may be interesting, at any rate to

Ithose new members who have not heard
anything about the Perth waterworks.
In 1896 the Victoria reservoir was pur-
chased from the Perth Water Supply
Company for the sum of £220,000. It
was theni considered, and I believe it has
been considered ever since, that of this
sum £103,000 represented what was
termed goodwill or profit, and that by
this amount the scheme was over-
capitalised. It has had to carry this
burden, and of course the ratepayers
have had to pay for the water a price
which covered not only interest and sink-
ing fund on the original cost of the
undertaking, together with working
expenses, but covered the interest and
sinking fund tin the extra sum paid for
goodwill. The estimated popunlation
during the first Year of working was
22,600, the average daily' consumption

Iper head being 22-9 gallons. The present
population is 45,000, or an increase of
100 per cent, in eight years. At the

Isame time, the daily consumption has
increased to 46-1 gallons per head, which
is just a little over 100 per cent. increase
in consumption. So that in eight years
not only has our population doubled, but
the consumption per head has doubled.
During its first year of office the board
was very hard up for water, and Perth
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was threatened with a famine. Then the
board put down the first bore in Welling-
ton Street.

AIR. flAoLISu: Have you auy par-
ticulars of the cost of the bores?

Tan MINISTER: No.
MR. H. BROWN: The bores cost £1 a

foot to sink.
THE MINISTER: An ordinary bore,

of moderate depth, costs £1 a foot, apart
from equipment.

MR. DAGLrsR: What is the entire
capital cost of those bores ?

Tnn MINISTER FOR WORKS: The
mean increase in consumption for the
last two rears has been 7-2 million
gallons a year. Ini 1897 the board
suggested a larger gravitation scheme
to meet the increased demand; and the
report Of the board stated that the wvater
from the Wellington Street bore was
anything but satisfactory for domestic
puposes. Members will recollect that in
1898 the personnel of the board was
changed, and another board appointed
with Mr. Traylen as chairman. One of
the first acts of that board was to
incn' ase the price to the consumer from
is. 6d. to 2s. per thousand gallons, with
a Is. rate. Strange to say, this expedient
of raising the price, as very often
happens, had no beneficial effect oin the
revenue; and the financial Year ended
30th June, 1899, showed a revenue of
£1,600 less than the previous 'year.
However, the citizens have had ever
since to pay that rate. To increase the
revenue the board muade extensions in
Subiaco and Leederville. A bore was
put down in Leederville, and another in
Subiaco, in the years 1899 and 1901.
The population continued to increase,
and the board, in order to cope with the
demand, put down near the Causeway
a bore, at which pumping was started
towards the end of 1902. The quality
of the water was unsatisfactory' , being
too saline to be acceptable to consumers.
During the whole time that the bore
water was being pumped fromt the mains,
being increased by a certain percentage
of hill water from the Victoria reservoir,
the press-cutting book belonging to the
board shows numerous complaints of the
quality of the water. There has always
been trouble; and it is this trouble
which I ask the House to authorise the
Government to remove, The daily con-

sumption during the past week bas,
averaged 8,480,000 gallons, equal to 77
gallons per head of the estimated popu-
lation, as agrainst a daily consumption
last year of 46 gallons. The preseut
Supply is totally11 inadequate; and owing
to the great number of complaints we
have from consumers who are supplied
by what are called tube mains, a change
is urgently' needed. The board bad
numerous applications for water, and had
not sufficient money to put dlown proper
mains. They then put down tube mains
of 1 inch or I' inch galvanised iron
piping; and we have dAily complaints
from the consumers on these small mains
that a proper supply, and in some in-
stances that any suppiy at all, is unob-
tainiable.

To Supply Ilonediotc Needs.

We have had farther difficulties during
this season; and if wve are to meet the
demand during the summer, we shall
jarobabl 'y have again to puit into Commois-
sion the Causeway bore, dismantled some
months ago. It is estimated that the
additional consumption per year will
reach 100 mrillion gallons ; so that Perth
in 1909-10 will take 1,250 million gallons
during the year, or a daily consumption
per head of -56 gallons, an increase of 2.3
per cent, on the present consumption.
The increase of population in Perth is
calculated at the rate of .3,000 per annumn
for the next five years; so by that time
the population of Perth and suburbs
alone, supplied with water by the board's
mains, will be 61,000. It is estimated'
that the revenue will increase in propor-
tion to population at about the same
rate. The revenue represents nearly £1
per head; and it is estimated that the
revenue will increase by about £3,000
per annum.; so that at the end of five years
we shiall be receiving a revenue of
£546500, and with maintenance charges
estimated at £C13,000 the board will have
a revenue snfficient to pay interest and
sinking fund after paying working n,-
penses on a total capital of X830,000.
That will be the position five years hence.
To keep up the supply of wvater for the
current year, a central pumnping station
was put down in Redan Street; and it
pumps the water to Mfount Elizta, through
a 21-inch main. The total estimated
expenditure in connection with this
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pumping station is £11,696, of which
£6,445 represents material taken out of
the board's store. The sum does not
include the cost of the bore, which was put
down by the Works Department at a cost
of £3,500, charged to the board, but not
paid for. The bore is about 1, 700 feet deep,
and has cost, roughly, £2 per foot. The
expenditure, however, had not the satis-
factory results anticipated. It was
estimated that this bore and the No. 1
Leederville bore would augment the
supply' of water to the city by 2 millions
gallons per day, with the aid of air-com-
pressors. But the tesult has not reached
the expectation; and I am sorry to say
that I bare this day received M report
from the engineer, in which he says that
the largest quantity of wvater yielded by
the two bores at Leederville was 1,205,000
gallons in 24 hours; and on the 21st
December the output was only 920,000
gallons, a falling off of 286,000, gallons;
and he says we have to pump 1)oth bores
,continuously with pressure to keep this
920,000 gallons. So members will see
that even if we came to the conclusion
that this bore water was satisfactory
and that we should continue using it
for the purposes of the city, we have to
run the risk of a failing supply. The
proposal put forward by the late
Engineer-in- Chief, Mr. Palmer, in his
report, says that we shouild put down a
series of bores round the Leederville
basin ; but - as the second bore has
already affected the first bore to a certain
extent, and as there is a falling off of
285,000 gallons in the last three months,
to my mind it is rather a hazard coming
to the conclusion that we should get an
inexhaustible supply from these bores.

Grav'itationa Scheme, why Preferable.

I1 have come to the conclusion, from the
reports and complaints I have received
thjat the people of Perth and the
suburban municipalities are dissatisfied
with bore water and will have none of it.
They demand that they should be sup-
plied with a full and sufficient supply of
hill water at the earliest possible moment.
To show the cost would vary on the
question of the expenditure of this
£Z830,000, if we had to expend it to that
extent in five years' time, the secretary
of I he board has made a small calcula-
tion here-and I desire to call attention

to this fact, that these figures have been
checked by the Engineer for Water
Supply on a different basis altogether,
and he says they are fairly and approxi-
moately correct. The figures are to show
that the increased revenue will enable
sinking fund, working expenses, and
interest to he paid. He starts in 1905-6
and says that the population to be
served is 49,000; the estimated revenue,
£42,600; cost of mainteniance, £611,000;
estimated consumption, 8.50,000,000 gadl-
lons ; consumption per head of the
population, 47 gallons per day; and the
estimated interest would pay 5 per
cent. - that is 4 per cent. interest
and 1 per cent. sinking fund - on a
capital of £630,000. That would leave a
margin of £210,600 over and above the
moon ey on which we already pay interest
(including the goodwill to which I have
referred), on which we can pay interest
and sinking fund in addition to what we
pay, now, and that at the average rate of
Is. per thousand gallons. Next year we
can pay 5 per cent. on £680,000, leaving
a, margin of £260,000 to be expended on
the extension of new works and reticula,-
tion, and the rate need culy be 1lhd. per
thousand gallons. In 1908, we would.
earn inter *est on a capital of £730,000,
leaving a margin of £310,000 to be
expended on new works and reticulation,
and the rate need be only I Id. In 1909,
the secretary of the board calculates that
we would have a, margin of £t360,000 to
spend on extensions, and that the rate
need only be 101d. In 1910 he calculates
that we would earn interest on a capital
of £830,000, including of course what is
already spent, leaving a macgin of
£410,000 that -we could raise to spend
on increased works, and the rate then
need only be 104d. to pay interest, sink-
ing? fund, and working expenses. These
arc! the figures of the secretary of the
board, and they' are checked by 31r.
Old ham. He hats infEormed me that they
are correct, and his subsecquent figures
will prove it. In Passing, I wish to
point out that the board's staff of officers
has done -very good work of late years.
There is no gainsaying that. In 1902, I
find that Lhe capital cost, of the works
was £395,764; the revenue, £C32,676;
the cost of maintenance and] manage-
ment, £13,059;i interest earned, 5-2 per
cent.; and the ratio of working expenses
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to revenue 36,9 per cent. The next year
was a bad year. The capital cost of the
works was £X08,680; the revenue,
£34,164; the cost of mainivtenance and
management, £18,536; interest earned,
3-8 per cent.; and the ratio of working
expenses to revenue, 54-2. In 1903-4
they set to work to economise, and the
figures were: Capital cost of works,
£413,764; revenue, £36,517; cost of
maintenance. £14,674; interest earned,
5 3 ; and the ratio of working expenses
to revenue, 40-2. In the past Year, under
the control of my predecessors the
figures were : Capital cost of works,
£418,479; revenue, £42,176 ; cost of
mnaintenance and management, £214,561;
interest earned, 6-6 per cent.; and the
ratio of working expenses to revenue,
85 per cent.

MR. BATHK: Did that capital expendi-
ture include the amount for goodwill ?

THiE MINISTER FOR WORKS:
Yes; it is included right through. We
caunot get, rid of it until it is wiped off
our vote. Although it has been a gteat
burden on the scheme, of course the
bigger the scheme becomes, and ulti-
inately if wve carry out the big schemne
which I hope we will do, the good-will
will not be so large a burden on the whole
undertakiing. I hare a table worked out
by the officers of the Works D~epartment,
by the Engineer for Water Supply, Mr.
Oldhamn; and I find that in 1-5 years'
time, in 1921, we will require at least
10,000,000 gallons average daily supply
for Perth and suburbs and' Fremantle,
that is for the whole of the metropolitan
area front Maylauds to Frenmantle; and
in the hottest days of the year something
like 20,000,000 gallons daily will be
required. This estimate is based on a
very moderate increase in population.

To Provnde'fir Inrrease of Popualation.

The population requiring wvater to-dux is
taken, in the districts I have referred to,
as 73,850 people, the revenue for the Year
as 18s. per head, and the mnaintenance
charge on the same as only 4s. 6d. per
head. The population of the metropolitan
area is increasing at the rate of 6f per
cent. per annum. and this is li kel 'y to hold,
we may pr~esumne, I think reasonably
during the next 10 years; but the calcu-
lation is based on the increase decreasing

at the rate of 1 per cent, per annum.
until it reaches a minimum increase of
341 per cent. When I point out to mem-
bers that the vital statistics show that
the increase of births over deaths in the
metropolitan area is 2f per cent. of the
population, it is not uureasonable to
expect that we should have the increase
I have just read out. The estimated
position is based on these figures. 1 do
not propose to go through the whole of
this table, but I will give the salient.
features. It is the calculation of the
Engineer for Water Supply' . Take 1908,
three years hence, the figures are: Esti-
matted population, 88,000; daily conl-
sumption per head, 52 galluns; rate,
11-Ld. ; daily consumption, 4,670,000
gallous ;estimated revenue, £e79,200
estimated expenditure, £19,800 ; net
incomne, £59,400 ; capitalised value at
5 per cent., £21,188,000- that is, after
payingo working expenses, interest at 4
per cent. and sinking fund I per cent.
on at capitalised value of £1,188,000 in

I1908-leaving a surplus capital value
available for extension of new works in
that year of £695,000. In 1913, five
years later, we find that we may safely
estimate throughout. this area to have a.
poplation of 119,000, and the con-
sumnption, owing particularly to fhie
inauguration of sewerage work-s, will
demand the large consumption of
60 gallons per head. The rate would
be 10d. in the £, applying equally
per thousand gallons as to the actualt
municipal rate or water rate. The
daily consumption would be 7,140,000;
the estimated revenue, £107,100 ; the
estimated expenditure, £26,775; net in-
come, X80,325; and capitalised value at
5 per cent., covering working expenses,
interest, and sinking fund, £1,606,500.
Deducting the £493,000 already spent,
we would have surplus capital for the
extension of new works of £1,113,500.

I shall give the figures 1.5 years hence:

tinwill be 170,000, based on the figures
I have given before. The consumption
would still be 60 gallons per head, and the
rate 10d. It is estimated the dlaily con-
suniption would be 10,200,OO0gallons; the
estimated revenue, £15S,O)CO; estimated
expenditure, £38,250; net incomue,
£114,750; and the capital value at 5 per
cent. would he £2,295,000. We shall pay
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interest and sinking fund on thatanmount,
and we shall have a surplus of £1,602,000
which 'nay be expended on works of this
descriptioii if we charge a rate of 10d.
The amounts comprise the present value
of the Perth district, including Fremantle
district and Claremont-all the pumping
stations in Fremantle and Claremont,
which amiount to £74,000 in round
figures. I have not the separate cost of
the pumping stations included in the
Perth district, but the whole works
cost £418,000. Assuming bore water is
prohibited, that Parliament has decided
-not to go on extending the system of
supplying bore water-taking that for
granted, we have to consider the position
and what is the best scheme to adopt. I
want to say light off here that up to the
present, although I have a strong indica-
tion f romn the engineers, we have nothing
absolutely definite as to the scheme they
recommend.

Supply front the Mills-Dam on Canning
River.

The Engineer-i n- Chief has told me in
conversation that if he has to provide a
scheme to gravitate water from the hills
for the supply of this district, he sees no
way out of the difficulty other than by
putting up a big dam on the Canning
River and getting a supply there; a nd he
could not definitely guarantee getting
there a daily supply of 10,200,000 gallons
from that scheme until he had the data
which his officers are now obtaining. I
asked him whether in the meantime, as
the imatter seemned to be rather urgent, he
would let me know what he thought
About taking water from. MAundarinig.
That is still under consideration. Also,
whether he could not increase the supply
from the Victoria reservoir. The con-
.clusions come to as regards the Mundaring
scheme are that he could not possibly
hope to get more than a maximum of
three million gallons a day from the weir,
and lie could only get it by expending
£9140,000; that was, £100000 on new
mains and £40,000 on cutting channels
and doing. head works to increase the I
supply' ; and we could only do that b~y
paying the goldfields water scheme 4d.
per 1,000 gallons to cover interest and
depreciation on the dam. That is the
-proportion.

3Ma. TAYLOR: You would have to in-
crease the dam.

THEa MINISTER FOR WORKS: Not
the wall. We should have to spend
£40,000 to increase thle catchment. The
only hope of getting the two million
gallons was by the expenditure on mains
of £100,000 and paying 4d. pe 1,000
gallons. We could increase the capacity
of that dam to seven million gallons a
day by raising the wall 40 feet, but that
is not recommended. I hare not gone
into the question of the cost of that pro-
posal, because I should be very unhappy
to recommend it. If you once construct
a dam with walls of a given height, to
stand a certain pressure, it is not wise to
increase the burden the dam will have to
bear by adding to the height. If you
commence the dam with the object of
running it tip to 200 feet high, say t50
feet this year and another 50 feet three
years hence, and ultimately to the full
height, you begin by getting your found a-
tions there ; but if you put 40 feet on to
a wall, you take a serious risk. I can only
suggest to members what the result would
be if the dam carried away. Even though
we could afford to pay this 4d, per 1,000
gallons to the Goldfield Water Supply, it
could only be a temporary arrangement at
the best. It can only give us two million
gallons a day, and tie calculations show
that in a few Years we shall want a supply
of five million gallons daily, all the year
round, in 1910, and that means 10
million gallons in the hottest period of
the year. Reckoning double down to
1921, we should want 10 million gallons
as an average, and 20 million gallonsi at
the hottest period of the Year. So very
little is to be said in connection with that
scheme. The next was the idea of
increasing the supply of the Victoria
reservoir by creating two supplementary
reservoirs, giving a capacity of 400
million gallons. This was total mnade-
quate, and we would not touch thle ques-
tion; therefore we dismissed it from our
minds. So we come back to the Canning
scheme. There is a big river there, and
a. big catchment area, practically clear of
any habitations whatever. Unitil these
surveys are all completed and the figures
have been gone into, the Engineer-in-Chief
cannot say definitely what total capacity
he can get there, or what supply' ; bult
everything points, as far as he has gone,
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to his being able to get from that source
10 milliou gallons a day, all the year
round. In this connection, I may read
to the House at report which I received
the other day, a preliminary report from
Mr. Thompson, the Engineer-in-Chief.
Hie says:-

In reply to your query re the above, the
following table gives particulars as to the
supply of 6, 8, and 10 million gallons a day,
with height of walls and capacity of reservoir
required to tide over practically three dry
years, similar to those of 1901, 1902 and 190:3:
-(j), Storage reservoir Canning, height of
wall, l4Oft., capacity 4,350 million gallons;
supply per day, six million gallons; estimated
cost, £2213,000. (2), Storage reservoir Can-
ning, height of wall, 170ft. - capacity 6,600
million gallons; supply per day, eight million
gallons; estimated cost, £367,000. Qj), Stor-
age reservoir Canning, height of wall. 200ft.;
capacity, 3,850 million gallons; supply per day,
ten million gallons; estimated cost, £2582,000.
I have agatn gone carefully into the question
of the yield that may be expected from the
Canning River, and from a study of the
diara attached to Mr. Oldham's report
herudr, it will be noted that 0,-en A 200-
feet darn might be relied upon to fill in prac-
tically only four consecutive years of the last
25 recorded. In hazarding the information
that it would be safe to expect this dam would
fill, it may be borne in mind that it was con-
fidently predicted that the Mandating reser-
voir would never fill, and as little as 814
million gallons were conserved in 1902. Yet so
much as 11,000 million gallons has run to
waste during one season. Assuming the,
reservoir to be filled, it would stand a con-
tinuous draught of 10 million gallons per day
for about 2A years, in the entire absence of
rainfall. Tfhe conclusion arrived at is that
any proposed construction work on the
Canning River should be carried out with the
ultimfate design of completing the dam up to
200 feet high.

Of course that is all subject to the
report, which the Engineer-in-Chief is
awaiting now from his engineers, being
satisfactory in every respect. I may say
that I agree with t he Engiueer-in-Ohief
that the best thing we can do is to take
the position and face it.

What is the probable Requirertent ?

We must start the works so that we may
ultimately' complete them right up) to the
hilt-all the requirements to the end of
the term. I have a table here which
shows how the work would proceed if it
were decided to carry out the proposal to
put a dam there 200 feet high, and how
the capital involved would be spread.

Mr. Thompson says a 200-feet dam would
cost £582,000 and the construction
spread over five years ; that froma 1906
to 1908, two years, we would want
£182,000; that is practically what is

prvded for in this Bill, not quite. Up to
10wewould wantanother150,000, and

to 1910 X150,000; up to 1911 we would
want £C100,000, which would complete
the work. A 30-inch main, 20 miles long
with connections, etc., the mains to carry
on to the other towns of Fremantle and
the suburban towns, would cost.£120,000.
That, sp)read over three years, would
work out that from 1906 to 1908, the
first two years, we would want £110,000
and to 1909 we would want £60,000.
Reticulation, £180,000, spread over five
years-

AIR. TAYLOR: The first main put in
Ifrom the reservoir to Perth would meet
all the requirements.

THE MINISTER FOR WORKS:
Yes. Reticulation, £180,000, spread over
five years. From 1906 to 1908, the first
two years wye would want £60,000; to
1909, we would want £40,000; to 1910,
£240,000; and to 1911, £40,000. Ther
reticulation will go on increasing with
the cities and the population. Surface
reservoir, £30,000, extending over thr-ee
years, £15,000 for 1906 to 1908, and
£15,000 to 1909. That would be at total
expenditure of £968,000 extending over
five years, The reticulation after this
up to 1921 will be constantly going tin,
and getting smaller year by ;ear. It is
estimated to be £6 1,000 for th 10 years.
That makes a total expenditure on the
scheme of £1,028,000.

Fi,,anciat Results, hio. Estimated.

A table has been worked out showing the
financial results from 1908 to 1921.
This table gives the revenue, the original
cost, additional cost, total cost including
the origiual debt £4-00,000, including
over-capitalisation, interest and sinking
fund at 5 per cent., maintenance, total
expenses, surplus or deficit as the case
mar be, and the necessary rate per 1,000
gallons to pay on this outgoing. I need
only take a few of these figures also, but
it is necessary that I should give the
information. The revenue in 1910 is
estimated at £89,100. Additional cost.
£190,000; original cost, £e493,000; total
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cost, £1,815,000; interest and sinking
fund, £965,750; maintenance, £22,275;
total expenses, £88,025. Price per thou-
sand gallons in 1910, Ild.; in 1911, ld.;

1915, 9d.; 1916, 82d.; 1917,84d,; 98
Sd. ; 1919, Sd.; 1920, 8d.; and it is
estimated that in 1921 the water could
be sold to the whole of the people of this
large area at a price not exceediog 7A..L
jper thousand gallons. That is briefly
the scheme the Engineer-in-Chief out-
lines. He says he has been very con-
servative in his calculations and he has
calculated everything on the safe side.
He reckons he 'has taken his consumption
on the safe side and -his -revenue on the
safe side accordingly; and he is perfectly
certain the scheme will work out to that
basis, if not less. In fact we have been
discussing the feasibility, when the whole
scheme is completed, of being able to
reduce the price down to 6d. per thousand
gallons. I think it is not only the duty
of the Government to see that a good
supply of water is available for every
citizen in the interest of health, but also
if possible to see that the citizens get
that water at a cheap rate. I do not
believe in 2s. per thousand gallons for a
gravitation scheme. We are supposed
to be able to pump five million gallons a
day 375 miles into the interior of this
country and sell the water at 3s. 6d- a
thousand; and to have to charge citizens'
of Perth on a gravitation scheme 2s. a
thousand is, according to my opinion,
wrong.

Ma. BATH:- They do not sell it for
Ss. 6d.

THE: MINISTER: Bat they would.
By this scheme, if you only took 5,000,000
gallons, you could not sell it. at 6d. per
thousand. A. pumping scheme is the
cheapest when you are working your
pumping scheme at its utmost capacity.
You could not compare a pumping
scheme having small bores and pumping
stations with a scheme of this descrip-
tion. If you had a pumping scheme
which would supply three times the
population, there would be a disadvan-
tage, because the scheme would not he
w orked to its fullest capacity. That a
pumping scheme on the same magnitude
as this would cost more than a gravita-
tion scheme working to its fullest capa-

city, I think there can be no question on
the part of this House or any body of
men connected with work of this desci-ip-
tion. Make a bold push to provide a
scheme which is going to serve for all
time, practically at any rate for our time,
and meet the great necessity by supplying
fresh water from the hills.

C'omparathbe Cost, Rate. of Charge.

The Adelaide scheme, which supplies
168,000 people, has a capital value of
£91,645,000. Our scheme would be rather
cheaper, because the estimated pop ula-
tion is 153,000 people, and the capital
value £1,516,000. i.n Sydnay they have
a big scheme by gravitation, and the
annual rate is 7d. in the pound, with a
minimum of 10s. The price of water per
thousand gallons for quantity consumed
up to amiount of annual rate is Is., and
for excess Is., except in the cas e of very
large consumers, for whom they make a
special arrangement. Tn Adelaide, where
they have a gravitation scheme, the
annual rate is is. in the poundl, with a
minimum of 15s. ; and the price of water
consumed up to the amount of the rate is
Is. 3d. per thousand, and 6d. to ts. per
thousand is charged for excess water
acecording to the different localities. In
Melbourne they have a big gravitation
scheme,. and the rate is Gd. in the pound.
The price for the- quantity consumed up
to the amount of annual rate is Is. per
thousand, and Is. per thousand is charged
for excess. In Brisbane they have a gravi-
tation and pumping scheme f rom the river
itself. The minimum rate is 20s., hut it
is not otherwise comparable. We do not
know what it is in the pound, being rated
on the floor area. But the charge is
Is. Gd. per thousand gallons, and for
excess Is. Gd. per thousand. In Perth,
wher, we have gravitation and pumping,
the rate is Is. in the pound. We have a
nunununi rate, but we had not until the
Bill was passed the other day. It is now
20s. The price is 2s. per thiousand for
the quantity consumed up to the amount
of the rate, and the charge for excess is
2s. per thousand.. The Government have
decided that from the 1st January it
shall he I1s. 6d. ; so that we are on a par
with Brisbane and not quite as cheap as
other places. In Fremantle there is a
special pumping scheme, the charge being
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6d. in the pound. The minimnum rate is
5s., and they charge is. per thousand for
excess water. The question that has to
be decided is this, are we going to discard
the bore water as soon as possible and
turn our attention to getting a f ull supply
from the hills ? If we decide in the affir-
mnative, I hope we will do so. I ask
the House to pass this Bill to enable
the Government to at once start the
works; and, more than that, I do not
want, as I said before, to be pestered
-not pestered, but I do not want the
pain of listening to those who live in
suburban municipalities who are con-
stantly, harassing to have mains put on,
and of having to say I cannot do it. I
want the citizens to have a supply of
water, even if bore water. [MR. H.

BROWN, You will while Oldham is in
charge.] We must take bore water, and
before this summer is out we shall have
to use every bore and I shall be only too
glad to take it. I am taking every precau-
tion to keep the water as pure as possible.
Members will have noticed the difference
within the last 10 days, prior to which we
had a very bad' time. The water was
unfit for consumption. Since that timna
I have got all the skill and advice I could,
and have been able to take certain steps
which I hope will prevent that in future.
Still the water is not satisfactory ;it
varies in quality, and people do not want
it. I hope members will endorse my
opinion and say, "Go to work on the best,
scheme to augment the supply from the
hills."

A PPENDIX-RETURNS Nos. 1, 2, 3, referred to in the Mintster's

Speech on Water Schemte.

[Return No. 1.]

PRESENT CHARGES FOR WATER IN AUSTRALASIA.

I I IPrice of Water per 1,000 Sutton,.

Nature of Supply.

Gravitation-

Gravitation

Gravitation

Gravitation

pumping

Gravitation

pumping

Pumping

and

and

Annuall Rate.

7d. in the X2, with mini-
mum of los.

Is. in the* X2 witb mini-
mum of 15s.

6d. in the .2 .. ..

Minimum rate 20s. Not
otherwise comparable, as I
rating is not onl value
but on floor area

Is. in the X. No minimum
rate t

6d. in the X. Minimum
rate 5s.

-Reduced to Is. 64. t Since passed, 209. t Minimum rate ziot kuon~.

City.

Sydney ..

Adelaide ..

blelbournet..

Brisbane ..

Perth

Fremantle..

For quanity eoon.
amount of

annual rate.

Is.

is. 3d.

is.

Is. 6d.

-2s.

Is.

Albove amount
covered by

annual i nt.

Is., except to
very large
Consumers

Gd. to Is., ac-
cording to
locality

Is.

Is. 6d.

-2s.

Is.
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[Return No. 2.]
METROPOLITAN WATER SUPPLY.

The population requiring water to-day (1905) is taken as follows

Perth Boards Area, ... .. .. .. .. .

Fremantle Districts.. ..
Claremont Districts .. .. .. .. .. ..
Other Metropolitan Districts (* population of 25,000)..

45,000
17,000

3,000
8,350

73.350

The Revenue over Perth Area is l8s. per head.

The Maintenance Charges on same nearly 49. 6d. per hend.
The Population of the Metropolitan District is increasing 6+ per cent, per annum, and

and this is taken as likely to hold for 10 years. after that time it has been taken as
increasing 1 per cent, per annum less, to a minimum of 3j per cent, per annum.

ESTIMATED POSITION BASED ON ABOVE.

2 3 4

Esiate Daily T
oun. Con in 2

88,000

93,000

99,000

105,000

112,000

119,000

127,000

135,000

143,000

149,000

154,000

159,000

164,000

170,000

gallons.
52

54

56

58

60

60

60

60

60

60

60

60

60

60

d.

10

10

101

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

5

Daily Con.
aSuption.

gallons.

4,570,000

5,020,000

5,W4,000

6,090,000

6,720,000

7,140,000

7,620,000

8,100.000

8,580,000

8,940,000

9,240,00()

9,W40000

9,W4,000

10,200,000

Estimate,
Revenue.

£
79,200

83,700

89,100

94,500

100,800

107,100

114,300

121,5W0

128,000

134,000

138,000

148,000

147,000

153,000

7

Esti-
I maed

nrpeu.
diture.

19.800

20, 92 5

22,275

23,625

25,200

26,775

28,655

30,376

32,000

33,500

34,500

35,750

36,750

38,5

8 9 10

Net Capitalised Preen
Inoe per cent. Su.2

Vau t3Cp

59,400

62,775

66,825

70,875

75,600

80,325

85,t25

91,125

90,000

100,500

103,500

107,250

110,250

£e

1,188,000

1,255,500

1.336,500

1,417,500

1,512,000

1,600,500

1,714,600

1,822,600

1,920,000

2,010,000

2,070,000

2,145,000

2.205,000

2,295,000

X

493,000

493,000

493,000

493,000

493,000

493,000

493,000

493,000

493,000

493,000

493,000

4193,000

493,000

493,000

it

Capital to
cover Inter.

est on which
Surplus In-

Come is
avilable.

695,0W0

762,500

843,500

924,500

1,019.000

1,113,600

1,221,5W0

1,329,500

1,427,0003

1,517,000

1.577,000

1,652,000

1,712,000

1,802,000

Norx.-The amounts in column headed "Present Capital Sunk" comprise the following:-

Present Value Perth District ... 418 AI,4i8
Fremantle District ... ........ 50,99
Claremont .. .. .. ... 23,439

Total .. £. 492,216

This is taken as.£493,000, and all further expenditure dealt with under respective propositions

year.

1908

1909

1910

1911

1912

1913

1914

1915

1916

1917

1918

1919

1920

1921
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[Retun No 3.]PROPOSITION No. 1.

To build the 200 feet Darn on the Canning straight away. Capacity, 10,000,000 gallons per
day.

agog. 1906 1911.T TCapita Involved., ~ra 19Wo ToN To10 To11

2001b. Darn .. . . . 582,000 6 years 182,000 160,000 150,000 100,000

Main .. .. 1,70,000 3 years 100,000 60,000 ... ..-

Reticulation....... 180,000 6 years 60,000 401,000 40,000 40,000

Service Reservoirs...... ..... 30,000 3 years 16,000 15,000

962,000 307,000 266,000 190,000 140,000

Reticulation extension to 1921 .. 61,00(0 - -___

.£1,023,000

FINANCIAL ASPECT, 1908-1921.

Interest INeces-
Yer, Reene.Origrinal Additional Total and Sinking Maintem- Total Er- Supls ay Rate
Year Reenu. Cst, Cost. Cost. Fund at g ue.1Peisa orDfii.U fos

S 5percet Iss o Z1 P5rl.0=

367,000

266,000

190,000

140,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

10,00W

6,000o

5,000

5,000

2,000

2,'000

2,000

£ £e 4

860,000 48,000 19,800

1,126.000 58,250 20,926

1,316,000 65,760 22,276

1,465,000 72,750 23,625

1,405,000 73,250 26,200

1,475,000 73,7-0 26,776

1,486,000 74,260 28,576

1,496,000 74,750 80,376

1,600,000 75,000 32,000

1,505,000 75,250 33,600

1,610,000 ,76,600 34,600

1.612,000 76,600 36,750

1,5514,000 75,700 36,760

1,616.000 75,800 38,250

62,800

77,176

88,025

96,375

98,450

100,625

102,825

105,125

107,000

108,760

110,000

111,350

112,450

1114,060

L Approx.

'6,624 LOid.

01,076 l1d.

tl,876 lid.

'2,360 10d.

'6,576 9Nd.

'11,475 9*d.

'16.376 9d.

'21,000 Sjd.

'25,260 sid.

'28,000 8d.

031,650 8d.

'34,560 8d.

-38,9650 7*d._

ISurplus. t Minus.

Results :-Bore water necessary for four years. Filling of reservoir in four years naot
certain.

1908..

1909..

1910..

1911

1912

191.3

1914 . ..

1916..

1917

1918

1919

1920..

.C
79,200

83,700

89,100

94,500

100,800

107,100

114,8(0

121,500

128,000

-134,000

138.000

148,000

147,000

153,000

493,000

493,000

493,000

493,000

493,000

493,000

493,000

493,000

493,0(0

493,000

493,000

493,000

493,000

493,000

Appendix Beturne.
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METROPOLITAN WATERWORKS BILL.
D1flATE ON THE WATER SCHEME.

Mni. H. DAGTLISH (Subiaco). I do not
desire to unnecessarily debate this ques-
tion at all; but the importance of the
Bill necessitates saying a, few words in
regard to it. In speaking to it, I very
much regret it was impossible for the
Minister to make available for members
a few days ago the figures he has sub-
mitted to us to-eight. I am not making
any complaint against the Minister in
this connection, but simply pointing out
it would have been of great advantage to
us if we had had the opportunity of con-
sidering and referring to those fignres.
I recognise the difficulty the Minister has
been in, and the additional difficulty of
delivering an important speech like his
at this late hour of the night. The
House has reason to feel grateful to the
Minister for the pains he has taken, and
the information he has submitted to it.
But I notice with surprise that the
Minister has been converted altogether to
several opinions which were promulgated
by the late Government, and I am glad
indeed he has been converted to the belief
that the action of dispensing with the
boa~rd, of taking over for the time being.
at all events, the control of the water-
works, was a wise one. [THE MINISTER
TOE WoaRis: T never disputed that.]
And he has found out that it has worked
for the benefit of the State. (MR. H.
B ROWN: That is not one of the planks
of your platform, taxation without repre-
sentation.] I do not know what taxation
the hon. member is alluding to, but I can
tell him, if he is referring to the rating,
that the people of Perth as well as the
suburbs have representation of a certain
class in this Parliament; and.that repre-
sentation can be used to influence the
Ministry, at all events if it is on that
(Government) side of the House. The
"Miuister's statement bears out the pro-
mise which was given by Mr. Johnson,
my colleague, when these works were
tak-en over, that it was possible to reduce
the price of water to the people after
a few months. I congratulate the Min-
ister on being able to make this reduction,
one that will be very warmly appreciated
by the people of Perth. I only hope the
predictions he has given, and which are
borne out by tbe details he has supplied,
in regard to future reductions will he

fully sustained. Another important
point which the Minister has dealt with
is that of the construction of these new
works. I believe the Minister has taken
a step in the right direction in recom-
mending the House to decide not to
fritter away any more moneys peacemeal
on tis scheme, for the purpose of
supplemnenting by a small expenditure
the water su pply of this city. The only
way to settle this question is by dealing
with it in a large-minded and thorough
fashion. And I unhesitatingly support
this Bill, because of the fact thlat it dloes
commit the House, if it be carried, to the
principle that there shall be a new and
large reservoir built, and that the people
of Perth and the district shall be sup-
plied with natural water instead of an
artesian suplply. I do not know what
steps the Minister is taking by way of
improving the artesian supply, but I
hope that if all mnethods of treating the
water are not yet exhausted he will go
farther than hie has done. The water is
still so bad as to be in need of farther
treatment and improvement. And it
will be rather unfortunate for the people
of the metropolis if they have, until this
new scheme is in active operation, to
submit to the sort of liquid they have
been utsing during the past month or two.
1 wish to impress on the Minister the
need for improving the reticulation in a
large number of streets already supplied
in a fashion. I know in my suburb
important streets supplied or supposed
to be supplied from a one-inch mnain.

M R. H. 3ROWN : The same in the city.
MnR. DAGLISH: Such supply is of

course absolutely inadequate. if in a
street of 30 or 40 houses two persons
wish to use the water at the same time,
one of them, if not both, has to go some-
what short; and we do not know what
would be the consequence if a fire broke
out in any of those streets, because there
would be no means whatever of coping
with it. When making this new reticula-
tion the department should be careful
not to adopt any temporary expedient;
not to deal with a locality with a view to
its present condition, hut to consider
the probable increase of population in
particular streets, as well as in the
metropolitan area generally; to remember
not only the fact that with a large
increase of population larger mains will
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be required for domestic purposes, hut
that a farther increase in size of mains
will, in my opinion, be necessitated by the
sewerage scheme when brought into
operation. I believe that a large sum
has been wasted by the late hoard in
originally laying down the small mains.
I believe that some of the suburbs will
have to be almost entirely reticulated
again, almost every street being in-
adequately provided for. The Minister
proposes to increase*- the number of
meters. I should much like to see some
different system of chargingo the con-
sumers, and of estimating what water
they are likely to consume. The meters
do not work satisfactorily to the con-
s-umer. Even when the supply of water
is inadequate, or when a, house is shut
uJ) and the taps are unused for a con-
siderable period, I have known the meter
to register as usual.

THBp MINISTER: Someone had been
stealing Water.

MR. DAGLISH: No. I can give the
Minister instanuces of meters which,
though no water was, passing through
them, continued to register. The Minister
has pointed out that there is a remedy.
It is a remedy the success of which is
doubtful; and in view of the fact that it
is expensive to test, many consumers
naturally prefer to bear the first loss, and
to let it be the final loss. Because after
all, if a meter be tested, found to be in-
correct, and a. new one be supplied, the
faults in meters are so common that one
loses faith in the efficacy of substituting
a new meter for anu old. But I should
like to see extended the practice already
in vogue on a small scale of charging con -
sumers on the basis of the superficial
areas. of their gardens. That is a very
good scheme, if it can be worked out so
as to give the department a fair return.
We should, if possible, encourage the
people to have gardens;j and the meter is
a distinct discouragement to any con-
sumer, because it increases by 10s. a
year, apart from the charge for water
c-.nsunied. the amount he has to pay, the
board. A system of charging on the
superficial area of a garden, instead of
hr measurement through a meter, would
Ihbelieve pay the department very well
to; adopt, and would be distinctly advan-
tagceous to a large numnber of house-
ho~ders. I do not know what return the

scheme, so far as tried, has given to the
board; but I know that in a. umber Of
cases it has from thre householder's point
of view worked very satisfactorily; and
when I say that, I -Jo not maean to imply
that the householder has got more water
than hie was eutitled to. If the basis of
calculation of the scheme be right, then
it should be capable of adjustment
so that both seller and purchaser may
get a, fair return. The Minister is
wise, I believe, in proposing to follow
the suggestion of the late Government,
by entrusting the construction of the
new works to the Puhlic Works 'De-
partment instead of to the City Council
or to the new board.

* Mx. H. BROWN: The City Council las
just as much brains as Parliament has.

NiR. DAGUISH:- The hon. member
must not judge of other members by himi-
self, becatuse the stanidard is not the same.

Mu. H. BROWN: There should be no
taxation without representation.

MRt. DAGLISH: A few months ago
the Minister was, I believe, somiewhat
opposed to this system of construction,
somewhat doubtful of the efficiency or
afraid of the costliness of the work done
by the Public Works Department. I
believe that we have, in the Engineer-in-
Chief and his staff, the mnost capable
engineers in this State, the most capable
men we are likely to get in this 8tate for
so important a work; and it is far better
to pay a little extra in order to get work
of this magnitude done thoroughly for
all time. I trust that the Minister will
not, entertain any proposal for utilising
the Mundaring ;vater farther than it is
now uitilised, at Mlidland Junction and
Guildford; for that would be the old
blunder ofa patchwork scheme. Let us
make the first cost the last cost. The
Canning catchment has, I believe, a
bod 'y of water sufficient to supply the
whole metropolis. That, of course, isa
entirely an enizineering question; but I
rejoice at its heing thorouglily investigated
by the Minister. I desire to express the
opinion that lie deserves the utmnost com-
mendation for grappling at once with this
question ;and I have much pleasure in
supporting the second reading of the
Dill.

Ma. T. H. BATH (Brown Hill): The
reniarks thamt it ocerired to me to make
after hearing the Minister's second-reading
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speech have practically been made by the
member for Subiaeo (Mr. Daglish). I
imerely re-echio his opinion that the
Minister is taking the right course in
abandoning the old system of patchwork
schemes-of adding to the capital cost,
and then having finally to abandon the
scheme, with the result that the capital 1
account is saddled with the expenditure
involved, without any corresponding
advantages. I wish to draw attention toI
the fact that in the figuires presented by
the Minister the basis of calculation, after
working expenses and interest are pro-
-vided for, is a I p+,r cent, sinking f und.
That may be sufficient for an expenditure
on any weir or other means of impound-
ing the water; hut I do nut think it is
sufficient for reticulation, because the
depreciation in respect of such an item is'
a very considerable percentage, and the
result will be that longo before we, by
means of the sinking fund, redeem the
loan, we shall have had to renew the
mains and practically to double the capital
cost.

['Mn. SPnAsna resumed the Chair.]
Mn. G. TAYLOR (Mount Margaret):

I have nto desire to speak at any length;
but it is impossible to follow the Minister
through1 his long tables of figures. I amI
sorry, with the member for Suhiaco andI
the Leader of the Opposition, that the
Minister could not supply mnembcrs with
copies of those figures before making his
second-reading speec~h, so that we mnight
bare followed them and perhaps gained
a better understanding of the question.
But I do know the need for a. better
water supply in the coastal-metropolitan
area. For the last five years 1, in coin-
mon with other citizens of Perth, have
been drinking the board's water; and at
somne times it is worse than at others.
As the Minister pointed out, it was, some
eight or ten days agro, at its worst. But
that is not the only bad feature. While
some consumers are supplied with water of
inferior quality, a very large number in the
suburban areas are not supplied at all.
For instance, a portion of the area. in
which I live is not reticulated. I speak
of Leederville, where beyond the north
end of Oxford Street a large number of
people hiave no water supply whatever.
In that street stands the Oxford Hotel ;
and hotels are not likely to be built

unless there is a population. Those
people have repeatedly asked me to assist
them to get a water supply. I wish to
Point out to the Minister that the main is
laid about half-way up Oxford Street,
beyond the municipal council chambers.
The people interested have placed the
matter before mje, and say that about
£2,000 would lay the main and supply
with water that end of Leederville. The
Minister has assured mne int conversation
that lie will do his very best. I should
like to know whether, if this Bill passes,
it will be possible for the Minister to
continue the maini through Oxford Street
to enable that portion of Leeclerville to
be reticulated, without waitingr for any
farther developments in connection with
the larger scheme. When one thinks
that water from the bores is being
sup plied from Leederville to the city and
suburbs, it seems strange that the locality
which is the source of supply has been so
sadl y neglected in the matter of reticula-
tion. I should like t6 point out also that,
a. fortnight or three weeks ago, the
council let a contract to macadamise the
very street in which the main will have
to be laid. No mnacadnanising work has
vet heen done; the street is nothing but
sand, save that the tram track in the
centre is macadamised ; and on the side
where the main will he the sand is being
removed to make roomn for ballast and
gravel. If the MAinister is able to c.on-
tinue that miaini at a cost of about
£2,000, I hope lie will b1 e able to do so
at the earliest opportunity, say at 'the
beginning of the year. He can, I
believe, arrange with the council that the
macadamnising work shall cease until the
main is laid; that is, if the main is to be
laid early in the year. It will not take long
to complete the main in Oxford Street; and
if that is not done, Iwish to point out the
additional expense that will be involved
by tearing up the macadamised road, Lay-
ing the main, and replaciug the maceadam,
because it would be add itional cost and
double work to make the necessary trench
for the main, and the material removed
would not complete the road again; and
once you break up a road, You can. never
ge it back into as satisfactory a state as
in the first instance. I hope tJhe Ministi'r
will take notice of this. I am sure the
people of Leederville have heen anxious
about it. I know a deputation waited on
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the previous Minister, and he promised
to put the work in baud four or five
muonthisago. 0f course, through changes
of Government, it did not conme about.
I think it is necessary that these people
should be served with water, so I hope
the Minister will do his best if the Bill is
passed. I have no objection to the
measure, but it is not necessary for the
Minister to wait for the larger scheme to
undertake the reticulation of that part of
the metropolitan area. The Minister
told a deputation that he could not
undertake any small reticulation until
the larger scheme was entered on ; but I
hope he will consider the laying of this
main in that street at once, because in
three or four weeks' time there will be
a inacadamised road there. I hope this
Bill will be passed, so that the people of
Perth and Fremantle will be supplied
with water that will not be injurious, and
that they will have no doubt about its
nature. As the member for Perth was a
member of the Waterworks Board at one
time, and also mayor of Perth, perhaps
he is more accustomed to the water than
I am ; but be is well aware of the comn-
plaints against it. One would think it
was clay-pan water by the colour; and it
smells. It is very had water indeed. I
was glad to listen to the speech of the
Minister. It at least shows that hie has
gone deeply into the subject; and I am
sure he has grappled with the scheme in
a masterly manner; and with the aid of
hii? engineers, I hope his anticipations
will be reached, and that the people of
the metropolitan area will be supplied
with the class of water that they should
be supplied with.

MR. J. B. HOLMAN (Murchison) : I
amn pleased to note that the session is not
going to close without dealing with this
all-im portant question, and that it is taken
in hand in a, proper manner. Ijam sorry
that we could not get more information
on the matter because of the late hour of
the session and the night; but I intend
to support the measure.

MR. H. BROWN (Perth): I do not
intend to oppose this Bill, but at all
events I intend to raise my protest against
the advice the Minister has received from
his officers. The figures we have bad
here to-night are given by a gentleman
who, only a few years ago, was a licensed
surveyor. [MeEER: That does rot

detracet from the value of the figures.]
The figures are those of Mr. Oldham,
who in the past few years, after Mr.
Palmer's retirement, has been Engineer
for Water and Sewage of Towns. To
show the value of his figures, I bad an
application a year or two ago from himi
to be allowed to sink a bore on the Mul-
berry Plantation in the city of Perth?, to
test the artesian sup)ply of the city. The
request seemed absurd. We had at that
time a bore on the cricket-ground, one at
the Causeway, one in Wellingt6ni Street,
and two others in Perth.

MR. BATH : There can be half a dozen
artesian channels within a wile.

MR. H. BROWN: Exactlyv. We have
heard that the palatability of the water
has been incteased within the last week
or two; but as to its potability wye have
bad no reference at all. During the'last
few months a bore has been put down at
Leederville, the water from which has
been absolutely unfit for hflsan con-
sumption. so far as the palate is concerned.
We find the reason there are so few com-
plaints during the last few weeks is that
the Wellington Street bore has had to be
introduced ; and though the water inay
cause a smell, it does not taste so bad.
We were offered that particular water at
6d. per thousand gallons to water the
streets of the city; but owing to the fairly
good taste of the water which the
people of Perth have been supplied with,
they are taking it without any protest
whatever. When they obtained water
fronm the artesian supply, at teederville
and the taste was objectionable, it was
natural they resented it; and so long as
we are advised by Mr. Oldham, so long
will we obtain artesian supplies for the
city of Perth. I was on the Metropolitan
Waterworks Board for some years and
did my' best to get a good wat~r supply.

MR. BATH: Your best is not much.
MR. H. BROWN: We have on the

opposite benches a Labour party. It is
one of that party's planks, and its prayer,
that there should be no taxation without
representation. That is why I am enter-
ing my protest against this Bill. If the
ratepayers of the city of Perth are to be
rated mnore than they are now, they
should have some representation in the
matter. Take the Coolgardie .Water
Scheme, which is pointed to as a national

Iwork. If it is national, then the water
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supply* of the metropolitan area is also to
be included as a national work. If the
Government are prepared to admit that,I
and are agreeable to supplying water
pro rate to the cost of the goldfields
water supply at Kalgoorlie, I would not
raise a word of protest; but if the Jpeople
of the metropolitan area are to bear the
cost of interest and sinking fund on this
scheme, they should have some repre-
sentation on the controlling board, as in
Melbourne and Sydney. WVith reference
to the administration, in the past the
management of the Metropolitan Water-
works Board has been absolutely rotten.
When I wvent on that board, a debit was
allowed to stand for over three or four
vears, and it still existed when I abstained
ifrom attending the meetings. The board
presided over by Mir, Traylen indented
Certain pumping plant for a bore on the
Association Cricket Ground. That plant
was transferred from the cricket ground
to the Leederrille bore. After indent-
ing the plant for the cricket ground,
they decided to abandon that bore,
and lost over two or three hun-
dred pounds on the indent; but three
years afterwards a. debit still stood
on the As9sociation Ground bore. While
the supply of the city of Perth was in
the bands of a private company, we were
supplied with water at Is. 6d. per
thousand gallons; but as soon as the
board took over the supply, the chairman
(Mr. Traylen), posing as a financier,
obtained the sanction of Parliament to
increase the rate to 2s. per thousand
gallons, and showed that the scheme
was paying. Anyone, with the advantage
given him by Parliamient to increase
the price 2-5 per cent., could not be
looked upon as much of a, financier.
The member for Subiaco was regretting
that somne mneans could not be provided
whereby persons with small gardlens could
be charged a certain price per year.
But if a sy' stem of meters were adopted
by which each person would pay for the
water consumed, the revenue of the board
would be doubled. At the present time
the Government are not being paid for
half the water that goes through the
mains from Canning, and from the bores
in the various portions of the eityv. The
Waterworks Board are using the cheapest
meters it is possible to obtain, when they
know the only meters capable of register-

ing the proper consumption of water are
the positive meters, and they will not tse
these owing to the expense. It would
pay the present board to use the best
meters obtainable, and make each rate-
payer pay in the same way as he does for
any other commodity which he consumes
-pay for the quantity- of wvater he uses.

THE MINISTER FOR WORKS (in
reply): I thank hon. iem bets, especially
those on the Opposition side, for the
kindly references to the measure. It is
refresh ing, to have words of com mendati On
after hearing so much in condemnatfion
only such a short tine since. It is
pleasming to have something which meets
with the entire upproval of the House.
In reply to the member for Mt. Margaret
I may say the lion. member misunderstood
my intention asto reticulation, Welhave
the plans prepared to go to work, only we
want the money. As soon as the Bill is
passed and we are able to raise the money
and get ai supply of pipes, the reticulationi
will be put in hand immediately.

Question put and passed.
Bill reatd a second time.

IN COMMITTEE, ETC.

Bill passed through Cornmittee without
debate, reported without amendmnent, and
the rep~ort adopted.

Rea-d a third time, and transmitted to
the Legislative Council.

ADJOURNMENT-PROROGATION
ARRA NOEMYNTS.

Tas PREMIER:; I wish to intimiate
to members that His Excellency the
Governor has arraLnged to prorogue Par-
liament at 3 o'clock on Saturday. I
believe thatt will suit the convenience of
wonibers generally, and I believe the
Leader of the Opposition is in agreement
with me. I think the House should
meet at 11 o'clock to-morrow morninig.
Therefore I move:

That the House at its rising do adjourn until
11 o'clock a.m. Saturday.

MR. TAYLOR:- Will it be necessary
to meet as early as 11 ?

THE PREMIIER: We have to send
the Bills which we have passed to another
plaee, as I am anxious they should pass
through there. There is also a motion
by a mnember of the Opposition on the
Notice Paper, and I wish to give that
member an opportunity of moving it.
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Question passed.
The House accordingly adjourned at

five minutes to 1 am., until Saturday
forenoon.

Atg i $Iatrbtr O ur lii 6.
Saturday, 23rd December, 1905.

Bills for Agriculturel Spur Railways (3). debated
Jointly, amely-

1, Kanrnng.ojonu, all stages .. 920
2, Goomalling.Dowerin, all stages--------933
3, Wagin Dunibleymig, all stages 934

Bill: Approprition, in Cont, an.. ......... 935
Metropolitan Waterworks Act Amendment

(exten~sion of water supply), all stages ... 935
Comnplimentary Remarks, Close of Session .. 936
Assent to Bills.................'3
Prorogation to end of May,...................3

THE PRESIDENT took the Chair at

11 o'clock forenoon.

PRAYERS.

PAPER PRESENTED.
By the COLONIAL SECRETARY : Papers

relating to tile Suspenlsion and reinstate-
menit of the Comnmissioner of Police.

BILL-KATANNIRG-KOJONUP
RAILWAY.

AGRICULTURAL SPUR LINE.

Received from the Legislative
sembly, and read a first time.-

As-

SECOND READNG-JOINT DEBATE.

THRCOLONIAL SECRETARY (Hon.
W. Kingsmnill), in moving the second
reading, said : Members will notice what
has taken place in another part of the
Legislature, and the procedure fol-
lowed there can with a good deal of
advantage be followed here; that these
three Bills in so far as the second-reading
debate goes may be considered as one.
By that I mean any arguments for and
against the three railways may be sub-
mitted in the one debate, and the Bills
dealt with afterwards in a more Or less-
formal manner. This is a method of

procedure that will recommend itself to,-
the Chamber because a good deal of time
is saved thereby, and each Bill can never-
theless receive the treatment to which it
is entitled. These Railway Bills have
been brought forward in pursuance of
what has been , since the Government has
had existence, one of the main planks
of their platforni, that of constructing
what are known as spur lines of railway,
running from the main tines into country
which is either settled or which the
Government are desirous of settling, or
which is in both stages. With regard to
the information which no doubt members
wish to be supplied with, and which I
shall be able to give their, I shall deal
with the followving heads of information,
namnely, the starting point and terminus of
the line, the total area of laind served
by the line, the area of land alienated
along the route of the line, the area of
land available for settlement along the
route of the line, and in most cases
Classified into second and third class;
then again I shall be able to give
members information about the rainfall,
the lie of the country, that is the nature
of the country through which the lines
pass, including the engineering difficulties
which are met with or which are con-
spicuous by their absence, the timber
growing on such country, and the devia-
tions. I should like to know if there are
any other items of information on wvhich
members require me to speak.

HfON. J. D. CONNOtty: The probable
f reight.

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY: The
hon. gentleman must know that it is
practically impossible to arrive at that.

BON. J. D. CONNOLLY: The probable
cost of working the line.

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY: We
can get that.

HoN. R. P. SHOLL: Thle report of
the surveyors.

BON. S. D. CONNOLLY: The result of
the working of other lines.

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY:
That can be got of similar lines, not spur
lines built on a trunk-line basis. We do
not propose in the first place that these
lines shall be built as spur lines have
been hitherto built on the trunk-line
basis. It is not proposed that these
lines sball cost £4,000 a mile equipped.
but it is estimated that the cost of the 8O


